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Lessons Learned From Past Block Grants:.
Implications For Congressional OverSjght

,

Block grant progra ms enacted before 1981
have successfully targeted services to
people designated as economically disad-
vantage'd The Congress may never know
whether the new block grants enacted
under the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1981. are similarly successful in
social targetingor in other objectives:-
because the Federal Government is not
requiring uniform data collection.

GAO found no evidence from the early
block grants of administrative savings that
would offset budget cuts of greater,than 10
percent in programmatic activities. Although
the past is alway an uncertain predictor of
the future, this experience raisesquestions'
about the amount of cost savings that will
emerge under the block grants.created in
1981.
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight
Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As you requested in your April 2, 1981, letter, we have
reviewed Previous experience with block -grants and live analyzed
the requirements for their effective evaluation. This report
outlines four issues raised by consolidating categorical programs
into block grants ang; -,iscuses the early and 1981 block gra4ts
'in light of each issr ie..

I, t

,
6

i

As arranged with your office, we are sending copies of the
report to the Office of Management and Budget and to the U.S.
Departments of Health and Human Services, Housing and Urban
Development, Education, Labor, and Justice. ,

to

/
..

Sincerely yours,

Eleanor ,Chelimsky
Director
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GENERAIACCOUNTING PFFICE
REPORT TO.THE CHAIRMAN
SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT
CdMMITTEE ON WAYS P4gDa.MEANS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 1

DIGEST
Block grants provide funds, usually to general
purpose governmental units, as specified by
statutory formula, for use in broad functional
lireas.. The grantees are allowed considerable

,discretion in identifying problems, designing
programs, and allocating resources. The five
block grants established before 1981 are

,t

LEgSONS LEARNED FROM PAST
BLOCK GRANTS: IMPLICATIONS
FOR 'ONGRESSIONA,L OVERSIGHT

- -Partnership for Health Act (PHA),

- -Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Ait
(LEAA, for the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration, the agency created to admini-
ster this legislation),

- -Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA),'

--Community Development Block Grants (CDBG),

- -Title XX Social Services. (pp. 1-3)

Experience under the five pre-1981 Vlock gLnts
raises questions' about the stability of the
block grant as a funding mechanism.. Of these'
five grants, LEAA has been abolished, _PHA was
merged into a large new blocl; grant, Title XX
became the major component of the Social Serv-

. ices block grant, CETA bas been threyEened with
replacement, and only the entitlement cities
portion of CDBG continues intact. (p% 9)

4
HOW HAVE BLOCK GRANTS' ATTEMPTED
TO BALANCE COMPETING GOALS OF
FLEXIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY?

In the pre-/981 biock 'grants.? grantees' accounta-
bility for Federa dollars was insured by plan-
ning, spending, ecordkeeping and reporting,
and auditing requirements, as specified in the
legislative provisions and regulations. HoW-
ever, the amount of flexibility grantees had
under the earlier grants differed from block
to block. GAO's review finds that theSe fotir
type* of requirement increased in number and
complexity over time. PHA and.Title XX were

(GAO/IPE-82-8)
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eiceptions because their planning and ,spending
requirements remained stable or were reduced.
(pp. 16-27)

The block grants enacted in the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1981 differ from the
earlier grants by imposing certain generic

'categories of accountability requirements more
consistently4 The new grants are 'bore detailed
in their reporting and aMiting provisions 4but
have fewer kinds of planning and spending,re-
strictZon than the earlier block'grants. They
also greatly, limit the roles Federl agencies,
play in program operations. (pp. 27-31)

HAVE THE POOR AND OTHER
DISADVANTAGED GROUPS BEEN
SERVED EQUALLY UNDER BLOCK,
GRANTS AND..FATEGORICAL
PROGRAMS?

Of the original block grants, CDBG, CETA, and
Title XX had objectives of serving the economic-
411y needy. GAO's rpyiew of them suggests they
did in fact targe,t serVices to their designated
groups.

For CDBG and CETA, there were no consiStent dif-
4erences between the earlier categorical programs
dnd the pre-1981 block grants in targeting bene-
fits to lower income people or to minority groups.

--CETA was overall slightly less targeted to the
economically needy under the block grant, but
the differences'are small and on some charac-
teristics the block grant is more targeted
than the categorical programs. (p. 37)

- -CDBG shows somewhat more targei.ing to low and
moderate income recipients than the categori-
cal programs, but these findings are limited
to rehabilitation aid in only seven cities.
(pp. 40-41)

- -There is no evidence that targeting to the
poor declined over time for CDBG or CETA.
(pp. 37-38 and 41-43)

Satellite cities and cities with fewer urba-
problem9 achieved less targeting of CDBG funds
than other, more needy cities. GAO finds that
at least in the case of CDBG, the absence of
targeting in the allocation formula cari imp0r
targeting under block grants. (pp. 44-46) \
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HAVE THERE BEEN SAVINGS
) .

s IN ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS f

,

i

UNDER,pLOCK GRANTS? .

. ,

.

,

In this al'eview,f670 identified no conclusive
pattern to'the effedts of the pre-1981 block ;

grants onthe adMinistrative costs of,State
.

n i

and local grantees. In the debate on the 1981
block grants, the Administration asserted Cat
administrativ0 dos,t saving's Wo'uld offset Federal

I reducAohs of more,than 20 per6ent, in spending.
lthoughpe past experience with block grants
provides/no data to suppdrt this claim, reduc-
icis in Federal requireMents that might de- -

crease costs may result'in.economies not seen
previOusly. Generally, GAO finds that

-7-consolidating the,categoripal progfams ,

4 igto CDBG, CETA, and PHA 11.ad mixed
effects'on'adhinistrative costs (pp.
54-55) and

.

.

--the costs of administering three'of he fiy,e .

originl 1616C,k grafts mere within the range
of the costs.of aclinistering categorical
44rantS generally. (pp. 55-59)

WRAT EVALUATIVE INFORMATION 4 .

.
HAS BEEN AVAILABLE TO THE'
CONGRESS:.UNDER BLOCK GRANTS?

Examining the extent and nature of Federal .
evalOation under the five original block grants,
GAO finds.that he Congress had the most exten-
sive and most usable evaluatiojrinforMation from
CETA and 0)130. LEA and Title XX undertookfew
studieS that would have,g.iveri.t,he Convess a
picture Of pkbgress or effects across all the
States. PfHA had essentially no evaluation ac=..
tivity at the hational level. (pp-66-67)

. 0

One explanatiVn for the variation in Federal
evaluation activitiesamong the five,pre-1981
block grants is that agencies' views,sof accouhta-
bility,differed under the blbck grant mechanism.
For example, experience under PHA illusErates

' how a.limited accountability function can lead'
4 '

to'an 'inak:Jility to track fundj and a generally
diminished evalliatio'n capabVIlty. (pp. 70-71)

The,1981 bldck grAnts give a less explicit role\.
,

.,. for prograni evaluation to the admilnistering.Fed
eral agencies'and a greater role to-theiStatei.
This suggebts that in the future the scope and

nmrStutel ,
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manher of State evaluation activities will
differ from State to State. (pp. 31-73)

FURTHER OBSERVAIONS

Among the important.considerations in predicting
block 'grant optcomeer two stand out. First, the
five prograIN constitute all the past block
grants bust provide only a tenuous basis for,
drawing firm conclusions about the block grant
as a funding mechanism. 'Second, conditions in
the 1980's are substantially different from what
they were in the 1970's, and this coUld affect
outcomes gi,ven that the 1981 block grants were
intended to,delegate substantially greater re-

. sponsibilities to the States. (pp. 9-12)

Current Administration policy is to leave the
form and content of annual reports under the .

1981 block grants to grantees' discretion. How-
ever, this may mean that data may not be avail-
able if there is future congressional interest
in assessing the use of block grant funds as ai

4
way of achieving targeting goals or other

(

natib-hal objectiVes. An adequate reporting
dapability involves insuring that at least some
Information can be collected uniformly across

4 all States to Produce comparable data. Alttiough,
some efforts are under way*in some States to
establish common reporting systems, the outcome
is uncertain. (pp. 31-32, 51, and 72-73)

Moreover, GAO finds that the fears that block
grants would provide fewer servi'ces to the d.is-
advantaged than categorical programs--and that,
consequently, these servi*s would deteriorate
over time--:were not realized under the original
block'grants. This;*suggeSts that, depending
on how specific requirements are implemented
administratively, block grants may be more com-
gatible with the goals of social accountability
than has beep assumed. Targeting can provide
for who a grant'is to serve while leaving to
Stateor local authorities the decisions about
what activities or services the grant is to

- offer.

Finally, the lack of any consistency in earlier
findings of differences in administrative costs
between block grants arid the categorical pro-
grams suggests that the cost savings that re-
sulted from administering block grants would not,
by themselves, have offset budget cuts of greater
than 10 percent in programmatic activities.

iv
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Howeyer, the newer block giants, accompanied by
changes i Federal requirements that might de-
crease costs, may result in economies not pre-
viously experienced. (pp. 64-65)

THE CONGRESSIONAL REQUEST, .

THE AGENCIES' COMMENTS, ,

AND GAO'S RESPONSE
3

GAO undertook thie examination of experience
under the.block grants enacted by previous ses-
sions of the Congress at the request of the Sub-

k
committ on Oversight of the House Committee on
Wayg( an Means. GAO reviewed and compared
the legi lative provisions for the original and
the 1981'block grants. GAO's findings are based
additionally on a synthesis of evaluation
studies relevant to questions of Xargeting and
administrative costs. (pp. 12-13)

The Office of Management and Budget.(0MB) and the
U.S. Departments of Education, H,falth and Human
Services, Justice, and Labor Comffiented on a draft
of this report. The U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development did not offer a written
response within the period specified in Public
Law 96-226. The agencies that did respond
characterized the report as an informative and
accurate description of experience under the
fiye early block grants. (pp. 105-21).

*

OMB maintains that GAO's findings and orlon-
clusions as based upon past block grants are, in
many respects not relevant t6 the block grants
enacted in 1981. The new block grants, OMB
argues, shift program accountability to the
States, making the States "accountable to their
own citizens, rather than to Federal officials."
GAO's analysis of requirements under the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 demonstrates
that toile legislation provides the Federal Govern-
ment a role in oversight rather than virtually
abolishing that role in the way that OMB suggests.
Monitoring the expenditure of block grant funds
to achieve stated national objectives--a theme
throughout this report--has been and is a central_-__
Federal accountability function under past,andr-
present block grant legislation. (pp. 105-06)

LI
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

/,
The Omnibus Budget. Reconciliation Act of 1981 created nine

new block grants from the consplidation of more than 50 categor-
ical grants and two already existing block grants: Up until 1981,

the only block grants in existehce were

L-Pattnership for Health Act (PHA),

--Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act (referred to

as LEAA, for Law Enforcement AssistanCe Administration;
the agencT created to administer the legislation),

--Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA),

--Community Development Block Grants (CDBG), and

XX Social Services.

The 1981 legislation and proposals for ItS82 have heightened the
interest of the Congress and others in whether experience under
the older block grants can prove useful in the congressional
oversight of the newly established programs.

The Chairman of the Subcommittee on Oversight of the House
Committee on Ways and Means asked us to review the five block

grants listed Above and identify information that might be help-
ful in evaluating current programs. While the objective tradi-
tionally associated with block grants is to fund broadly defined
finctional areas with the greatest flexibility for grantees and
the fewest Federal requirements, a review of these five block
grants shows some diversity among them with regard to what at-
taining this objective means in practice.

The Chairman asked us\to examine the legislation and
evaluations related toathe older block grants to see if ekperi-
ence can help inform the current debate. We were asked to answer
questions related to four issues. The first issue is whether
the -range and type of informational and accountability require-
ments imposed under each of the block grants have been adequate.
The second issue is whether the poor and other disadvantaged
groups have received their sltare of services under block grants
compared to categorical grants% Under the third issue, we ex-

.
amine how administrative costs differ under block grants and
categoricals. The fourth issue concerns the Federal evaluation
activities--evaluation being one mechanism for achieving account-
ability--that were implemented for the five programs.

WHAT IS A BLOCK GRANT?

Block, grants are often contrasted with two other funding
mechanisms: categorical grants and general revenue sharing. The

1



differences among the three are sometimes clearer in the abstract
than in the implementation. For the purposes of definition, how-
ever, me can place block grants somewhere between categorical
grants and general revenue sharing by the scope of restrictions(
or conditions they imliose on grant recipients. At the one ex-
treme, categorical grants provide funding for specialized purpos-
es andnarrowly defined activities. Typically, the Federal rple
in administerinT them is active and includes specifying applica-
tion re4uirements, negotiating awards, monitoring the progress of
the funded activities, and evaluating effects. / At the other ex-
treme, general revenue Sharing provides funds to local governments
for almost an use, kncluding initiating new programs, stabilizing
local taxes, and generally supporting government programs. In
addition, the Federal Government imposes almost no conditions on
the recipients beyond requirements to hold proposed-use hearings,
conduct audits, and comply.with civil rights requirements, Block
grants have comparatively fewer constraints than categorical
grants, but they give recipients narrower latitude than general
revenue sharing. Overall, however, block grants give recipients
wide latitude in making administrative arrangements and in choos-
ing services within a functional area.

Five features distinguish block grants from other forms of
assistance.

1. Federal aid is authorized fol- a wide range of activities
within a broadly defined functional area.

2. Grantees are allowed considerable discretion in identi-
fying problems, designing programs, and allocating re-
sources.

3. Federally imposed administrative, fiscal,reporting, plan-
ning, and other requirements are kept to the minimum nec-
essary to insure that national goals are accomplished. .

4. The amount of Federal aid a grantee receives is calcu-
lated from a statutory formula rather than being the de-
cision of Federal administrators.

5. The initial recipient of block grant funds is usually
a general purpose governmental unit, such as a city or
State. (ACIR, 1977a, p. 6)*

In practice, it may be difficult to,classify a program as
either a block or a categorical grant, and th problem is com-
pounded by some misconceptions. Block grants 'au often accom-
panied by grant program consolidation and, recently, they have
been accoml5anied by reductions in appropriations. Although both

*Notes to chapters are in appendix IV; interlinear bibliographic
citations are given in fsull in the bibliography in appendix V.

44,
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consolidation and budget reductiOn have occurred in the block

grants created by the Omnibus Budge* Reconciliation Act of 1981,
neither is a `defining characteristic of block grants. Grant con-
solidations can combine adritrnistrative functions to reduce the

number of separate programs and give recipients More discretion
than they previously enjoyed. The same features that usually ac-
company a discretionary grant program--application requirements,
competitive selection of grantees, little discretion for recipi-

ents in the program design--usually remain under simple consoli-
dations. In contrast, block grants redistribute power and auth-
ority and may or may not be accompanied by a reduction in the

number of Federal programs.

Similarly,`block grants cancave higher or lower appropri-
ations than their predecessor categoridal programs. While the
block grants enacted in 1981 typically had appropriations cuts
of the order of 25 percent, most of the earlier block grants
were enacted with increased aRpropriations. The term "block
grant" refers to the manner in which power and decisionmaking
are distributed, not to the dollar resources that are made
available.

GENERAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE FIVE
BLOCK GRANTS

The five block grant programs that were in existence long
enough to provide experience useful to current congressional
needs are listed in table 1 on the next page. Theioldest, PHA,
was established 16 years ago in 1966. The most recent, Title XX
Social Services, was established in 1975. Four Federal agenCies
administered the five programs. Outlays in fiscal year 1981 ranged
from a low of $23 million for PHA to a high of $4 billion for CDBG.

In the following short histories, we describe the establishment
and subsequent evolution of each of the five programs.

Partnership for Health Act

The Partnership for Health Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-749)
was originally designed to reorganize Federal categorical
health programs by consolidating nine grant programs into one.
The first Hoover Commission had urged health program consolida-
tion in the 1940's, and subsequent commissions in intergovern-
mental relations and health services also supported it. Presi-
dent Lyndon Johnson criticized the proliferation ofAindividual
categorical grants as rigid, inefficient, and unable to meet the
Nation's health needs. Earl4 in 1966, he submitted a sweeping .

legislative program for public health that included a block
grant for health services. V

Although the States used PHA fundsto support mental heal,th,
general health, tuberculosis control, and other public health
activities, the breadth and goals of PHA coverage were never,
realized. PHA outlays dropped from $90 million in fiscal year

q
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Program and
year enacted

Partnership for
Health (PHA),
1966

Omnibus Crime
Control and
Safe Streets
(LEAA), 1968

Comprehensive
Employment
and Training
(CETA) , 1973.

Community
Development
Block,Grants
(CDBG), 1974 .

Table 1

The'Structural and Fi?scal Characteristics
of the'Five Original Block Grants

Categorical Outlays
Federal Services programs $ million
agency provided consolidated FY 1981

HHS Zublic 9 23

health

LEAA Law en-
forcement,
criminal
justice

DOL
-

Manpower

HUD Community
and eco-
nomic de-
velopment

Title XX Social HHS Social
Services, 1975

0

Distribution
formula

Population,
'financial
need

316 Population

Primary
recipient

States

States

17 2,231 Unemployment, General
previous year purpose
funding.level, local and
low income States /

6 4,042.

2 2,646

Population, Geheral
overcrowded purpose
and old hous- local
ing, poveriy,
population
growth lag

Population States

Source: ACIR1 Block drants: A Comparative Analysis (Washington, D.C.: 1977), p. 7, and

The Partnership for Health Act: Lessons from a Pioneering Block Grant (Washington,
D.C.: 1977), p. 10. FY 1981 outlays from OMB, Budget of the Government of the

United States, 1983. Special Analysis H (Washington, D.C.: 1982), p. 21; figures
exclude categorical components of CDBG, CETA, and LEAA. See also 88 Stat. 2337. i-
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1972 to $23 million in fisCal year 1981. (OMB, 1982, p. 21).
The reasons for PHA's decline are several. The legislative and
executive branches disagreed over the extent of Federal require-
ments and oversight for the program. Was the grant to support
any public health activity that A Stalte or a local Overnment

. undertoo* or was it to further national public health needs,
and where Mould the line between the two be drawn? (ACIR,
1977a, p. 17)

1.
.Moreover, in the early years of PHA, the States resigtea

the attempts of Federal officials to intervene in grant activi-'
ties In response to contgressional concerns about the program.
Almost all the early, disputes were resolved in favor of the
States. By 1972, the U.n. Department of Health, Education, And
Welfare (HEW, now HHp) decided to eliminate ihe requirements
for the submission of State plans. Tio,regulations were changed
to require only State astdrances that a detailed plan had _been
prepared and met all applicable Federal requirements. (ACIR,
1977c, pp. 32, 37). The pertinent congressional committees
favored greater controls; that theee controls were 4ot accepted
strengthened congressional preference for.enacting new categOr-
ical health grants. The Advisory Commission on Intergovern-
mental Relaions concluded that

"In summary, the 'failure to achieve an effective
operatibnal, balance between the.concerns of the

. states arid those of the federal government ulti-
mately produced a prograftrWith meager funding,
only a few really powerful supporters . . .

an uncert.ain future. In other words,,state dom-\
inance fostered federal disinterest." (ACIR, 1977a,
p. 17)

PHA, which had been renamed Health Incentive,Grants for
Comprehensive Public Health Se'rvices, was abolished with the
enactment of new block grants in the Omnibus Budget Reconcili-
ation Act of 1981, when it was combined with seven other pro-
grams in the new Preventive Health and Health Services Block
Grant.

Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
Streets Act

The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968
(Public Law 90-351) was enacted as a block grant to provide
decentralized aid to State and local governments for a variety
of actitrities that would promote crime control and criminal
justice system improvement, including assistance to police,
prosecut9rs, courts, corrections, and probation and parole.
In additron to its block grant titles, the Act authorized the
creation of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration to
oversee the action programs, and it funded discretionary grants
and other component programs. President Johnson proposed the

5
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legislation as categorical aidin the context of heightened
public Concern over the increased crime rates and civil disor-
ders of 1967 and 1968. The program engendered early contro-
versy, however, when many States and local governments purchased
unneeded and sophisticatedRolice equipment.

As the program evoived under LEAA, the Congress added more,
and more requirements. Additional provisions were writtAn for
correctional programs, for example, and a separate juvenile de-
linquency program was enacted. The mandatory annual comprehen-

d;

/s
ive plans that the States submitted for LEAA review and approval

became more vOluminous. This stringency,'however, rebulted in
strong complaints from State program directors that often cen-
tered on the LEAA guidelines Or,compreherfsive plans. They were
considered by many to be "restrictive, incomplete, repetitive,
and overly detailed." (ACIR, 1977a, p. 26) Many felt that the
plan requirements actuallyshindered substantive planning and thit
the plans themselves had becoMe compliance documents rather than
a means for improving the administration of the criminal justice
system. ,

s"

As the States became More impatient with the'requifements
of the program, t)roader Federal attempts to integrate thy frag-
mented cripinal just'ice system and so produce a coordinated .

police-courts-correct.ions attack on.crime were also largely un
successful. Rates of reported ctime increased periodically.
There,was frustration in the Congress with continued problems of
State administration, while the support pf local governments for
the program Was tempered by their not directly receiving block
grant funds,from Washington even though they were the dOminant pro-
viders of many of the.services. In addit.ion, intense State and
local rivalries continued. The prograth lacked a united consti-
tuency. The constant criticisms from all these quarters, com-
bined with other factors such as persistently high crime rates, 4

so increased LEAA's vulnerability that it was given no appropri-
ations after fiscal year 1980.
t
Comprehensive Employment'

4

and Training Act

Since the average unemployment rate was less than 5 percent
in the last half of the 1960's, the objective of Federal employ-
ment and tAaining programs was to aid people who had the greatest'
problems in getting and keeping jobs--the poo1c members of minor-
ity groups, the young, the inSdequately educated. The Congress
enacted numerous categorical programs aimed'at helping these in-
dividuals become competitive in the job market. By 1967, respon-
sibility for these programs was spread acrOss 17 categotIcal pro-
grams and several Federal agencies. (ACIR, 1977b, p. 5) Legis-

. lative proposals for comprehetrive reform led to enactment
of the Comprehensive Employment and Trailhing Act of 1973 (Public
IiLaw 93-203) to coordinate planning and delivery of services for
the unemployed. (ACIR, 1977b, p. 9)

a
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CETA transferred substantiaf authoritY from Federal agencies
, to more than 400 "ptitle sponsors," most of which were city and
countthovernments, with State governments being given authority
for sparsely populated areas. Prime sponsors were. to design and
administer flexible system pf ployment anci training services
that could match the need og the unemployed with prograp resour-
ceS. With the 1974 econonLc recession, however, CETA's clientele

. changed. More and more p ple lacked not job skills but simply
jobs. The Congress responded with appropriations foj additional
jobs in the public sector by creating a,second CETA ategOrical
program for public service employment. The specif c designation
of funds for public service jobs is what leads us o classify
these components of CETA as categoricelsrather than block grants.

The pressure for creating more j
/
obs.coptinued, so thaebe-

tween fiscal years 1974 and1977, public service employment ac-
counted for most of the enbrmous increaies in CETA's total
aPpropriations.. (Mirengoff and Rindler, 1978,-p. 19) Over the,
years, however, complaints about.fraud and abuse in the program
increased. Although various refbrms were enacted, the p4blic
service job programs were phAsed out in 1981. Tht CETA block
grant program had barely begua to emerge from years of lowing
-been Overshadowed by the public service jobs programs when'pro-
,pqsals were circulatep,to replace CETA with some-otherprogram.

Community DeNcelopment Block Grant

The Community Development Block Grant (Public Law 93-383)
rep/aded urban renewal, model cities, and four other relate
categorical programs that had been administered by the Depart-
ment of Hdusing-and Urban Development (HUD). It was enacted
amid a corisensus favoring grant reform fpr community development.
The-Conference of Mayorb, the National League of Cities, and
others endorsed the block grant Concept before any bill was.in-.\
troduced. (Conlan, 1981, p. 9) As of 1981, CDBG funds had been
authorized Aor many'activities including housing rehabilitation,
maintenancelbf sobial service facilities, and general public im-
provements and economic development. Large counties,' all central

t cities of metropolitan areas, and suburban cities with popula-
tion's of more than 50,000 are entitled to apply for block grants
in an amOunt calculated by formulas that considered level:s of
population, housing overcrowding, population growth lag, old
housing,.and poverty.

'CDBG was the first block grant to completely bypass the
States in fund allocations. Local governments had been the pri-
mary participants and the Wor partner with HUD in categorical
programs for community development. Indeed, their strength in
this respect may have prevented a battle with State governments
for control of the block grant funds before CDBG's enactment.
(ACIR, 1977a, pp: 32, 36; Conlan, 1981, p. 9) While no ma4or
Federal program is withbut controversy, CDBG has not been given
the same degree of.criticism in the Congress as the four other
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block grants. This may explain its grOwth in budget authority
from $1.8 billion in fiscal year 1976 to $3.7 billion in fiscal
year 1981.

'Ilhe Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 created a
new block grant from a companion program of discretionary grants
to small cities &lat is administered by States or, at a State's
option, by the Federal Government. In another maior change, the
1 islation modified the application process. Instead of sub-
mitting a detailed application that is subject to comprehensive
HUD review, the recipient must submit a statement of, among other
matters, its community development objectives and projected use
of funds. The recipient must also make certein assurances an'd
certificat±ons relative to the use of such funds. Although the,
Secretary's role in authorizing the.awarding of funds is limited,
the legislation does provide that the required assurances anA
certifications should be made in a manner that is satisfactory
to the Secretary.

Title XX Social Service,s
.-

Title XX of the Social Security Actv(Public Law 93-647)
'was enacted to provide Federal reimbursement to States for pro-
viding services to eligible working parents for child care, for
training disabled adults in rehabilitation centers, for providing

. homemaker help for elderly people living alone, and the like.
4 The program began as a block grant to States and replaced author-

izations for services to welfare recipients formerly funded by
titles IVA and VI of the Social Security Act. Many assisted
under Title XX also received cash assistance under Aid to Fami-
lies with Dependent Children and Supplemental Security Income.

fitle XX was enacted in 1975 partly to help control the
vast growth of Federal'spending for social services from $282
million in 1967 to $1.7 billion in 1972.1f(Spar, 1981, p. 5)
Much of this increase was accounted for y a shift from full
State financing for#institutional programs in mental health and
retardation, corrections, and some education'Programs. To control
these costs, the Congress capped at $2.5 billion the social serv-
ice titles that were later to become Title XX. State ceilings
calculated from a simple pdpulation formula were also established.
HEW's efforts to publish regulations for the ceilings and other-
wise,tighten controls on the expenditure of Federal funds met
Widespread adverse reaction from State and local politicians,
program administrators, advocacy groups, unions, national organi-
zationa, and provider aciencies. They rallied against the pro-
posed regulations along with the Congreps, which acted twice to
prevent the promulgation of the regulations. (Slack, 1979, )
pp; 10-11; Spar, 1981, pp. 6-7) The controversy-culminated
in the 1975 passage of itle XX into law.

<
. .

Tlitle XX was amend d and the Social Services Block Grant Act
was enacted in its place as part of tbe 1981 legislation. The
purpose of this block grant is to consolidate Federal funding

8
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assistance for Title XX Social Services and to increase the flexi--

bility the States have in using funds. Many requirements that had
been imposed on States were eliminated by4thi legislation, in-
cluding the specifications that a portion of funds be used for
services for welfare recipients and that most services be limited
to families with incomes below 115 percent of their State's median
income. (U.S. Congress, House, 1981, p. 992) Appropriations
were reduceed from $2.9 billion in fiscal! year 1981 tb $2110 bil-

lion in fiscal year 1982.

The instability of early .
block grants

..,
.. ' -/

These short histories shOw the instability of the original
block grants. LEAA has been abolished. PHA wai'merged into a

.. large new block 9rant._ The block grant component of CETA has an
uneven hlstory alp there are pending proposals toteliminate it and
substitute a new program. The Title XX Social Services program
was amended and became the major component of the rivt Social

Services,Block Grant. Only the CDBG entit]rement program contin-
ues intact and similar to its original ibrm.

Is

1981 LEGISLATION AND NEW PROPOSALS

"In 1981, the President proposed six block grant progr
consolidating more than 80 separate grant programs. The ori inal
proposals. resembled Presidedt Nixon's special revenue aharing pro-
posals of 1971 more closely than they did the existing block
grants. (Barfield, 1981, p. 29; ACIR, 1977a, pp. 4-5) "Special
revenue sharing" refers to a program with so few Federal strings
that it falls between general revenue sharing and block grants.
We deacribe the requirements of the block grants enacted in the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1481 in chapter 2, but we
summarize their characteristics in .table 2 (on pages 10-11). 1/

In 1982, the Administration plans to propose seven new Jerock

grants and expand three of those enacted in 1981. 2/ For the
longer term, the President proposed in his state of the Union
message a "turnback" program consisting bf'

"the return of some $47 billion in Federal programs to
State and local government, together with the means to
finance them and a transition period of nearly 10 years
to avoid unnecessary disruption." (GSA, 1982, p. 80)

The States would drawupon a $28 billion trust fund as they
assumed responsibility for more than 40 grant programs;

"Turnback of these programs to States.would be op-
tional through FY 87. If states elect to withdraw
from the Federal grant programs before then, their
trust fund allocations would be treated as super
revenue sharing and may be used for any purpose."
(Fact Sheet, 1982, p. 2)

9
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Table 2

The Struct.pral aild Fiscal Characteristics of 1981 Block Grants

-
Federeil
agency Services provided

\,Housing rehabili-
t4ion, community
development

Community HUD
,Development'
0(small cities)

Low Indome
Home Energy
Assistance

Social
Services

HHS Energy assistance

'First year
authorization
in $ millions

HHS Training, day care,
family planning,
child abuse, elderly,
handicapped services

Elementary Educe- Education
and Secondary tion
Education

Primary Care -HFIS Primary health serv-
ices for medically
underserved popula-
tions

1,082.0

Distribution
formula

Population, over-
crowded and old
housing, poverty,
population growth
lag

1,880.0 FY 1981 ratio to
State under Home
Energy Assistance
Act

2,400.0 Population

3,937.0 School-aged popu-
lation .

302.5 FY 1982 ratio to
State for c011ou-
nity health cen-
ters

Primary
recipient

States and
general
purpose
local gov-
ernments
*
States

States

State and
local edu-
cation
agencies

States

1

C,

/
k

1

(Effective date .

October 1, 1981.
(State admin-
istration ,

continues
as option)

October 1, 1981
1/.

October 1, 1981

July 1, 1982

October 1, 1982
(State admin-
istration
continues
as option)

*
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(table 2 continued)

Federal-
PrOgram agency Services provided

First year
authorization
in $ millions

,

Alcohol,
Drug Abuse,
and Mental
Health

-HE'S Alcohol and drug
abuse prevention
add treatment, men-
tal health'services

491.0

Communcty HHS Poverty. programs 389.0

Services

Maternaland
.1.qild Health

HHS Maternal and child
health services,
rehabilitation and
treatment for han-
dicapped children

373.0

PFeventive 'HHS Comprehensive. public 95.0

Health and
Health
Services

,health and emergency
medical services,
education for popu-
Ltitions at risk

Source: Omnibus

4,1)

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, Public

(

Distribution
formula

Pilmary
recipient Effective date

FY 1981 ratio to Statas
State for mental
health, FY 1g80
for alcohol and
drug abuse

FY 1981 ratio to
State under Equal
Opportunity Act

FY 1981 ratio to
State for consol-
idated programs

States

States

FY 1981 ratio to States
State for 8 cate-
gorical programs,
State population

40

A

Law 97-35.

Optional in
FY 1982

Optional in
FY 1982

Optional in
FY 1982

Optional in
FY 1982

I I
I



One official", speaking for the "new federalism" of the
Administration, sumrparized the overall direction of these
proposals as follows:

"The existing and proposed block grants are part of
a logical progression from a federally dominated
categorical grant-in-aid system to the State oriented
system proposed under the NeW Federalism. . . . Block
grants 4re a mid-way point in this necessary ,transfer
of aut.hority and responsibility from the Federal Gov-
ernment'to the States." 3/

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE,
AND METHODOLOGY

The original block grants and those enacted in 1981. provi-
ded the material we analyzed in the four issue areas specified
in meetings with the staff of the Subcommittee on Oversight of
the House Committee on Ways and Means. (We have reprinted the
original request in appendix I.) The areas we examined derived
from the following questions:

1. Haw has block grant legislation attempted to balance
the competing goals of flexibility and accountability?

2. Have the poor and members of other disadvantaged groups
been served equally under block grants and categorical
programs?

'
3.

( Have there been savings in administrative costs under
block grants compared to categorical grants?

4. What are the extent and the nature of evaluative
information available to the Congress under block
grants?

One method we used to address these issues is the evaluation
synthesis, in which existing evaluation studies are assembled,
their results synthesized, and their methodologies assessed.
The evaluations thus serve as our data base for addressing the
specific congressional questions we were asked. In performing
this synthesis, welimited our literature review to reports,
studies, and data sources that arenational in scope. These in-
cluded evaluations prepared by GAO and other Federal agencies and
by nongovernmental sources. Where necessary, we supplemented
and confirmed the evaluation data through agency officials
responsible for administering the programs. We used the synthesis
technique to address the questions on targeting to disadvantaged
groups and on administrative costs, and we discuss the criteria
we used for selecting, analyzing, and reporting on these studies
briefly ins the pertinent chapters. Our discussion of data qual-
ity and other technical issues is in appendixes II and III and
'in the notes in appendix IV.
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We analyzed the legislative,provisions anA the Feder4 reg-
ulations for the older and the newly created' block grants and

present the results of this analysis, in chapter 2 in our discus-

sion of accountability requirements. However, we made no at-
tempt to verify the degree of compliance with these provisions
at the State and local levels.

Wg conducted interviews with directors of Federal units
responsible for evaluating block grant programs and with-others

who are also knowledgeable about the programs' operations and

evaluations. For block grants for which there was More than one
evaluation office, we interviewed at least the officials at the

unit with the largest budget and the clearest'mandate for evalu-

ation. Our reliance on intervliew data is heaviest in chapter 5
in our discussion of Federal block grant evalbations. 4/

There are two major limitations to our'Methodolokgy. First,

changes under way in the 1980's, if they persist, could lead to
experiences under the block grant programs that are totally dif-

ferent from earlier experience. nor example, increasing economic
constraints and fiscal conservatism could increase the pressure
for a reduction in Federal requirements. Second, relying on a
universe of only five early bl.ock grant programs provides no firm

basis from which to draw conclusions. There is, however, no rea-

son to assume that the condittons that influenced the earlier
programs will not be as important in the 1980's or that experience
under the five programs does not reflect either the-realities of
implementation or those of Federal accountability. .

SUMMARY

Extensive interest in the block grant mechanism is evidenced

by the recent consolidation of more than 50 categorical and 2

,
former blpck'grahts into 9 new block grant programs. Since the
Congress exercises oversight of these programs, any information

on problems or key issues relevant to block grant implementation
and administration is useful.

In chapter 2, we look at the issue of the legislative
requirements imposed in enacted block grants. These issues de-

rive from the need to have minimal provisions constraining flex-
ibility and, at the same time, to insure that measures eXist for

documenting what the expenditure of public funds is accomplishing.

We discuss how these requirements have been imposed, v./hat changes

have occurred in them over time, and the problems of drawing in-.
ferences from experience for understanding the way the new block

grants might operate.

In chapter 3, we look at whether pebple who are poor or
members of minority groups receive their share of services

under block grants. We attempt to answer whether block grants
have been equitable, compared to categorical grants, in serving

specially identified groups. We examine the three older block

13



grptst which were intended, s.t least in part, to target serv--
i ices, and we relate our findings td new block grants.

/n chapter 4, we are concerned with the assumption that
block grants, intended to have fewer Federal requirements, have,
as a result, lower administrative costs. This argument was used
in part to justify budget reductions when the new block grants
were es.tablished by the 1981 Omnibus Bldget -Reconciliation Act.

In chapter 5, we examine the Federal approach to evaluating
the block grant programs. We explore the nature and extent of
Federal evaluation under each of the five original block grants.
We present our conclusions in chapter 6 and respond to agency
comments to a diaft of this report there and in appendix VI.

114 ,
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CHAPTER 2

HOW HAS BLOCK GRANT LEGISLATION

ATTEMPTED TO BALANCE THE COMPETING dOALS

OF FLEXIBILITY AgD ACCOUNTABILITY?

Social goals oftens.compete with one another. This was
evident in the jolock grants enacted before 1981, when the Con-
gress and Federal agencies sought to balance two ,concerns in de-
signing and operating social programs: how to maintain grantees'
flexibility and how to insure that Federal funds would be spent
to promot social and fiscal accountability.

The term "accountability" is used in this report to signify
the responsibility of grantees to the Congress and Federal agen-
cies for the proper expenditure of Federal dollars as well as
their responsibility for implementing programs effectively. 1/*
Accountability can exist at many levels. While accountability
at the State level and accountability at the local level are
equally important concerns, we concentrate on the grantees' re-
sponsibility to the Federal Goverament'because this had in the

past bee an area of congressiohal interest.

e tools of accountability are several; researchers have,
identified 18 accountability mechanisms that are applicable to
block grants. They vary in burden from self-reports, through a
national uniform reporting system, to nationwide but indepen-.

dently conducted evaluations. In addition, restrictions on
grantees' expenditures can serve to channel funds into activities

supportive of,national-concerns. These formal provisions may
differ from grant to grant, depending on the expectations and
priorities of the Congress and the administration. (Chelimsky,
1981, pp. 112-17)

Our objective in th4s chapter is to-identify how the competing

goals of accountabilit or Federal dollars and flexibility for

grantees have been addressed,in the five block grants CDBG, CETA,
LEAA, PHA, and Title XX. We focus on legislative provisions and
Federal regulations directed toward the grantees in four areas of

accountability: planning, expenditures, record)ceeping and report-
ing, an.91 auditingt ye derived these categories directly from the

In.the first pait of the chapter, we summarize initial
legislative provisions as well as changes over time in the nature
and the extent of. legislative and regulatory requirements. Later

in the chapter, we contrast the requirements with the accounta-
bility provisions of the block grants that were created by the

*Notes,are in appendix IV.,
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1981 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act. We did not attempt to
assess the degree of Federal enforcement of or State compliance
with any given accountability requirement. We conclude with
observations on accountability under the new block grants.

PLANNING REQUIREMENTS UNDER
BLOCK.GRANTS 'BEFORE 1981 Oft

Initial legislation for all five of the early block grant
programs required grantees to submit annual plans that described
proposed strategies and activities. As accountability mecha-
nisms, plans insure the maintenance of national objectives
across grantees by requiring explicit statements of policy and
objectives. (Chelimsky, 1981, p. 113) Plans 4nd the administra-
tive mechanisms that accompany them are also a means by which Fed-
eral agencies may review and influence a program's implementing
and operating procedures.

In table 3, we ham.e-listed some of the general types of
planning required of grantees under the authorizing legislation

_for the pre-1921 block grants. Each category encompasses a num-
Aber of individual legislative provisions. The indiidual re-
quirements differed in specificity and in the burden they placed
on grantees. For example, PHA's planned-use report provisions '
were very general, consisting of little more than a description
of the agreements grantees needed to make if they were to
receive funds. In contrast, the CDBG legislation contained
detailed provisions for the housing assistance planning dodum nt.
Thes equired a syrvey of existins; housing stock and the hoUti'rig
neejs of low-incomk families, a specification of annual goals or
the number of individuals who would be assisted, and an ilentifi-
cation of the locations of proposed low-income houSi3i-projects.

In addition to these planning report requirements, the en-
abling legislation of early block grants usually contained other
provisions, such as for .

--comprehensive plans, summarizing other genel.al actiVities
of the grantee in the area of th.e gx4nt and their link

". to blodk grant activities, alternative sources of
funding, or the use of those funds for long-term
goals and activities;

........"

--nee0s assessments, surveying current conditions or services
in communities or analyzing what needs were not being met
and how program activities would address them;

e. .

--development of performance standards, specifying in vary-
ing degrees the citeria for determdning the success of
program activities in meeting community needs;

--assurances of compliance with programmatic requirements
or with more general Federal requirements, such as EEO
provisions; and

16
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Table .3

Planning Requirements Imposed on Grantees
in Initial Legislation a/

PHA 1966 LEAA 1968 CETA 1973 CDBG 1974 Title XX 197

Planned-use reports yes yes yes yes

Comprehensive plans- yes yes -,yes yes yes

Needs assessment
,

yes yes yes yes

bevelopment of performance yes yes yes

standards

Assurances of compliance yes yes yes ye& yes

..,

Other components yes yes, yes yes

Planning councils yes yes , e

Agency approval of plan yes yes yes yes

Citizen participation yes yes

N
yes

%

yes b/

yei

a/1n this table, we suMmarize only titles in the authorizing legislation that apply

to the programs we defined as block grants in chapter 1 or general provisions that

apply to the block grant titles. We exclude planning requirements that pertain to

other titles or programs not meeting our definition in chapter 1.

b/Under Title XX, grantees were required to submit two types of plan, one focusing

on the substance of planned activities and the other on adminidstrative matters.

Agency approval was confined to the latter.

3 o
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--other components, some Of which could be quite
extensive, including reports on progress, plans for
citizen participation, and detailed plans outlining
activities in specific areas of grant activity.

Grantees for all five of these block grants were initially
required to submit some type of planning report or application,
comprehensive plans, and assurances of compliance with statutory
.requirements. The CDBG and CETA planning provisions were the
most extensive, requiring needs assessments, development of per-
formance standards, citizen participation in the planning process,4
and Other planning components.

In the LEAA legislation, an effort had been made to ease the'
financial burden such planning requirements would impose on gran-
tees. The 1968 Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act auth-

..orized States to make at least 40 percent of State planning agency'
funds available to local governments or combinations of govern-

\ ments for participating in the development of the State compre-
hensive plan. 2/

While the enabling legislation for all five block grants
gave the Secretary of the pertinent administering Federal agency
the authOrity to approve grantee plans, this role was citcum-
scribed for all five grants, each grant having its own specific
limits. Generally, the administering Federal agencies approved
plans if tA documents conformed to the statutory requirements
and contained the appropriate assurances. The Title XX legisla-
tion, 'for example, prohibited the Secretary of HEW from with-
holding Payment from grantees on the gtounds tfiat their activi-
ties were not services or directed toward tthe progiam's legisla-
tive goals. Moreover, problems in the planning document rarely
led to a loss of funding. In LEAA's earl years, for example,
the agency was interested in continuing the'flow of Federal funds
into the different regions and sometimes approved plans even
though they had major deficiencies. (ACIII, 1977d, p. 69)

Changes in planning requirements
of the pre-1981 block grants
over time

Over time, the predominant pattern of change for three of
the five grants (CDBG, CETA, and LEAA) was an increase in the
number and scope of planning requirements through either amend-
ments or regulations. These included additional plans, more
information about planned activities, strategies for addrecsing
problems in particular content areas, and an expalision of the
role of various groups inithe planning process.

The increase in LEAA's planning requirements illustrates
this change. The growth in LEAA's 'requirements was in patt
a byproduct of the expansion of the program's functional re-
sponsibilities. Amendments in 1971, for example, required States
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to describe in their comprehensive plans their efforts to allo-
cate assistance in areas having high crime rates and exterfsive
law enforcement activities. States seeking to apply for grants
for correctional facilities and institutions were also required
to'submit these descriptions as part of the State plan. Amend-
ments in 1976 mandated specific improvements in the court system
and called for a separate judicial plan'.

CDBG also underwent changes in its planning provisions.
Additional requirements imposed through amendments and regula-
ti?ns included provisions for a multiyear housing assistance plan
in addition to the annual plan already required, statements of
multiyear strategies in particular areas of assistance (economic
development, neighbothood revitalization, and so on), and plans
outlining activities to insure citizen participation. (Dommel,
1980, pp. 9, 25-29) The size of the cpsc plan grew from its
average length of 50 pages in 1975 to as large as 150
pages in fiscal year 1979. (HUD, 19 p. 3, and 1980, p. XIII-8)

Chanqes in CETA's planning requirements tAually took the
form of refinements in earlier requirements. For example, the
needs asessment provisions in the 1973 legislation specified
that prime sponsor planning councils would conduct "continuing
analyses of needs for employment, training, and related serv-
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ices . . . ." (Pub. L. No. 93-203, sec. 104) By 1978, the
councils were required to conduct

"(A) a detailed analysis of the area to be served in-
cluding geographic and demographic characteristics of
significant segments of the population to be served
(with data indicating the number of potential eligible
participants and their incdine and employment status),
and (B) a comprehensive labor market analysis and as-
\sessment of the economic conditions in the area, iden-
tifying the availability of employment and training in
various public and private labor market sectors in
such area and .the potential for job growth in su&I
sectors . ; ." (Pub. L. No. 95-524, sec. 103(a)(I))'

Increases in planning requirements for Title XX were con-
siderably fewer than for the three other grants. Amendments
to its authprizing legislation required States to set standards
for ,the fadilities in which recipients of Supplegtentary Security
Income (SSI) lived and to report these standards in their com-
prehensive annual services plans. Beginning in fiscal year 1982,
grantees were expected to submit annual training plans, but this
was never implemented.

In' addition to imposing more planning requirements, later
amendments to CDBG, CETA, and LEAA gave administering Federal
agencies a greater role in the approval of plans. In contrast
to their fairly circumscribed review of planning documents in the
early years of the programs, agency officials began to review the



adequacy witholehich gr tees' activities addressed program goals
and the needs of target populations.. CDGB and CETA officials
also became more adverse to releasing funds before revisioneto
planning documents had been made.

As the burden of planning requirements increased, efforts
were made under CDBG, CETA, and Title XX to simplify other as-
'pects of grantees' planning. Amendments to CETA in 1978 elimi-
nated the comprehensive annual plans for each CETA title; sub-
stituting a single multiyear master-plan and annual updateg.
The Title XX legislation was also amended in 1980 to perMit
States to submit multiyear service plans. Title XX planning
regulations further simplified planning activities.

In contrast to the increase in the scope of planning ac-
tivi6.es under CDBG, CETA, and LEAA, requirements for PHA re-
mained stable over time. A simplified State plan review system
was introduced in 1972 regulations that required grantees to sub-
mit not the plan itself but a form certifying that all documents
required for a plan were on file in State offices. (Shikles and
Kruegor, 1975, pp. 11-12) ,

FEDERAL RESTRICTIONS ON GRANTEES'
EXPENDITURES IN BLOCK GRANTS
BEFORE 1981

By means of programmatic requirements, the Congress and ad-
ministering Federal agencies can exercise direct influence on
the spending of grant funds to insure consistency with national
objectives. Such provisions affect a significant area of the
grantees' flexibility--their control over the distribution of
funds.

As can be seen in table 4, some federally imposed spending
restrictions are grant-specific and influence the nature and con-
tent of program activities directly. These include

-

--the specification of eligible and ineligible activi-
ties for funding wi hin the general context of the grant,

--the designation d4 intepded beneficiaries of or target
populations for grant funds,

>

--the statutory imposition of ceilings on certain cate-'
gories of expenditure,

--the specification of funding objectives for certain
functions (otherwise known as statutorily "earmarked"
funding provisions that designate specific amounts
for a given activity) , and

--the establishment of "passthrough" requirements, under
which State grantees must pass some percentage of grant
funds on to other designated subgrantees.
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a?

.Limits on eligible
and ineligible
activities

Target populations

Table 4'

Restrictions on Grantees' Expenditures Lmposed
in Initial Legislation a/

PHA 1966 LEAA 1968 CETA 1973 CDBG 1974 Title XX 1975

yes yes yes yes yes

b/ b/ yes c/ yes c/ yes c/

Ceilings on expendi- yes
ture categories

Funding objectives
for specific activ-
ities (earmarks)

yes yes yes

Passthroughs yes

Matching yes yes yes

Maintenance-of-effort yes yes

Nonsupplant yes yes yes

a/In this table, we summarize only titles in the authorizing legislation that apply
to the programs we defined as block grants in chapter 1 and general provisions in
the legislation that apply to the block grant titles. We exclude requirements that
pertain to other titles or programs not meeting this definition.

b/The services funded under this grant benefit communities generally but do not spec-
ify that certain subpopulations receive specific services.

c/This block grant uses low income and other factors as criteria in targeting services..
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Other Federal'spending restrictions are designed to preserve

the supplemental role of Federal funding, and their wording var-
ies little from grant to grant. These include

.--matching requirements, under which grantees contribute

a specific amount of funds or resoUtces directly for
program activities,

--maintenance-of-effort speci, cations that grantees
maintain the current or som past level of program

expenditures, and

--"nonsupplant" provisions r iring grantees to use
'Federal money to supplement non-Federal sources and

not to substitute for those funds.

In table 4, we h'ave summarized the restrictions on grantees'
expenditures impoSed by the initial legislation for the five

block grants. 3/ Grantspecific restrictions tended to outnumber

generic restrictions. All five grants constrained the activities'

to be supported with block grant funds, and three grants desig-
nated specific funding levels for certain activities. The major-

ity also targeted specific populations for services. The more

generic restrictions were fewer in number but all five grants
contained either a maintenance-of-effort or a nonsupplant provi-

sion.

Changes in restrictions on funding.
in the pre-1981 block grants
over time

As the legislative and 'regulatory requirements changed, CDBG,

CETA, and LEAA tended to specify in increasing detail how funds

should be spent. Over time, these three grants.began to take on

some of the appearance of categorical programs, but this gradual
recategorization took a number of forms. In some instances, the
Congress added provisions to the grant legislation that required
grantees to address activity areas or beneficiary categoties with

high national priority. In addition, new catego4cal programs
were created and added to the grants' enabling legislation. 4/

The Congress also designated more frequently the specifiè amounts

of funding for certain program activities. The administering
Federal agencies placed further limits on granteefr activities

by means of regulationsj.ntended to improve program operations,
such as tightened eligibillity requirements for pro#am benefici7

aries. The end effect was to reduce the spending discretion of

the grantees.

Recategorization and the cotresponding restrictidns on

grantees' flexibility were most apparent in LEAA but occurred ,

also, if to lesser degrees, in CDBG and CETA. Amendments were

passed in 1971 and 1974 to the Safe Streets Act that provided

funds for correctional institutions and facilities, juvenile

3 0,22



justice programs, and community crime prevention activities. The
first two activities were establtshed as separate formula programs
funded under the same title as the block grants; the last was
intended as a priority areayithin the block grant itself. In
addition, to be,eligible fof financial aid for correctional in-
stitutions and facilities, a grantee had to certify that it would
maintain the level o its fiscal year'1972 block grant funding
for such program . (ACIR, 1977a, pe 19) Recategorization of
the LEAA block gi-ant culminatedin 1979 with of the
Justice System Improvements Act, which identifie 23 categories
of activity eligible for block grant funding.

Amendments to the CETA legiglation restrAked certain admin-
.

istratiye expenditures, identified target popmlations in greater
etail, tightened beneficiary eligibility criteria, and added

7---

o formula grant programs. The 1978.amendment required graritees
to,specify in some detail how they planned tio,serve the special
needs of young people, older workers, and recipients of public
assistance. It also limited participation in block grant pro-
grams for the ecommically disadvantaged to individuals who were
bdth disadvantaged and unemployed, underemployed, or in school.
The amendment set 20 percent ceilings on administrative costs,
reaffirming an earlier U.S. Department of Labor policy that en-.

couraged grantees to keep administrative costs to a minimum.
Finally, the amens3menea created two formdla programs within the
context of the CETA legislation: the countercyclical employment
program and the private sector opportunities program.

HUD regulatory and policy initiatives led to much of the
increase'in Federal involvement in.CDBG operations. Over time,
BUD regulations raised the priority of social and geographic
targeting. Under 1978 regulations, activities identified as
serving low-income -d moderate-income recipients had to meet the
test of "principally ben fiting" -those recipients, either by con-
fining'eligibility to 61 or by insuring that the majority of
the benefits would go to hem. In addition, 1978 regulations
favored the concentration of physical development activities in
deteriorating neighborhoods over their dispersal across a geogra-
phic area. (Dommel, 1980, pp. 20, 26)

Amendments to CDBG in 1979 gave further specificity to the
definition of eligible activities by adding economic development
asa program objective. At the same time, the Congress created
a separate grant program (the Urban Development Action Grant)
under the same title as the block grant as a means of targeting
more Federal money to severely distressed cities.

In contrast to CDBG, CETA, and LEAA, Title XX was character-
ized by action that loosened Federal spending restrictions.
For exampFe, 19/61oRgulations relaxed the restrictions on
expenditures foN room and board for alcohol and drug abusers.
The 1976 amendmentseade available an additional $200 million
for child day care services that required no matching from
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grantees. Other legislation waived individual income tests for
eligibility for services in certain cases, substituting a more
general and geographically based requirement.

PHA changed little, although there was some movement toward
recategorization in its first amendments, requiring expenditures
for direct services and evaluation in 1967 'and a drug abus-e pro-

gram in 1970. In the later years of the program, however, the

Congress did not pass additional programmatic requirements for
the PHA block grant, nor did HEW become more active in its ad-

ministration. 5/ This halt in recategorization was more a sign

of the lack of congressional and.agency interest in the block
grant than of their interest in maintaining grantees' flexibility.
(ACIR, 1977a, p. 17) Apprdpria,Xions for the program remained
constant after fiscal year 1970 and more than 20 categorical
health programs were legislated outside this grant.

RECORDKEEPING AND REPAING REQUIREMENTS
FOR BLOCK GRANTS BEFORE 1981

Block grant provisions for recordkeeping and reporting re-
quire grantees to docum4nt certain aspects of program operations

and to draw on this documentation in administering the program
and in reporting to the administering Federal agencies. Record-

keeping and reporting provisions facilitate the review of .per-

formance and help determine whether granteei fuliill national
an8 local objectives. (Chelimsky, 1981, pp. 114, 116) Record-
keeping and reporting are also preliminary to program audits

and evaluations.

The contents of records

In table 5, we summarize the recordkeeping requirements
under the initial legislation for the five block grants. The

initial statutory provisions specified that Federal agencies
require grantees to document all or any of the following:
their progress toward meeting objectives, how they carried
out program activities, whether they reached eligible populations,
how they accounted for expenditures and copts,,what financial
transactions they conducted, and what the experiences of par-
ticipants were after they completed the program. In some cases,
Federal agencies directed grantees to record and report pn the

performance of subgrantees. The initial statutory provisions
concerning recordkeeping for PHA were minimal while for CDBG and

CETA they were extensive.PHA required States to keep whatever
records the Surgeon General chose to require. CETA required
grantees to keep records on program activities, program expendi-
tures, recipient populations, and participant experiences after
completion of the program.

Amendments and agency actions established comparable record-
keeping activities for Several block grabts. For example, all
five were eventually required to provide information,on activi-
ties, expenditures, and progress toward objectives. CDBG, CETA,
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Table 5

Categories of Grantees' Recordkee?ing Responsibilities
Imposed in Initial Legislation a/

PHA 1966 LEAA 1968 CETA 1973

General statement x x X

Progress toward
objectives and
standards

Activities

Recipient popu-
lations

Expenditures and
costs

Participants' ex-
periences after
completing the
program

X

CDBG 74 Title XX 1975

a/For some categories, recordkeeping responsibilities are inferred from "orting
responsibilities,

'1



.. . 4 ." 7 V v
groups and on administrative costs, and we discuss the criteria
we used for selecting, analyzing, and reporting on these studies
briefly iti the pertinent chapters. Our discussion of data qual-
ity and otheT technical issues is in appendixes II and III and
1.11 the notes in appendix IV.
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Table 5

Categories of Grantees Recordkee?ing Responsibilities
Imposed in Initial Legislation a/

PHA 1966 LEAA 1968 CETA 1973 CDBG 974 Title XX 1975

General statement

Progress toward
objectives and
standards

Activities

Recipient popu- zx

lations

Expenditures and
costs

Participants' ex-
periences after
completing the
program

a/For some categories, recordkeeping responsibilities are inferred from Aborting
responsibilities.



and Title XX were required to monitor the recipient populations.-

The requirements under certain recordkeeping and data collection

categories also became more detailed for some of the grants. For

example, CETA's initial statutory provisions for monitoring the 41

participants' experiences stated that grantees should collect 1

data on demographic characteristics and the

"duration in training and employment situations,

including information on the duration of employ-

ment of program participants for at least a year
following the termination of Federally assisted

programs . . . ." (Pub. L. No. 93-203, sec. 313(b)

(2))

The 1980 regulations required grantees to collect information

on the status of participants after they entered unsubsidized

employment and to retain on file participaAt's records for five

years after their Rnrollment in the program.

Reporting frequency 4

The initial legislation for all but five grants required

grantees to submit reports to the administerAg Federal agencies.

The CDBG legislation specified that these reports had to be sub-

mitted annually. Early regulations for the grants specified re-

port contents and frequency in more detail. For example, the

Social Services Reporting Requirements were issued to coincide

with the effective date of the Title XX program. (One America,

1980, pp. 19-20) These required the States to collect comparable

data on recipients, services, and costs, among other things,

and report them both quarterly and annually. Regulations for

CETA in 1974 called for quarterly reports on program progress

and participant characteristics and monthly reports on cash

transactions.

The number of reporting requirements for all block grants

increased over time. Provisions for_annual reports were added

to CETA and PHA. Four of the five block grants eventually re-

quired grantees to report some kinds of program data in a uni-

form format. In LEAA's case, the additional reporting requirer

ments led grantees to require more reports from subgrantees. 6/

GRANTEES' AUDIT REQUIREMENTS UNDER
BLOCK GRANTS BEFORE 1981

Audits have traditionally been one of the strongest tools

the Federal Government has for insuring its accountability for

achieving a program's integrity, efficiency, and national

objectives. (Chelimsky, 1981, p. 115)

The initial legislation for all five block grants authorized
Federal agencies to conduct audits, but only CETA specifically

gave this responsibility to grantees. Some of these legislative
provisions were very general in their language; CETA, LEAA, PHA,



and Title XX authorized Federal agencies to have access to :records
and to conduct investigations.for program oversight. Others were
specific; CDBG required HUD to conduct annual audits, while CETA
required recipients of block grant funds to maintain 'procedures
that would insure a propersaccounting of funds.

While legislation gave Federal agencies general responsi-
bility for audits, agency regulations for CDBG, CETA, and LEAA
specifically provided for audits ly grantees. For example, HUD
required grantees to make indepen ent audits at least,onge every.,
two years. CETA regulations in J980 directed prime sponsors to
set up monitoring units to make periodic audits of program re-
Cords. OMB circulars during the period also required independent
audits of grantees. ,

Before 1980, we and others issued several reports'that
disclosed problems in achieving effective audit coverage of Fed-,
eral grant programs. Some programs had been audited repeatedly
while others nad received little or no coverage. In October 1979,
OMB issued an amendment to one of its circulars meant to'correCt
these conditions. While there has been some improvement,
much needs to be done. To address this situation, we are working
with the Federal, State,. and Iocal governments and the public
accounting-audit community to develop new approacheT that will
insure effective and efficient audit coveragei

WHAT PLANNING, SPENDING, AND REPORTING.
REQUIREMENTS'HAVE BEEN IMPOSED
BY THE NEW BLOCK GRANTS?

The new block grants differ from the older grants by imposing
certain generic categories of accountability more. consistently.
In table 6 on the next page, we show how the nine new block grants
compare in the general types of requirement we nave described
for CDBG, CETA, LEAA, PHA, and Title XX. As in our analysis
earlier in this chapter, these categories summarize requirementS
that can and do vary in both number and severity, depending on
the grant. The table reveals that the 1981 block grantt have a
number of planning, reporting, and auditing requirements in com-
mon. In some cases, this has been accomplished through .general
provisions that apply to a set of block grants; in others, corn.-
parable provisions have been written into the enabling legigla-
tion of the individual grants. 411 nine grants require grantees
to submit planS for how they will use the funds they receive, to
assess their needs, and to provi.de for certain forms of citizen
participation. The majority also require grantees to make speciu 0-
fic assurances that they Will comply with statutory requirements
and to report on their activities, recipients, expenditures, and
progress toward meeting program goals.

The new grants also' share seyeral types of restriction on
expenditures. All include at least a general description of eli7
gible and ineligible activitie's and identify program beneficiary
categories. The majority set statutory ceilings on expenditures
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Table 6

Grantees Planning, Spending, Reporting, and Auditing Provisions
in the Omnibus Reconciliation-Act for Nine Block Grants a/

Community
Development Low Income Elementary and, Alcohol, Drug Preventive

(small Home Energy Social Secondary Primary Abuse, and Community Maternal and Health and
cities) Assistance Services Education Care Mental Health Services Child Health Health Services

planning
Planned-us. reports x x x x x x x x x

Comprehensive plans
Needs assessments x x x x x x

Development of per- x b/ x x x

formance standards
Assurances of com- x x x 1C, x x x x

pliance
Planning councils x 2/
Agency approvals x d/ x d/ x d/ x d/
Citizen participa- x x x x x x x x

tion

Restrictio_ns On
expenditures
Limits on eligible
and ineligible
activities

Target populations x e/
Ceilings on expend-

itures f/
Funding ajectives

for specific func-
tions (earmark)

Passthroughs g/
Matching
Maintenance-of-

effort
Nonsupplant

x e/ x x e/ x e/ x

x x x

x

x h/

Reporting
Progress toward x x

objectives %

,Activities i/ x x x

Recipient popula- T/ x A x

tions %

Expenditures and i/ x x x

costs
Parti'cipant out-
comes 1/

V Subgrantee perf6r-4 x

mance k/

A4
Audits conducted x x x x 1/ x x

"4) by grantee

4.'
x e / x e/ x

x x x

x

x x x

x x x

x x x

x x

.



(notes to table 6)

Source: glanibus Budilet Reconciliation Act of 1981, Public Law 97-35; United States Congress, House of Representatives, Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, Conference Report 97-208, Book 2 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printin4-57TEEe,
1981)

a/Federaf agencies are also subject to certain accountability requirements in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act. For.one ex-_
ample, the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Grant requires that the Secretary of HHS make annual reports to the Congress on
energy consumption and the number and income levels of the households assisted by the grant. For another, the four health block
grants specify that.the Secretary of HHS must report on granteee'performance in FY 1983.

b/The legislation directs the Secretary of HHS to develop performance criteria that might te used in State evaluations, bat it does
not require the States to use such standards.

c/The legislation mandates governor-appointed advisory councils whose functio s include, wrong a.number of activities,.giving ad-
vice on planning.

d/Only these four grants silacifically describe the Federal role in approvi applications. Under all other grants, funding applica-
tions must be reviewed by the administering agency but the nature of the/review proceas is not always described. For three health
grants and the Community Services and Low Income Home Energy Assistance grants, the Secretary of HHS must review applications to
suit whether they contain all the assurances required by statute but may not prescribe the manner by which States comply with these
assurances.

e/These six block grants are either targeted specifically toward or include among their target populations low-income people.
tr) 7/Includes caps on administrative costs and ceilings on expenditures for certain services.

i/Passthrough provisions permit the States to pass on a percemage of funds up to a statutorily specified figure to subgrantees
who receive funding under categorical consolidations. The legislation generally does not provide that States allot a fixed per-
centage of these funds to subgrantees. The one exception is the Primary Care Grant for FY 1982. Most of the passthrough pro-
visions apply through FY 1984.

h/The Secretary of Educetion may waive this requirement for one fiscal year only,
7/The Secretary of HHS is required to collect data in these categories and use them in preparing annual reports to the Congress.
1/The reporting provisions in the legislation for the 1981 block grants, unlike those for CETA, do not specifically require that

the States track individual program beneficiaries but they do not proscribe it.
k/This information would be collected in the context of an effectiveness evaluation of a subgrantee's perfOrmance. The legislair

tion requires States to conduct such evaluations but does not specify at what intervals. Hence, information on the performance
imay not be collected annually.

1/The secretary of Education has proposed regulations that apply title XVII audit provision, to this block grant.



for certain mattrs, the most common being a limit on
administrative costs that can be funded with block grant money.
Five requrre that grantees pass a percentage of funding on to
subgrantees in the early years of the grant's operation. Few

contain funding objective for specific functions, matching,
maintenance-of-effort, or onsupplant provisions.

While the new grants impose a number of constraints on e
penditures, some also give grantees greater spending discre,1
Five permit them to transfer a percentage of their funds to cer-
tain other block grants. For example, four of the grants
(Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health; Low Income Home Energy
Assistance; Preventive Health and Health Services; Social Serv-
.ices) specify that a percentage may be transferred to the other
health-related block grants. ,Two (Community Services and Social
Services) also permit the transference of funds to the Low Income

Home Energy Assistance grant, which in turn permits a reciprocal
percentage transfer to these programs.

The enabling legislation of the newer grants tends to go
into more detail in establishing reporting and auditing require-

ments but to contain fewer planning provisions and spending
restrictions than the older grants, as we see when we compare
tables 3-5 with table 6 category by category. 7/ For example,

only one of the earlier enabling statutes required that reports
describe progress toward meeting objectives or serving recipient

populations, but at leas seven of.the new grants have such pro-

visions. No provisions in the 1981 grants require that plans be
as detailed or as broad in scope as the comprehensive plan provi-

sions in the earlier grants did.

The mix of spending restrictions differs in the new grants

too. Specifications of target populations, ceilings on admini-
strative expenditures, and requirements that some percentage of

funds be passed through to subgrantees appear in the majority of

them. The older grants made greater use of matching, maintenance-
of-effort, nonsupplant, and earmarking of funds for specific pro-

gram activities. The ability of grantees in the new grants to

transfer funds across block grftnts is in marked contrast to the
earlier.grants, which did not permit such transfers.

The new grants also institute some requirements that appeared

in the older grants in amendments and regulations but not in their

initial legislation. Much,of the &etail of the earlier reporting
requiremepts is incorporated in the new grants. 8/ Many of the

earlier grants became increasingly specific abouT who could re-
ceive services, but all the,new grants now begin with general de-
scriptions of target populations. Three have relatively detailed
definitions of which low-income population Tups are eligible

for services.

Oinally, the new grants differ from the old ones in the roles

that they prescribe for the administering Federal agencies. All

the earlier grants authorized the Secretary or head of the
.



pertinent agency to issue regulations necessary for administering
nearly all aspects of a grant. In contrast, only two of the new
grants (Community Development and Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion) give the Secretary somewhat comparable regulatory authority.
Although the administering Federal agencies review applications
for funding under the new grants, their role in approving plans
is in many cases conSined to insuring that the plans meet the
statutory requirements and contain the required assurances. Five
of the new grants (AlcOhol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health; Com-
munity Services; Low Income Home Energy Assistance; Maternal and
Child Health; Preventive Health) explicitly preclude the Secretary
from specifying the manner in which grantees must comply with
certain statutory requirements. In the majority, however, the
Secretary can establish standards for the form or the content of
the grantees' reports.

INFERENCES

The Federal experience with block grants indicates that be-
fore 1981 there was a general tendency to increase planning, re-
cordkeeping, reporting, and auditing requirements and to decrease
the spending discretion of grantees in the interests of attaining
national program objectives. The new block grants of 1981 begin
with a mixture of requirements, some of which provide for greater
discretion than that authorized to grantees under the enabling
legislation of the older grants and some of which are more pre-
scriptive tWan before. The new grants also Contain some reporting
and targeting provisions comparable to those that emerged through
amendments and regulations to the earlier grants. Thus, the new
legislation seems to address, in Otrying degrees, some of the ac-
countability issues of the earlier grants.

The enabling legislation for 1981 block grants has tended to
tighten reporting requirements and to be less restrictive in terms
of planning and spending. In effect, the Federal Government has
chosen to rely more heavily on accountability mechanisms that give
a retrospective view of program operations and accomplishments
than on those that would lead to more direct involvement in pro-
gram decisionmaking and administration.

Relying on reporting and auditing mechanisms may have conse-
qutnces for national accountability in the long term. One result
may be a time lag in obtaining information at the national level.
Federal aggAcies,are unlikely to have a national perspective on
actual program operations until they receive the first annual re-
ports. Were the Federal Government to decide-to redirect program
funds, some procedures for withholding funds from grantees would
require that agencies conduct additional investigations before
instituting withholding proceedings, which might result in con-
siderable delay before Federal action could be taken. Given
the greater flexibility grantees have under the 1981 block grants,
it remains to be seen how eEfective any retrospective mechanisms
will be to the Congress and the Federal agencies in their over-
sight activities, however they choose to exercise them.
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Whether these and other issues of accountability emerge will

partly depend on the relative weights that are accorded to Fed-
eral and State accountability and flexibility and on the nature
of the Administration's implementation of some of the accounta-
bility tools provided by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act.
In keeping witih the present Administration's view of block grants
as an interim step toward full State control of certain functions,
OMB has announced a policy of exercising as little Federal control
over the new block grants as possible. (Steinberg, 1982) Recent
FederalAtegulatory activities have been consistent with this
policy. HHS, for example, has issued regulations that allow
grantees to determine the form and content of their annual appli-
cations and reports for all the block grants it administers even
though the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act authorizes a Federal
role in this regard. There are some efforts by some States to
establish common reporting systems in wte common topical areas
under way. For example, members of theAssociation of State and
Territorial Health Officers have sought to podify their current
national reporting system to provide data on the Maternal and
Child Health and Preventive Health and Health Services grants.
The National Governor's Association and the American Public Wel-
fare Associatidn have a similar effort under way for the Low
Income Home Energy Assistance Act. There is no Federal require-
ment to establish these systems, however, and their continued
funding is uncertain. It is therefore likely that at least in
some areas the scope and quality of information that Federal agen-
cies receive and transmit to the Congress and the-public will vary
substantially. Such variation may hamper the Federal Government's
Ability to monitor the effeativeness of social targeting and ad-
ministrative costs, should it decide to do so. f

SUMMARi

An important component of the definition of.block grant
funds is that

"administrative, fiscal reporting, planning, and other
federally imposed requirements are kept to the minimum
amount necessary to ensure that national goals are be-
ing accomplished." (ACIR, 1977a, p. 6)

4

However, the'five block grants that were established, between 1966
and 1975 ranged from one with relatively few requixements (PHA)
to one with very extensive planning, spending, reporting, and
auditing requirements (CETA).

The legislation that established the five block 4i-ants be-
fore 1981 emphasi:zed the discretion of State and local governments.
Over time, changes in the initial legislative provisions predomi-
nantly increased the number and complexity of accountability
requirements. Planning requirements increased continually for
all block grants except two (PHA and Title XX), whose planning re-
quirements remained stable or were reduced over the life Of the
grant. Spending restrictions also increased for most of the five
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block grant,s, although the patterns vari d from extensive provi-
sions requiring definitions of target popilations and eligible
activities (under CETA) to provisions co4aining relatively few
restrictions (under PHA). Reporting respdpsibilities generally
increased under all five grants.

Since 1981, the new block grants have tended to impose the
same generic accountability categories. A iumber of comparable
Planning, reporting, and aqditing requiremOts have been placed
on all nine of the new grants we reviewed. The majority of the
new grants also specify.restiictions on actiVities that can be
funded, define targeting, and set ceilings on expenditures.
Some of the accountability requirements that emerged over time
in the earlier grants have been imposed on the new ones at the
outset. Other planning and expenditare provisions in the older
grants, however, have been dropped. On the whole, the new grants
have more specific reporting and auditing provisions and fewer
planning and spending requirements than the earlier grants.

The tensions in the earlier grants between insuring ac-
countability to the Federal Government and giving grantees as
much "flexibility as possible may persist in the nevi\vorants. The
Federal role in administering block grants has been sharply cur-
tailed by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act and by present
Administration policy., The Federal Government has chosen to rely
in the new grants more on intrastate accountability mechanisms
that give a retrospective view of program accomplishments than "

on interstate mechanisms that could lead to more direct involve-
ment in program decisionmaking. Depending on how the accounta-
bility provisions in the new grants are implemented and on the
scope, topical coverage, and implementation o&voluntary State
efforts to establish and maintain common reporting systems, vari-
ations in Oe quality and comparability of State-collected data
could affedt the ability of the Federal Government to monitor
progress toward meeting-national objectives, should it choose
to do so.,
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CHAPTER 3

HAVE THE POOR AND OTHER DISADVANTAGED GROUPS

BEEN SERVED EQUALLY UNDER BLOCK GRANTS

AND CATEGORICAL PROGRAMS?

To what degree do block grants focus services on the poor
and minority groups? It has been argued that with the passage of
time fewer poor and minoritiei3 would participate 4n block grAnt
programs compared with the categorical programs that preceded
them. Advocacy groups for the poor and civil rights organizations
that believe that federally administered categorical programs are

-.better able to target social welfare assistance have, expressed -
concprn,about the argument. (Ad Hoc Coalition, 1981, pp. 1-6, 1-7)

Much of the controversy derives from the phiiosophy that
power should be turned back to State and local governments (as we
discussed in chapter 1). From the concerns of advocacy groups,
one could predict that under block grants targeting to the poor
and minorities would decline over time.

In this chapter, we examine the record of CDBG, CETA, and
Title XX Social Services in targeting services to the poor and
minority groups. LEM and PHA are not included in the analysis
because they were not intendeeto be targeted specifically to the
poor or minorities.

The targeting objectives of CDBG, CETA, and Title XX are not
their only legislative objectives, ,however. One other objective
of block grants is to increase local flexibility and decisionmak-
ing. There are alSo multiple programmatic goals such as,ithe CDBG
objective of aiding in the prevention or elimination of alums or
blight. The difficulty these multiple goals pose for evaluation
purposeb is that they make the standard of comparison unclear.
For example, if CDBG has multiple objectives, what percentage of
CDBG benefits should be targeted to lower incoft people? Clearly
100 percent is too high because some funds shouN be used to com-
bat slums and blight. This limitation must be emphasized or the
false conclusion will be reached that all funds should benefit
disadvantaged groups. 1/

In the following section, we identify the studies reviewed
to assess targeting; then we discuss each of the three programs
separately. -For each program, we examine the legislative basis
for targeting and the targeting data for income and, where avail-
able, for race. At the end of the chapter, we review the grants
enacted in 1981.

STUDIES U§ED TO ASSESS TARGETING

In table 7, we list eight basic evaluation studies on block
grant targeting. Some comprise a series of reports. In the
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Block grant ,

CETA

CDBG

Table 7

List of Studies Reported

Title and series

Sixth Annual Report

CETA: Manpower #rograms
Under Local Control

Community Development
Strategies Evaluation

Targeting Community
Development e-

Fourth Annual Community
Development Block Grant
Reeort (and others in a
series of-six)

Second Year Community
Development Block Grant
Experience

Meeting Application and
Review Requirements for
Block Grants Under Title
IAof the*Housing and
Community Development
Act of 1974

1

Title XX Annual Reportito the
Congress on the SOcial
Security.Act (separate
report for FY 1979 and
and FY 1980)

Source

NatiOnal Commission for
Employment Policy

William Mirengoff and
Lester Rindler

Data collction
period

July 1973-
Sept. 1979

University of yennsylvania

The Brookings Institution

U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development

National Association of
Housing and Redevelopment
Officials

U.S. General Accounting
Office

U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services

0July 1973-
Sept. 1977

1970-79

July 1974-
Sept. 1978

July 19,74-
Sept.

July 1974-
June 1976

July 19747
June 1975

Oct. 1978-
Sept. 1980



In contrast to CDBG, CETA, and LEAA, Title XX was character-
ized by action that loosened Federal spending restrictions.
For exampre, 19161mRgulations relaxed the restrictions on
expenditures foi room and board for alcohol and drug abusers.
The 1976 amendmentssmade available an additional $200 million
for child day care services that required no matching from
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Block grant .

CETA

CDBG

Table 7

List of Studies Reported

Title and series

Sixth Annual Report

CETA: Manpower #rograms
Under Local Control

Community Development
Strategies Evaluation

Targeting Community
Development

Fourth Annual Community
Development Block Grant
Reeort (and others in a
series of ,six)

Second Year Community
Development Block Grant
Experience

Meeting Application and
Review Requirements for
Block Grants Under Title
I .of the'Housing and'
Community Development
Act of 1974

Title XX Annual Report'to the
Congress on the Social
Security.Act (separate
report for FY 1979 and
and FY 1980)

Source

NatiOnal Commission for
Employment Policy

William Mirengoff and
Lester Rindler

Data collction
period

July 1973-
_ Sept. 1979

University of.Pennsylvania

The Brookings Institution

U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development

National Association of
Housing and Redevelopment
Officials

U.S. General Accounting
Office

(t.c

U.S. Department of Health
and Human Service8

0July 1973-
Sept. 1977

1970-79

July 1974-
Sept. 1978

July 11'4-
Sept. 1,p80

July 1974-
June 1976

July 19747
June 1975

Oct. 1978-
Sept. 1980



table, we have also indicated who conducted each study and the

time period for datacolle4ion. Our main criterion for selecting

studies was that all report quantitative data on income targeting

for the block grant programs nationwide. Operationaliy, that ex-

cluded case studies of targeting in one community and one State

and sOLdies that did not report quantitative data on targeting. 2/

We made an exception with the University of Pennsylvania review of

a sample of neighborhoods in nine cities because the cities are
scattered geographically, the research design was well constructed
for looking at targeting, and the sampke of individuals within
each city was large.

CETA, TARGETING

The legislative background

Even though the creation'of CETA as a block grant shifted em-

ployment and training decisions from Federal to State and local
officials, its central goal remained the same as its predecessorir

manpower programs. Its purpose was to "provide job training and

employment opportunities." (Pub. LP No. 93-203, sec. 2) Title I

authorized the CETA block grant specifically

"to establish a program to provide comprehensive man-

power services throughout the Nation. Such program

shall include the.development and creation of job op-
portunities and training, education, and other serv-
ices needed to enab19individuals to'secure and re-
tain employment'at Yheir maximum capacity." (Pub. L.

No. 93-203, sec. 101)

Whne the block grant allowed prime sponsors considerable
latitude in choosing which groups, to serve, it required thein,to
give assurances that they would, to the maximum extent feasible,
serve thosp "most in need," including "low-income persons and
persons dt limited English-speaking ability." (Pub. L. No. 93-

203, sec. 105(a)(1); see also Mirengoff and Rindler, 1978, p. 196)

Because abuses were perceived in the publip service employment
titles of CETA, eligibility requirements were tightened in order

to focus services on the disadvantaged unemployed. By 1978,
eligibility had also been tightened for the block grant program
itself, now redesignated as CETA titles In and IIC. (GAO,. 1982,

p. 111)

The standards for assessing the targeting of CETA services
to people with low incomes* are made more complex by the fact that
the legislation int4nds that there be other recipients of CETA

block grant services, including

"handicapped individuals, persons facing barriers
to employment commonly experienced by older workers,
and persons of,limited English-speaking ability."
(Pub. L. No. 95-524, sec. 103(a)(5)(A))
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Evaluation results

The two studies on CETA that we examined (see table 7) both
used the DOL Management Information System, which collects data
each year on the characteristics of participants in CETA programs.
It also reported fiscal year 1974 data for the manpower programs
that preceded CETA. 3/ In table 8 on the next page, we present
a variety of characteristics of participants in the CETA block
grant, comparing them to those of participants in the manpower
programs that preceded CETA.

Our overall finding is that on the whole blOck grant partici-
pants were only slightly less economically needy than the pre-
block grant manpower program participants. The first six charac-
teristics in table 8 for purposes of targeting cap be considered
indicators of "economic need." Blacks and Spanish-speaking are
included in this list because they are disproportionately repre-
sented in the total population of economiCally needy people.
There was a drop of 10 percentage points (see column 4) in the
percent of participants who were "economically disadvantaged,"

i from 87 percent under the categorical programs in fiscal year 1974
6 to 77 percent in the first year of CETA. However, other measures

fail to show a consistent direction of change in the economic need
of participants. The table also shows that the percent of parti-
cipants who were black and the percent who received AFDC and
public assistance increased slightly between fiscal years 1974 and
1975. These findings suggest that on an overall dimension of
"economic need" there was only a slight decrease in the economic
need of participants under the CETA block grant mechanism compared
with the prior categorical manpower programs. Modest changes in
cLi.entele of the order detected in the targeting studies may be
explained by the fact that the CETA legislation identified other
intended recipients.

On the question of minority group targeting, table 8 shows
that blacks and the Spanish-speaking were equally likely to be
participants under CETA and the prior categorical programs.

Finally, comparing data on CETA participants in fiscal years
1975 and 1979, we find no consistent change. Three of the five
available characteristics show less targeting in fiscal 1979 and
two show less targeting in fiscal 1975. 4/ (The data are in note
4.) While these data do not support conFerns that fewer and fewer
disadvantaged citizens would be participating in the CETA program
over time, this finding is difficult to interpret because of
changes in the national economy and the 1978 CETA amendments.

In sumnary, when we compare the.block grant with the cate-
gorical programs that existed before its enactment, we find some
decrease in targeting under CETA to the economically needy, al-
though trends are inconsistent across the measures. Overall,
targeting to the needy did not change materially between 1975 and
1979. There was little change in targeting of the block grant to
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Table 8

Percentage of CETA Block Grant Participants With Selected
Characteristics Compared with Pre-CETA Categorical

Program Rarticipants a/

_
Characteristics

Categorical
programs
FY 1974

CETA block grant a/ Change
FY 1975 FY 1977 FY 1974-75 FY 1974-77

, (1) (2) ---(T) (4) (5)

Economically dis-
advantaged b/

" 87 77 78 -10

..N.

-9

AFDC and public
assastance

23 27 26 +4 +3

Black 37 '- 39 35 42 -2

Spanish-speaking c/ 15 13 14 -2 -1

Unemployed 76 d/ 62 74 -14 d/ -2 d/

Receiving Unemploy- 5 4 7 -1 +2

ment Insurance ,

Female 42 46 48 +4 +6 401,

Under 22 years old 63 62 52 -1 -al

Less than 12 years
of school

66 61 50 -5 -16

Source: Adapted from NCEP, Sixth Annual Report (Washington, D.C.: 1980), pp.

112-13.

a/Title I of CETA as originally enacted.
b/Based on the poverty level as determined by OMB.

Z/Estimated.
U/Not available for FY 1974, this figure had to-be obtained from a different ancl

possibly noncomparable DOL source. Consequently, comparison of this figure with

later CETA statistics should be made only with caution.



black and Spanish-Speaking participants compared with the
predecessor categorical programs.

CDBG TARGETING

The legislative background

The Community Development Block Grant program for larSe
cities has emphasized social targeting'to families bf low and
moderate incomes. The 1974 legislation Cited as its "primary
objective"

"the de;/elopment Of viable urban cOmmunities, by
prOviding decent housing and a suitable living
environment and expanding economic opportunities,
prinCipally for persons of low and moderate income."
(Pub. L. No. 93-383, sec.. 101(c)) .

The Act also includes language in three of seven detailed objec-
tives indicating that they are intended prinoipally for people
of loW and moderate income. In addition, the legiSlation pro-
vides that communities must "give maxiMum feasible priority to
activities which will benefit low- or moderate-income families
or aid in the prevention or elimination of Slums or blight.''
(Pub. L. No. 93-383, sec. 104(b)(2))

Although the legislation estabAshed social targeting as an
'important CDBG objective, there were two other equal objectives:
(1) "the prevention or elimination of slums or blight" and,(2)
meeting "other community development'needs having a particular
urgency." (Pub. L. No. 93-383, sec. 404(b)(2)) While not citing ,

them as primary objectives, the Act refers to other CDBG goals
such as "to streamline prosrams and improv.e the functioning of
agencies" and "the restoration and preServation of properties of
special value for historic, architectural, or esthetic reasons."
(Pub. L. No. 93-383, 90C. 101(b) and (c)} Evaluation results for
the targeting of CDBG to low'and moderate income groups will,
therefore, have to be judged in terms of the multiple objectives
of the legislation.

There has been considerable controversy since the Act's pas-
sage regarding what constitutes "maximum feasible priority" in
targeting activities to benefit low- or moderate-income people.
(U.S. Congress, House, 1977, p. 21) The Senate passed but the
conference deleted a provision to set a 20 percent limit on ex-
penditures not "of direct and significant benefit to families of
low or moderate income, or to areas whiolh are blighted or deter-
iorating." (Dommel,'1980, p. 12) In the beginning, HUD did not
define "maximum feasible priority" quantitatively or instruct its
staff on how to determine whether programs under CDBG met the re-
quirement. Two years after CDBG was enacted, we found widely
varying interpretations of this requirement among HUD area Office
staff. (GAO, 1976, p. 10; see also Dommel, 1980, pp. 13-14) The
initial regulations did define "low and moderate income,"
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considering it income less than or equal to 80 percent of the
local standard metropolitan statistical area median income. 5/

During the Carter Administration, HUD worked to increase
targeting of CDBG to lower income families. This involved in part
initiatives by HUD administrators, demonstrating that changes
occur in programs by means other than congressional action.
(Dommel, 1980, pp.'14-21)

Evaluation results for income

The only.study whose data allow comparisons of CDBG with the
earlier categorical programs on income targeting is that conducted
by the University of Pennsylvania, but it has two serious limita-
tions. First, it represents a sample of only nine cities. Second,.
its inquiry was limited to housing rehabilitation, which represents
only about 26 percent.of all CDBG expenditures. (HUD, 1981, p. 59)
However, housing rehabilitation.seems to be a typical CDBG activity
in terMs of tlie degree to wh,ich:it targets benefits to low and
moderate income census tractt. This is demonstrated by 1979 data
that'shaw that two.majoi= actrvity groups had more targeting while
three had less fargeting tO lkiw and Moderate income tracts than the
"honsilig rehabilitation and,reiated activities" group. (HUD, 1981,
pp. 52-53, 59, A94) 'The issues still unresolved and it cannot be
assured that the Penna'14van'ia resultS represent all CDBG activities
nationwide.

-vow

. Keeping teSe Iimitations in.mind...we can see in table 9
(comparing colns 1..and 3) that COG hcAlsing rehabilitation aid
Nes more targeted.to low and poderate income recipients than earl-
ier categOrical programs iq six of the Seven cities for which com-
pariSons could be made. (In Fittsburgh, the numbers are essen-
tially:the saMe.) A median of 96 perceht Of households receiving
CDBG assistance had low and moderate Incomes compared with 78 per-
cent for the earlier cate9crical programs. The comparison group
of 070-74 categoricali (Co1umn,3) represents rehabilitations
financed under other public funding sources in that time period. 6/
"Low and moderate income" iS defined according to HUD. regulations
discussed above. 7/

Table 9 alpo allows the cOmparison of CDBG with categorical
programs contemporaneous with CDBG. This group includes rehabil-
itation aid under section 312 of the 1964 Housing Act and.numer-
ous State and local prOgrams in Six of tlie nine cities. 8/ Com-
paring the first and second columns of the table thus shows that
CDBG was more targeted to low and moderate income recipients in
all seven cities for which the comparison can be made. The medi-
.an of 97 percent of households that received CDBG aid had low and
moderate incomes compared with 70 percent ior the contemporaneous
,categorical programs.

Four other CDBG studies we examined included larger samples
of communities and a cross-section of activities rather than hous-
ing rehabilitation alone. Their weaknesses are not present in the



Table 9

Percentage of Recipient Households with Low
and Nfterate Income by Funding Source

CDBG 1975-79
Categoricals

1975-79 1970-74
(1) (2) (3)

Birmingham 94 83

Corpus Christi 100 . 93 78

Denver 99 70 --
97 87 91.Memphis

New Haven 79 51 63

Pittsburgh - 1"71 62 73

San Francisco - -- --

St. Paul 96 89 78

Wichita 100 38 95

Median
CDBG versus Cat6goricals 1970-74

CDBG 96%
Categoricals 78

CDBG verius Categoricals 1975-79
CDBG 97%
Categoticals 70

4

Source: Stephen Gale et al., "Community Development
Strategies Evaluation: Social Targeting,"
draft report, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, October 1980, table 4.4.

University of Pennsylvania study; all were based on planned
benefits rather than actual benefits and all lacked any direct

. measure of the income of the beneficiaries. In appendix II, we
discuss the methodological differences between the CDBG studies.
In developing another report on determining who benefits from the
community development block grant programs, we are able to cite
some improvements that could be made in CDBG benefjt data and re-

.

porting processes. 9/

In table 10, on the next page, we compare the University of
Pennsylvania findings with those of the four other studies. Ex-
cluding the University of Pennsylvania study, we estimate that
from 54 to 66 percent df CDBG benefits are allocated to low and
moderate income persons.

Change over time in targeting for the CDBG programs can be
examined in the Brookings and HUD studies as shown in table 10.
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Table 10

Percentage of CDBG Benefits Allocated to Low and Moderate
Income Groups by Study and Fiscal Yeir

-

Study 1975 1976 1977 1978

The Brookings Institution a/ 54 56 60 62

National Association of Housing
and Urban Development Officials

59 55 --

University of Pennsylvania b/ -(median 96)

U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development

64 62 61 66

U.S. General Accounting Office 56

Source: Brookings: Paul R. Dommel et al., Targeting Community Development (Wash-
ington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1980), p.
161. NAHRO: Robert L. Ginsburg, "Second Year Community Development Block
Grant Experience: A Summary of Findiogs of the NAHRO Community Development
Monitoring Project," Journal of Housing, February 1977, pp. 81-82. Univ-
ersity of PennsylvaniaA Stephen Gale et al., "Community Development Strat-
egies Evaluation: Social Targeting," draft report, University of Pennsyl-
vania, Philadelphia, 1980, table 4.4. HUD: HUD, Fourth Annual Community
Development Block Grant Report (Washington, D.C.: 1979), p. 11-7. GAO:

GAO, Meeting Application. and Review Requirements for Block Grants Under
Title I of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, CED-76-106
(Washington, D.C.: 1976), p. 13.

a/Data for later years are available but not reported here in order to make the time
periods of the different data collections more comparable.

b/Not reported separately by fiscal year. Includes only housing rehabilitation fund-
ed wholly by CDBG in fiscal years 1975-78.



The Brookings study shows that targeting increased from 1975 to
1978 While the HUD findings show essentially no change for two
years but an increaSe by41978. These increases areeapparently
attributable to the polidy changes introduced in tHe Carter
Administration, as we noted earlier. Going-beyond the period
covered by the table, the Brookings research shows a slight de-
crease in targeting in 1979 and 1980 while the flUD study finds a
slight increase. 10/ In summary, CDBG data show that participa-
tion by the poor ricreased ovee time under the block grant mechan-
ism but did so presumably because of greater Federal influence.

In our 1981 toeport on CDBG, we found that some cities pro-
vided assistance under this grant for nonessential or cosmetic
home repairs. One city was cited where 31 of the 200 most recent
CDBG-aided loans (or.15.5 percent) whose annual
incomes exceeded $30,000. (GAO, 198 . 20) While this repre-
sents only a case study of rehabilitation toans in one city, the
findings are not inconsistent with findings in the studies in
table 10. They estimate .that up to 34-46 percent of CDBG re-
sources (excluding the University of Pennsylvania results) benefit
-entire communities rather than any particular'income group. Our
1981 study included site visits but was not intended to be a
systematic study of the allocation of CDBG benefits to income
groups. Neither it nor the other studies we have discussed above
suggest widespread targeting problems with CDBG.

In summary, the University of Pennsylvania analysiS shOws
that 96 percent of households aided in residential rehabilitation
by CDBG had low and moderate incomes compared with 78 percent for
the categorical programs that preceded CDBG. Furthermore, 97 per-
cent of CDBG-aided households and 70 percent of current categor-
ically aided households had low and moderate incomes. This study
concludeM that

"the proportion of CDBG rehabilitation assistance
reaching targeted households equals Or exceeds the
proportions of other rehabilitation programs that
predate or are contemporaneous with CDBG." 41/

If the University of Pennsylvania research is not considered,
estimates derived fromjthe other studies of all CDBG activities
suggest that 54 to 66 percent of CDBG benefits were targeted to
people with low and moderate incomes. Analysis of CDBG trends
over time suggests a slight increase in targeting rather than the
cumulative redaction of targeting that Some observers have feared.

Evaluation results for race

The CDBG -legislation has no provisions for targeting benefits
to minority groups but, because minorities are more likely than
nonminority groups to have low incomes and to live in substandard
housing, the extent to'which they benefit from CDBG is germane to
the program's objectives. The University of Pennsylvania study
collected data on r4ce in a survey of current residents of
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Table 11

Percentage of Population That Is Minority
and Percentar of Recipient Households
That Are Minority by Funding Source

Minority
population 1970 CDBG 1975-78

Categoricals
1975-78 1970-74

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Birmingham 47 33
Corpus Christi 43 100 92 91

Memphis 44 93 80 98
New Haven 31 37 65 59
Wichita 14 55 14 30

Source: Stephen Gale et al*, "Community Development Strategies
Evaluation: Social Targeting," draft report, Universi-
ty of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, October 1980, tables
4.10 and 4.12.

CDBG-aided dwelling units. In table lle we present-data on
targetkng to minority groups for the five cities for which the
data were sufficient. (Gale, 1980, p. 48)

Comparing the block grant recipients in 1975,78 with the earl-
ier categorical grant recipients (that is, columns 2 and 4) shows
no consistent pattern oUdifference in the allocation of rehabili-
tation assistance to minority groups. Minorities are served
equally when compared.with the earlier categorical grants. Using
categorical programs in 1975-78 for comparison (that is, columns 2
and 3) produces the same results. 12/

In short, the results on racial targeting based on the _Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania study are limited to only five cities and
show no strong patterns. ligiMper, the findings of that study also
show that the groportion of minority grOup members receiving CDBG
benefits in four of the five cities is higher than the proportion
of minority group members in the overall population (comparing
columns 1 and 2). Birmingham, Alabama, is the only city in which
the percentage of minority recipients--under both categorical and
block grants--is smaller than the minority population.

Targeting and the CDBG
allocation formula

In this concluding sec42 we use the Brookings targeting
data to-illustrate the impact of the legislative formula that al-
locates block grant funds. For locally operated programs such as
CDBG, if the formula allocates more funds to communities where most
of the lower income people live, greater targeting to the poor
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101,
Table 12

Percentage of CDBG Funds Allocated to Low

and Moderate Income Groups by Type of City,
Level of Community Distress, and Program Year

City type
and distress level

Number of
jurisdictions 1979 1980

Central.cities
Low distress 10 61 61

High distress 19 63 64

Satellite cities
Low distress 8 52 53

High distress 4 60 55

Total
Low distress 18 55 57

High distress 23 62 62

Source: Paul Dommel, et al., "Implementing Community
Development,"-Tiat manuscript, U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development, Washington,

D.C., 1982, p. 104.

is likely to 6ccur. Table 12 presents data to illustrate-the°
differing record of cities in targeting CDBG benefits. Distress

is measured by an index combining poverty levels, age of housing,

and population change.

The table shows that "the more distressed communities tended

to allocate a higher level of benefits to lower income groups

than did better-off communities in the sample." (Dommel, 1982,

p. 102) Also, the targeting is measurably higher in central cit-

ies than in satellite cities.

While a complete explanation of these differences would-in-

clude the influence of methodological factors, the results show
differing performances in targeting of CDBG benefits to low and

moderate income persons. Satellite cities and cities with low
distress achieve less targeting than central cities and cities

with high distress. Suburban jurisdictions appeared to be sus-

ceptible to more fluctuation in targeting and their programs were

more easily diverted from the social targeting objective of the

law. (Dommel, 1982, p. 110)

These results show in part the impact of the CDBG allocation

formula. If the formula were structured so as to exclude from

CDBG eligibility some suburban and low distress communities, it
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is likely that targeting CDBG funds to low and moderate income
persons would increase. 13/

Of course, many elements must be weighed in constructing
any allocation formula. When the law is targeting benefits to
people with low and moderate incomes, the allocation formula it
specifies will be critical in achieving targeting.

TITLE XX LARGETING

The legislative background

The Title XX Social Services program was directed largely
toward the poor. Title XX provided that

"States must expend an amount equal to at least 50 per-
cent of the Federal share of their expenditures for per-
sons who are eligible for Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC), Supplementary Security Income (SSI),
Medicaid and for family members or other persons whose
needs are taken into account in determining the eligi-
bility of an AFDC or SSI recipient." (HHS, 1981, p. 2)

This 50 percent requirement was eliminated in the Social Services
block grant.

People became eligible fOr Title XX services in one of
three ways:

1. Income eligibles. States, dete ined how poor people had
to be in order to receive- servi The highest income
level a State could serve and receive Federal reimburse-
ment for was 115 percent of the State median income,
adjusted for family size. Eligibility criteria could
vary for different types of service but could not exceed
the 115 percentrlimitation. The Omnibus Budget Recon-
ciliation Act of 1981 removed income eligibility limits,
although the States may provide their own income
limitations.

2. Income maintenance recipients. States could provide
Title XX social services to supplement cash assistance
provided under AFDC and SSI. Title XX provided services
while AFDC and SSI provided cash assistance. Categories
of certain personsr-such as migrant workers, drug addicts,
and runaways--could also be served without an individual
means test.

3. Services without regard to income. People needing three
services could be aided whether their income was low or
high--protective seryices for children or adults, infor-
mation and referral, and family planning. (HHS, 1981,
pp. 3-4)
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Evaluation results for income

Even though Title'XX eligibility was based primarily on

income, data on the income of recipients are not available. In

fact, lack of adequate data has been a problem with Title XX

since its inception. (Ad Hoc Coalition, 1981, p. II-8) Even so,

data from the Social Services Reporting Requirements (SSRR) allow
for some analysis of the targetirig issuer.

One evaluation of the SSRR data on the eliaibility of Title

XX recipients indicated reason for some confidence in this infor-

mation. The eligibility of people who are categorically eligible

may be verified through Medicaid.cards or local welfare agency

files. There is, however, greater variability in procedures for

those who claim eligibility based on income. Some States simply

asked applicants to sign declarations while others went so far as

to verify income through the Social Security office. Providers

can jeopardize fund reimbursement with errors in eligibility de-

terminations, which seemed to make most service providers cautious.

(One America, 1980, pp. 45-46)

Weaknesses in the SSRR data, however, make the counts of

services and recipients not totally valid for national summaries.

The validity of national statistics is reduced because many States

lump all clients into one recipient category (primary recipients)

and some States use their own classifications. 14/

With these limitations, data on the number and percent of
primary recipients of Title XX services by type of eligibility for

fiscal year 1979 were

Income
Income maintenance (AFDC, SSI)
Without regard to income

Total

2,894,654
2,808,648
1,508,832
7,212,134

40%
39
21

100%

These figures show that 79 !.- of the primary recipients
were eligible by virtue of havi,g low inc es--40 percent for in-

come eligibles plus 39 percent or income intenance recipients.
This 79 percent targeting estim te includes some people with in-
comes up to 115 percent of the S at dian income adjusted for

family size. This was true, however, i on 16 States, only 2
of which provided all or even most of their ervices at maximum

levels. (HHS, 1980, p. 14, and 1981, p. 10)

The category "without regard to income" may include many who

would have met the eligibility criteria had they been applied.

Many in this category also received information and referral serv-
ices that have very low unit costs, thereby not detracting signi-
ficantly from the overall targeting achieved under the Program.

In short, although services provided "without regard to income"
increased from 13 percent to 21 percent of the total primary re-
cipients between fiscal years 1976 and 1979, the actual share of
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social services the needy received appears to laftave been greater
than these figures suggest.

In summary, the data show that roughly 79 perceht of the
primary recipients of Title XX Social Services obtained services
because of their low incomes. The remainder received legally
authorized protective services, information and referral, and
family planning assistance without regard to income.

TARGETING UNDER THE 1981
BLOCK GRANTS

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, as we discussed in
chapter 2, contains more targeting provisions than the enabling
legislation of the pre-1981 block grants. Six of the nine block
grants enadted in 1981 provide services to people with low incomes
as well as other categories of recipients. The Social Services
block grant, in contrast, relaxes some of the targeting provisions
of the older Title XX Social Services program.

Three of the six new grants with low income targeting provi-
sions prescribe specific income limitations. First, the Low In-
come Home Energy Assistance block grant generally7restricts eligi-
bility to households whose incomes are less than 150 percent of the
State poverty level or 60 percent of he State median income, as
well as those receiving AFDC, SSI, foc4tamps, or Veterans' and
Survivors' pension benefits. Next, thtjaternal and Child Health
grant provides health assessments, follow-up and diagnostic serv-
ices, treatments, immunizations, and other health services to
mothers who have children and whose incomes are below the nonfarm
official poverty line, although other services authorized under the
block grant are not limited to this class of recipient. Finally,
the Community Services grant provides for

"a range of services and activities having a measura:-
ble and potentially major impact on the causes of pov-
erty in the community or those areas of the community
where poverty is a particularly acute problem [and]
. . . activities designed to assist low income par-
ticipantsN. . . ." (Pub. L: No. 97-35, sec. 675)

The legislation defines the poverty line as a criterion of eligi-
bility in community services programs.

The three other block grants with targeting objectives do
not,define the eligibiliity of individual recipients as,specifi-
cally. The Primary Care grant aids "medically underserved" popu-
lations, defined by such criteria as ability to pay, infant mor-
tality rates, and the availability of health professionals. The
Elementary and Secondary Education block grant targets services
to the "educationally deprived," which includes people with low
incomes and migrants as well as handicapped children. Under the
new CDBG small cities block grant, States must give "maximum
feasible priority" to activities that benefit low and moderate



income families or aid in the prevention of slums and blight but
in some cases may channel funds away from these activities to meet
other urgent'community needs.

'The Omnibus BUdget Reconciliation Act contains definitions
of target populations but generally does not link these provisions
tO mechanisms that States might use to-achieve targeting, such as
sub-State allocation formulas. chapter 2 of the Elementary and
Secondary Education grant is one of the few block grants enacted
in 1981 to address the.connection between Astribution formulas 1

and targeting. This legislation specifies that States will distri-
bute funds to local education agencies according to their relative
enrollments; with theNg funds adjusted to

"provide higlfer per pupil allocations to local
education agencies which have the greatest numbers
or percentaged of children whose education,imposes
a higher than average cost per child, such as

(1) children from low-income families,
(2) children living in economically depressed

urban and rural areas, and
(3) children living in sparsely populated

areas." (Pub. L. No. 97-35, sec. 565(&))

Hqwever, there is no requirement that the local education agencies
use these funds,for these children.

Three grants may make changes in their distribution formulas
to acilitate targeting. The Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental
Health, Maternal and Child Health, and Preventive Health and
Health Services grants require the Secretary of HHS to report to
Ithe Congress on alternative-distribution formulas within one year
after enactment of tAe Omnibus keconciliation Act.. The Act in-

.

structs the Secretary to take into account State financial,re-
e,

sourcesa which are likely to be influenced by the size of a State's
lów-inctme population, ahd the number of low-income mothers and
children.

4 1 iA"

s. Provislons requiring grantees to fund previously supported
?rojects 'are anotherpechanism that may affect targeting in the
shoct rOn, although not always in the same directipn. Programs
tAt served 10w-income Clients before a grgnt too effect are
.1fkely to cdntinue to serve them through organizat1 inertia.
For example, the Primary Care and Community Services grants re-

,

quire grantees to maintain subgrantees' pre-b19ock grant funding
, levels for severalfiscal years after the block grant's effective
'date. Primary Care specifies that grantees are,to receive 100
,percent of the previous fiscal year's funding in the first year;
grantees under Community Services are to receive 90 percent. The
Preventive Health grant and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental
Hgalth grant also provide that subgrantees are to continue to re-
ceive funding inOlie first fiscal year of the grant but do not
specify the'aMount..

Alirn
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One long-run impfrcation of these 4fferences is that as
the States establish their own criteria for the,form and content
of annual reports, efforts to study targeting nationwide Ni.11 be

impaired. In the past, data reported by grantees tended to be
tbe primary source for annual reports to the Congress and, thus,
the bases for determining social targeting. In the future, un-
less the States succeed in establishing comparable data collec-
tion and reporting procedures in all relevant topical areas, the
quality and scope of targeting data will'vary from State to State.
In the absence of uniform data, it may be difficult to determine
the amount of targeting on a nationwide basis under these block
grants.

SU

CDBG, CETA, and Title XX all have the objective of focusing
services on the economically needy. A review of the data sug-
gests that they in fact targeted servides to their designated
groups as shown below:

--three of every four participants in CETA were economically
disadvaneaged,

--54 to 66 percent or more of CDBG benefits were targeted
to people of low and moderate incomes, and

--about 79 percent of the primary tecipients of Title XX
Social Services.were eligible because of their low
incomes.

The failure to reach 100 percent targeting to the poor may indi-
cate multiple legislative objectives rather than program deficien-
cies, and therefore these figures are difficult to interpret.

Another approach to studying targeting, possible despite
some methodological problems with the data; was to compare CETA
and CDBG to their predecessor categorical programs. Thus,

CL-CETA *hoWed a slight decrease in targeting to the poor
A under the block grant but, in general, the characteristics

of,theseople served were similar, and

--CDBG rehabilitation assistance showed better targeting to
low and moderate income groups under the block grant in
six of seven cities.

$,P

CDBG was targeted more to lower income recipients compared
to selected curpent categorical programs. While limited to onl
seven cities and examining only one componeht of the CD8G pro
the comparisons of housing rehabilitation assistance show that a
median of 97 percent of recipients of CDBG assistance had low and
moderate incomes compared with 70 percent under current categor-
ical programs.
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The data available also allowed us to examine change in
order to determine whether or not targeting to,the poor dimin-
ished. Data on income targeting for CETA and CDBG suggest no
such decline in benefits to the poor. This could be interpreted
as a strerigth of block grants or as a result of their recate-
gorization.

With regard to targeting by race and ethnicity, there were
no consistent differences between the block grants and the cate-
gorical grants.

Some of the same CDBG data illustrate the impact of the al-
location formula on eventual targeting to low and moderate income
groups. We found that data from 1979 and 1980 show that satel-
lite cities and cities with low distress achieved less targeting
of CDBG funds than central M.ties and high distress cities.

The review of targeting for these three programs indicates
that people with low incomes and people in minority groups have
received services about equally often under block and categorical
grants., The reasons for these findings are less clear. Perhaps
the existing clientele from the prior categorical programs help
prevent dilution of targeting. Also, statutory requirements,
imposed either by the State or by the Federal Government desig-
nating who is to be served, whether generally or specifically,
may have contributed to the targeting we have observed. There
were numerous targeting requirements associated with the CDBG,
CETA, and Title XX programs.

Will the 1981 block grants yield similar findings? Some
factors are common to the earlier grants. Six of the nine new
block grants havg the objective of serving a disadvantaged cli-
entele and specify in some detail who is.to be.served. One even
incorporates targeting in its distribution formula. In the short
run, contrinuing to fund certain subgrantees at levels comparable
to those under the categorical programs' may have mixed effects on
targeting. The program that previously served low-income.popu-
lations may, through inertia, continue to do so.

A major difference between the old and the new bloA grants
is the more prominent role of the States in 1982. States have
Jaad power in the early block grants, but primary power was held
by the local and Federal governments under CDQG and CETA (except
in balance-of-state areas).

The ability to draw conclusions at a national level about
targeting under the new block grants requirea comparable national
data. -Although some voluntary efforts are under way, Federal
agencies are not requiring that uniform data be collected on the
1981 block grants. In the al;sence of uniform data, it may be
difficult to determine the amount of targeting on a nationwide'
basis under these block grants.
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CHAPTER 4

4 HAVE THERE BEEN SAVINGS IN ADMINISTRATIVE

COSTS UNDER BLOCK GRANTS?

The earlier and recently enacted block grants have fewer
separate programs and Federal requirements than predecessor
categorical grants. One reason given for creating block grants
is that they impose a smaller administrative burden than the
categorical grant-in-aid system. State and local administrators

researchers have long argued that categorical grants entail
xcessive paperwork, administrative complexity, and unnecessary

R'administrative costs. (ACI, 1978, pp. 4-5) By doing iway with
these constraints, block grants are expected to cost less for the
grantees to. administer; 1/

*

Debate in 1981 on block grants highlighted the issue bf
their administrative cost. The Administration's initial propo-
sals to create education, health, and social service block
grants asserted that the administrative savings to be achieved by
consolidating categorical programs would compensate for a 20 to
25 percent cut in Fedral funding:

"Because the new block grant legislation wou414 allow
significant savings in program overhead and more ef-
ficient service delivery due to the elimination of
overlapping service responsibilities, this funding
change need not result in a reduction of services."
.(The President's, 1981, p. 7-7)

Other supporters of the 1981 block grant proposals were less
optimistic in their estimates of cost savings, but many stated
that fewer layers of administration, better State and local co-
ordination of services, less overlapping in Federal regulations,

'less federally imposed paperwork, and better targeting of services
would lead to cost savings. (U.S. Congress, Joint, 1981, pp.
106, 155, 175, 248)

Six of the 1981 block grants set ceilings on the percentage
of State administrative costs that can be financed with Federal
dollars, and one prohib,ited the use of block grant funds for ad-
ministrative expenses. The ceilings range from 2 percent to 20
percent, with 10 percent the most coMmon. Local officials had
called for a uniform 10 percent cap on State administrative costs,
hoping to lessen the effect of Federal budget reductions and to
insure that the bulk of FOderal funds would be available for ser-
vices. Administration officials, however, had expressed some re-
luctance to establish a uniform ceiling for health block grants
because of variations in the administrative costs of the cate-
gorical programs intended for consolidation. (1J.S. .Congress,
Joint, 1981, p. 145, and Senate, 1981, p. 70)
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In this chapter, we have tried to determine whether the
consolidatibn of categorical programs into block grants reduced
State and local administrative costs for the five block grants
established before 1981. To do this, we tried to answer two spe-
cific questions:

- -Did the earlier consolidations of cateikorical programs
into block grants reduce administrative costs?

- -Do block grants generally cost less to administer than
categoricals?

In light of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act's general
reliance on ceilings on administrative costs, we also tried to
determine whether costs are contained when fixed-percentage caps
are imposed.' Looking at the older block grants, we asked these
specific questions:

- -Did caps on the earlier block grants keep administrative'
costs down? 2/ 4

--What other features of block grant programs affect ad-
ministrative costs?

DID BLOCK GRANTS BEFORE 1981
REDUCE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS?

Determining whether administrative costs were redq9ed by the
creation of the early block grants is a complicated merhodologi-
cal problem for which the data are limited and of questionabl
reliability. 3/ We identified fewer than 10 reports that focus
on administrative costs before and after program consolidation
or on interstate differences in administrative costs between
block and categorical grants. The small number of studies and
the weaknesses in the data led us to review annual program reports,
budget documents, data from Federal reporting systems, and stud-
ies by Federal agencies and to interview Sederal officials in an
effort to construct additional national estimates of administra-

' tive costs.

In developing reliable estimates of administrative costs,
we found that some of the methodological weaknesses of the ear-
lier studies may be repeatedin all the available national data.
(See appendix III for our discussion of these problems.) There-
fore, we adopted a conservative approach in irfterpreting the data.
Rather than place great weight on any single estimate, we tried
to see whether-two general patterns are discernible across the
entire set of estimates:

--earlier consolidations consistently reducing administrative
costs, even though actual reductions might vary from grant
to grant, and
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--costs to grantees for administering block grants being
consistently less, than costs to grantees for administer-
ing categoricals.

Has consolidating categorical&
into block grants reduced costs?

Four of the five original block §rant6--CDBG, CETA, PHA,
and Title XX--were created by consolidatiRg former categorical
grants, providing in theory an opportuniWto examine the effect
of block grant consolidations on administrative costs. In prac-
tice, however, these comparisons are not as informative as might
be expected. The block grants bore only a slight resemblance to
their predecessors. PHA, for example, permitted grantees to fund
a wider variety of health services, while CETA required prime
sponsors to undertake planning and monitoring functions that had
not been part of their earlier responsibilities. These and other
changes may have had independent effects on administrative costs,
but the data do not exist in a form that makes it possible to
isolate them.

What interstate data are available on administrative costs
before and after consolidation do not exhibit a consistent pat-

1 tern. In case studies of the PHA program in three States, charges
to administration were relatively unchanged in two States by
fiscal year 1971 and decreased in the third'State by fiscal year
1972- compared to fiscal year 1967, the last year of categorical
aid. 4/ (Greenberg, 1981, pp. 15a-76) 5/ According to a report
on CETA by the National Research Council, administrative costs at
State and local levels increased from an estimated average of 11

percent of program funds spent to administer p e ETA programs in
fiscal year 1974 to 16.4 percent of funds dmin ster CETA pro--
grams in fiscal year 1976. (Mirengoff an Rindler, 978,

p. 111) 6/ No studies of costs for before and after 'fie XX
consolidation are available.

In a HUD survey of all 880 entitlement cities under CDBG,
local administrators' reports indicate that consolidation may
have eased the administrative burden on grantees at first. Among
respondents in the HUD survey, the majority of whom had had ex-
perience with the pre-CDBG categorical grants, 41 percent per-
ceived a decrease, 31 percent perceived no change, and 28 percent
perceived an increase in application requirements in the first
year of the CDBG program. (HUD, 1975, p. 4) More than 60 per-
cent of cities that had participated in six or more categorical
programs reported that CDBG decreased Federal red tape. 7/ When

.the program was .fully implemented and into its second year, how-
ever, reductions in paperwork were reported_less frequentAly by
local administrators. According to a HUD survey, after awyear
,of experience with CDBG, 52 percent of communities that had par-
ticipated in categorical proigrams reported more bookkeeping and
paperwork requirements under CDBG than had been their experience

under the categorical programs. (HUD, 1976, p. 162) Although the
data are suggestive, they should be interpreted cautiously,
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.inasmuch as opinion may be influenced by the respondents' expeC-
tations of reductions in costs, their knpwledge of the categorical
programs that were consolidated, and their experiences in the
first year of the block grant.

The data do not show a persistent trend'Of a dimdnishing
administrative burden. The costs and the burden did apparently
lessen for the CDBG program, but there is also evidence that the
consolidations had little effect on PHA and may have increaseq
the administrative costs and.burden for CETA. Differences in
program activities before and after consolidation prevent us
from concluding that consolidation did not reduce administrative
costs. However, to mask a sizable reduction in administrative
costs, the distortions other factors mtght have introduced
in the direction or the magnitude of reported changes would
haye had to have been very large and would have had to under-
estimate categorical grant costs or overestimate block grant costs
consistently.

Do block grants cost less to administer
than categoricals?

To determine whether there have been administrative cost
savings under block grants, we analyzed the results of our work
in this area in 1978 and agency estimates of administrative ex-
penses under various categorical and block grants.

GAO's 1978 study of adMinistrative
costs

In our 1978 study of 2 block grants and 70 categorical pro-
grams, we found that on the average block grants were more costly

.

to administer than categoricals. 8/ In that study, we examdned
the proportion of total combined -fiscal year 1975 Federal and non-
Federal program funds spent for administering CETA and LEAA and 70
ategorical programs. The 70 categorical programs spanned eight
'fferent functions, although education and research programs

ma e up abOut 70 percent of the sample. The study estimates
showed that an average of 10.9 percent of program funds was spent
to administer CETA and LEAA, compared with_an average of 6.2
percent of program funds for categorical programs. The block
grant percentages stood within the range of estimates for cate-
gorical grants (from 0.3 percent to 28.3 percent) , but 55 of the
70 categorical grants cost proportionally less to administer than
either CETA or LEAA. (GAO, 1978d, p. 17)

These findings must be interpreted with caution. Variations
across sites and programs were so great that the four percentage
points of difference between block grants and categorical pro-
grams must be considered slight. Moreover, factors other than
type of mechanism, such as program size and number of administra-
tive levels, might have been in operation. If the granting
mechanism acts independently of other factors that vary across
locations and programs, it is difficult to discern in these data.
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Other estimates of costs to administer
Federal assistance programs

In table 13, we present estimates of the costs to grantees
and certain subgrantees to administer categorical grants from
data taken from annual program reports, budget documents, Federal
reporting systems, and studies-by Federal agencies. According

Table 13

Percentage State and Local Costs to Administer
Categorical Programs a/

Fiscal year

GSA study b/

Cost

School lunch c/ 8.9 1973

Title I (Education) 19.6 1973

Work Incentive Program 30.1 1973

Headstart 33.3 1973

GAO study
Maternal and Child Health d/ 10.4 1978
Sudden Infant Death Syndroie e/ 13.0 1979

Education programs f/ Range 25-33 1980

Source: GSA, Administrative Costs in Federally-Aided Domestic

Programs (Washington, D.C.: 1975); GAO, Better Manage-
ment and More Resources Needed to Strengthen Federal
Efforts to Improve Pregnancy Outcome', HRD-80-24 (Wash-

ington, D.C.: 1980), p. 153, and The,Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome Program Heir Families but Needs Im-

e provement, HRD-81-25 (Washington, D.C.: 1981), pp.
81-82; K. Baker, "Administrative Costs," draft paper,
U.S. Department of Education, Washington, D.C. 1981.

a/Reported Federal funds for admini,Stration diviled by total Fed-
_

eral funds for administration and direct services received by

grantees and certain subgrantees.
b/Includes actual expenditures and budgeted expenditures adjust-
_

ed to approximate actual expenditures; indiyidual cost esti-
mates are based on separate samples that differ in size and
sampling procedure.

c/It is unclear whetheil these estimates include non-Federal funds.
a/Based on budgeted expenditures for 49 States and the District of

Columbia as reported in 'a questionnaire.
e/Based on budgeted expenditures for indirect coats for a univ-
_

erse of 37 projects.
f/Based on budgetdd expenditures synthesized from several sources.
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to our earlier studies of health and welfare programs and studies
by GSA and the U.S. Department of,Education, State and local
costs to administer categorical programs ranged between 8.9 per-
cent and 33.3 percent of budgeted Federal program funds. The
three sets of estimates overlap. Our estimates (10.4 percent
and 13 percent) are toward the lower end of the range in GSA's
study, whije the Department of Education's estimates (at 25 to
33 percent) are toward its upper end. 9/

In table 14, we summarize grantee and certain subgrantee
costs,.as reported to administering Federal agencies, for two
of the fiva block. grants. 10/ Some of the data in tables 13'
and 14 aie not strictly comparable, since the data in table 14
represent actual as well as budgeted expenditures and only one
includes State and local costs. Failure to include local costs
would,lead to underestimates of costs. Moreover, changes in
definitions Of allowable administrative expenses and reporting
.biases fot individual grants may have inflated or deflated the
figures artificially (as we discuss in appendix III). Neverthe-
less, table 14 indicates that the average cost of administering

Table 14
It

Percenta9e Grantees' Charges to Administration
Under Block Grants by Fiscal Year a/

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 '1980 Mean

CDBG.b/ 12.0 12.1 12.8 13.8 12.0 13.1 12.6

CETA,c/ 17.3 16.2 16.4 15.5 17.8 19..7 17.4

4

a/Administrative charges include direct and indirect charges to
administration for personnel, travel, overhead,, .planning, eval-
uation, monitoring, and recordkeeping.

b/Data represent grantees' budgeted expenditures for planning,
management, and general administration under the CDBG entitle-
ment prograW; they were taken, from HUD-approved grantees' appli-

,
cations for funding, and do not represent actual expenditures
for administration. Under later HUD regulations, certain plan-
nin4 activities were charged separately. For consistency, we
have included these charges in our definition of administration.
However,certain types of administrative cost are not reported
in this total. For example, certain expenditures in housing
rehabilitation, such as for lawyers' and appraisers' fees, are
considered to be service delivery expenses.

c/Data represent grantees' and subgrantees' expenditures and were
derived from the DOL Employment and Training Administration's
Financial Status Report, as reported through the Regional Auto-
mated System.
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block grants at State and local levels (12.6 to 17.4 percent)

stands within the range of expenditures estimated for categorical
programs (8.9 to 33.3 percent) although at the lower end of that

range.

The national data on administrative expenditures funded
through PHA indicate that State charges to administration aver-
ag-et 9.9 percent between fiscal year 1975 and 1980,. 11/ As

with the other figures, this is within the range reported for

categorical programs. Case studies of the programs, however,
suggest that the costs of applying for, allocating, and monitor-
ing the PHA grant were as little as 2 to 3 percent. (ACIR, 1977c,

pp. 150, 192) Because the PHA legislation did not restrict
administrative expenditures to a set of statutorily prescribed
services,. State health departments funded a variety of adminis-
trative activities with PHA money.

Categorical and block grant
administrative costs compared
across data sets

In 1978, we found only a marginal difference between average
State and local costs for administering block grants and for ad-
ministering categoricals, with block grants costing slightly more.
Other estimates based on agency documents suggest that State and
local administrative costs were generally less for the block

grants. It is impossible to reconcile this difference because
of differences in the studies' scope and methodology. For

example, in 1978 we reported expenditures of both Federal and non-
Federal funds but the other agencies considered only Federal

funds. Our estiMates excluded one level of local administration
(project operators) and included Federal agency costs; the esti-

mates of the other agencies were confined to State and local ad-
ministrative units. -Each of these items may influence the total

reported costs. Federal funds are more likely to support admini-,

strative activities, and local project operators' costs may be
lower than those of administrative units at other levels (GAO,

1978d, p. 17; Baker, 1981a, p. 1), but the data were not broken
down in a way that makes it possible to determine how such fac-
tors contribute to the discrepancy in the two data sets.

Explanations foe the patterns
in the data

The data do not reveal a consistent, sizable difference that
can be attributed Solely to the effects of the granting mechanism.
Consolidating the categorical programs did not consistently reduce

administrative costs. Even the lowest estimates of administrative
costs for block grants are within the range of estimates for cate-

gorical grants.

The absence of a sizable reduction in administrative costs
under block grants may be accountel for in a number of ways.
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First, it may be very difficult to distinguish the effect of the
grant mechanism from the effects of other factors. The number of
administrative units and the dollarcosts of the program may
affect administrative costs independently. (GAO, 1978d, pp. 15-
16; GSA, 1975, apps. 2-6) tDBG and CETA had heavy planning and
reporting requirements, which may have also masked the effect of
the grant mechanism itself. Moreover, methodological weaknesses
in the data interfere with the ability to document trends. Many
are common to most of the data sources we reviewed (see appendix
III). It is unlikely that all obscured differences between block
grants and categorical grants, although some may have.

Beyond this, there is some question about whether adminis-
trative costs adequately reflect a program's actual administra-
tive burden. It is conceivable that the block grants enacted
before 1981 affected aspects of administrative burden that were
not captured in the reported cast measures. Thus, the data
neither eliminate the possibility nor offer persuasive evidence
that the earlier block grants reduced administrative costs and
burdens.

HOW WILL FIXED PERCENTAGE CAPS
AFFECT ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS?

The Congress capped costs in six of the nine block grants
enacted in 1981, prohibited the use of block grant funds for admin-
istration in a seventh, and recommended a ceiling on costs in,an
eighth, as_ we show in table 15 on the next page. Except for the
Elementary and Secondary Education grants, mo§t of the caps are
10 percent or less, and all apply only to State administrative
charges. They do not preclude the States from using their own or
other Federal funds in administering the block grants. Data for
State administrative costs for the earlier block grants are not
available in a form that permits direct comparison to these ceil-
ings. However, caps of 10 to 20 percent placed solely on State
administrative costs may be generous, considering that the com-
bined State and local expenses of the CETA grants tanged from
15.5 to 19.7 percent and the CDBG grantees' costs averaged
12.6 percent.

Early experience with
administrative caps

The experience of CDBG and CETA does not shed much liyht on
the effects of fixed-percentage caps. Edrly CETA regulations
fixed combined grantee and subgrantee administrative expenditures
at levels at a maximum of 20 percent of Federal funds. AMend-
ments in 1978 kept the ceiling intact. Amendments in 1978' to the
HUD-Independent Agency appropriations legislation included.a 20
percent ceiling on CDBG grantee expenditures.

Administrative costs for CDBG and CETA did not exceed 20
percent before or after caps were imposed (as we saw in ,table 14).
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Table 15

Amounts of State Administrative
Costs Funded Through 1981 Block Grants a/

Community Development 2%

(small cities)
Elementary and Secondary up to 20% of ch. 2 costs b/

Education .

Preventive Health and up to. 10%

Health Services
Alcohol and Drug Abuse up to 10%

and Mental Health
t sft.

Primary Care 0 c/
Maternal and Child Health up-to 7.5% d/
Community Services up to 5%
Social Services none specified
Low Income Home Energy up to 10%

Assistance

Source: Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 Public Law
97-35, and United States Congress, House of Repre ent-
atives, Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981.
Conference Report 97-208, Book 2 (Washington, D.C.:

U.S. Government Printing Office, 1981), p. 790.

a/This ceiling includes both administrative and programmatic costs

at the State level.
.b/The legislation provides that no more than $150,000 per State

can be spent in FY 1982 for planning.
c/This figure is recommended in the conference report on the Omni-

bus Budget Reconciliation Act but was not included in the pro-

gram's enabling legislation.

The CETA figures increased after fiscal year 1978 but changes
in program requirements may have been responsible for some of
this rise. The CDBG data are similarly inconclusive, since
the definition of administratiye expenses changed when the cap
was imposed.

Additional data on CETA administrative costs, however, raise
the possibility that some of the actual cost of administration
may have been reported as service ddlivery activities. Classroom
"position" or staff costs stayed relatively stable between fiscal
years 1975 and 1978 but increased dramatically in fiscal 1979, the
year that many changes in planning and reporting responsibilities
took effect. Coincidentally, grantee and subgrantee costs ap-
/proached the ceiling for the first time in fiscal years 1979 and
1980. It has not been possible to determine whether-this was
causal rather than merely coincidental.
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The CETA experience may indicate a larger issue: how a cap
affects administrative costs may depend on its relationship to
the true administrative burden. For example/ if a cap is higher
than the actual administrative costs, the li5eral ceiling may
encourage grantees to increase expenditures up to that ceiling.
If the cap is lower than the actual costs, grantees may be en-
couraged to report a4t4nistrative expenses in some other category.

Other effects on admjiistrative costs

Actual costs may depend on many things in addition to caps
and granting mechanisms. Several characteristics belonging to
Federal assistance programs may themselves influence the 1Pvel
of administrative costs. These include the number.and scope of
Federal requirements, the number of administrattve levels, the
dollar volume of programs, and the type of service that is pro-
vided.

Federal requirements

The data on requirements for the five early block grants
and estimates of costs to administer them illustrate the influ-
ence of Federal requirements on administrative costs. Although
the reduction of Federal requirements is a defining characteristic
of block grants, the five pre-1981 block grants differed in their
accountability requirements and were subject to more general Fed-
eral provisions such as civil rights requirements. Thus, the
nature and extent of the specific requirements imposed under block
grants may confound r mask other effects of the grant mechanism
and deserve attention in their own right.

The data show that, as Federal requirements increase across
a block grant, grantees report that it costs more to administer
the programs. Initial Federal provisions for planning, record-
keeping and reporting were greatest under CETA and least under
PHA. The mean administrative cost for CETA was 17.4 percent;
PHA's mean administrative cost was 9.9 percent, with case $tudies
suggesting it might have been even lower.

Administrative costs may also be related to a change in
requirement levels within any given program. Federal planning,
recordkeeping, and reporting requirements for three of the five
block grants tended to increase between 1975 and 1980; the
increase was especially noticeable for CETA. Administrative costs
also tended to.increase for CDBG, CETA, and PHA for most of the
period between fiscal years 1975 and 1980. Thus, the level of
requirementsj.ncreased, and at the same time administrative costs
at State and local levels also increased.

That there may be a positive relationship between the level
of Federal requirements and administrative costs is supported by
data on the General Revenue Sharing (GRS) program and its ad-
ministrative expenses. Federal provisions for planning, program
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design, and reporting are minimal under GRS compared to the
existing block grants. Administrative cost estimates for GRS
grantebs are also lower compared to the existing block grants.
Most studies of GRS program expenditures report that the cost
for financial administration at non-Federal,levels in the early
years of the program (fiscal years 1973-75)'ranged from less
than 1 percent through 14 percent. (GAO, 1975a, pp. 7-8, and
1973, p. 15; Caputo and Cole, 1976, pp. 56, 90-91) A later GRS
report indicated that the average cost for general and financital
administration in 1976-77 was only 5 percent of GRS program funds.

(DOC/Treasury, 1979,,p. 2) These reported charges to GRS admin-
istration are considerably less than the average range of 9.9 to
17.4 percent reported for block grants for fiscal years 1975

through 1980.

Caution must be exercised in interpreting these cost-related
data, however, since administrative costs are not strictly com-
parable between General Revenue Sharing and block grants. Admin-
istrative charges reported for GRS are those of recipients' fi-

nancial admini.strative offices, such as auditors, budget office
staff, and so on. Administrative costs associated with specific
functional areas were included in the cost estimates of those
functions. Administrativd charges reported for block grants in-
clude both central support office costs and the cost of.adminis-
tering specific activities.

,

The relationship between Federal requirements and adminis-
trative costs may depend on the type as well as the number of

requirements. Redtcing requirements that entail heavy paper-
work burdens, such as for planning, for example, may reduce
administrative expenses. Spending restrictions and monitoring
provisions may help reduce costs by preventing grantees from
spending block grant funds on administration unnecessarily.
(Baker, 1981a) Studies of education programs indicate that charges
to administration may be related to the immediacy of over-
sight mechanisms. That is, proportionally more Federal funds
than State and local funds'were spent on administration. This
suggests that grantees may hesitate to use money for purposes .
that are hard to justify when they know these expenses will be

monitored by their immediate constituencies.

The number(of administrative levels

Assistance programs can be characterized by the number of
intergovernmental level8 that perform admir4strative functions.
These may include all or any of the following:

--Federal agency headquarters and field offices, including
regional offices or area or district offices within a
State;

4'

-regional, State, or sub-State agencies;

-county or city agencies and privateinonprofit organizations;
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--project operators, including entities at any State or
logal level that actually,provide services to benefici-
arils.

Our 1978 stpdy Df170 categorical.progtams showed a tendency
for adminiStrativelcosts to increase at,s the number of, administta-
tive levels increases, although the data were insufficient to
.establiah a causal reletionship. 4CategoricaI programs with more
than two administerihg'levels were more costly than programs in-
volving one or two administrative lev,pls above that of direct
service provider. (GAO, 1978d, pp. 15-16, 31)

4.

The dollar V*lue of programs

Th proportion of funds spent on administration tends to de-
crease as he dollars actually spent in providing services in-
cre4Oes. I 1978, our data revealed that programs that awarded
less than $15 illion to recipients had a higher percentage of
admdmistrative osts compared to programs with larger expenditure
volumes. ,(GAO, 1978d, p..15) .The GSA study ,also showed that
administrative c.sts decreased as progr m size increased. Ais
may be explained .17 economies of scale i administration once a
certain threshdld .f program size has bp n reached:

The t e of se vice
, 0

The type of ser ice a program provides may-affect adminis-
trAXive cost%. In o r l978 study-Of Categorical 'grants, we
folind wide Variation p,administrative costs by service type.,
FOr exam conserva ion programs,foir, forest management and
fire control ver ged 17 percent admdhistrative costs while
emplo?ffent pro a s eraged 1.5 percent. (GAO, 1978d, 32) A
This phenomenon .as been generally acknowledged among Federal
and State administrators alike. .

INFERENCES
I

xperience with fixed:percentage caps on,a3Mlnistrative
costs do not conclusively reveal whether they reduce costs.
Moreoyei, other characteristics of the programs exerf powerful
influences on administrative costs but not always in the same
direction., Federal retwirements and the number o levels of
adMinistration are two that aretelated directly to block grants.
To the ex.tent.that the new block grants actually lighten the
burden of.Federal requirements and tminish .the number of.levels
Of Administration, they offer the S aXes an opportunity to reduce
administrafive costs, if the States choose to use it. Increases
in State requirements, howevet, may offset this pdtential for
cost reduction. A third program characteristic, the program
funding level, is related indirectly to block grants. Consoli-
dation of programs with small funding levels has been linked
to some administrative cost savings, but.the effects'of merging
larger prorams is unknown. All these characteristics, indepen-

.dent of cost\caps, may potgntially reduce the'admirUsCeative
girt'
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costs Of the 1981 block grants. In addition, variability in the
definition of administrative expenses may obscure the effects of

any cap. It remains to be seen whether costs caps actually
reduce administrative costs.

The circumstances in which-the 1981 block grants were im-

plemented may make it difficult ever to fully document the extent
of administrative cost savings at the national level, however.
Current HHS and HUD regulations, for example, have given grantees
responsibility'for determining the form and content of annual
reports submitted to Federal agencies, thus leaving to the gran-
tees' dikretion whether and how to report administrative expen-
ses. -The bulk of the data on pre-1981 grants in this chapter was
first reported in grantees' annual rePorts, and we could not have
done this analysis without this.information:

If reducing State and local administrative costs remains a
goal of block grants, other means of affecting costs may deserve

further exploration. One might be a Ceiling that differs from
grant to grant, the percentage to be determined bOy a formula that
adjusts for differences in the burden imposed by Federal require-
ments, Program size, and the number of administrative units. (It

should be recognized, however,that in the absence of a standard
definition of administrative cost, the nationwide etfect of any
statutorily imposed cost cap will be difficult to assess.) Another
means might be to reduce the number of Federal requirements, rec-
ognizing that this might require a tradeoff between administrative
costs and accountability to the Federal Government.

SUMMARY_

Does consolidatin tegorical programs into block grants
reduce administrative ts appreciably? Does establishing
fixed percentage caps on costs? An examdnation of admdnistra-
tive costs before and after consolidation and general comparisons
ofadministrative costs between block grants and categorical pro-
grams have revealed no conclusive evidence to support the claim .

that the earlier block grants'led to sizable reductions in
administrative costs--that is, cost saving of 10 percent or

.- morealthough they do n6t eliminate the possibility that some
cost savings did emerge. The cost reductions that resulted from
consplidating categoricals were relatively small and, in some
cases, administrative costs increased after the block grants were
created. In a generail comparison, administrative costs for block "

grants fall within the range of administrative costs for categori-
cals--or, at least, toward the lower end of that range..._

The relationship between administrative costs-and till type -
of granting mechanism maybe obscured by

--oAer factors,
mr *

--significant problems in the cost data, and
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--inadequacies in cost data as a measure,of administrative
burden.

Nevertheless, the absence of a sizable reduction in administra-
tive costs under the pre-1981 block grants is worth noting.
Despite weaknesses in accounting procedures, in data collection
procedures, and in methodology, the possibility is remote that
these anomalies in the cost data consistently favor one granting
mechanism over another and thereby distort the results of the analy-
sis. Were these weaknesses A cause of major error, data for both
mechanisms (block grants and categoricals) would be.distorted in
roughly the same mannersince they are not generic to a particu-
lar mechanism. Serious distortions in the individual estimates
should tend to cancel out in a comparative analysis.

Our findings show that many things affect administrative
costs separately. For example, the percentage costs increase

\

with an increase in Federal requirements and in the number of
administrative levels and decrease as the program's 6udget grows.
Costs also vary with the type of service that is delivered; Each (

of these individual factors is at work in many of the 1981 blot,kc
' grants, and any.of them may .lead to cost reductions that were ncir
apparent in the earlier grants: However, variations in how al-
lowable administrative expenses are defined may obscure their
effects. ,Costs are affected by so many variables that a fixed
,caperois the bdard may not be effective in the long run.
Variable caps may deserve further consideration. Alternatively,
a reduction in the number of Federal requirements might lower the
adminiitrative costs of block grants but not without a tradeoff
in accountability to the Federal Government-.
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CHAPTER 5

WHAT EVALUATIVE INFORMATION

HAS BEEN AVAILABLE TO THE CONGRESS

UNDER BLOCK GRANTS?

0.

In this chapter, we examine Federal program evaluation by
the administering-agencies as an accountability mechanism under
each-of theofive orig4ial block grants. We describe the types of
block grant evaluations that have been conducted and explore the
variations in these evaluation efforts. We show that the block
grants enacted in 1981 provide a strong role for the States, not'
requiring the Federal agencies to assume as active a role in
evaluation as they had in the past. We draw on the experience
of federally led evaluations to identify potential issues in the
performance of State-led evaluations.

The scope of the term "evaluation" is so broad that we set
some boundaries. Evaluation for the pre-1981 block grants in-
cludes the systematic assessment of the process, operation, or
impact of the block grant programs. Our scope is nationldide in
the sense that the unit of analysis or interest is each block
grant. Thus, we excludéd.project-level evaluations. We also
excluded all evaluations of block grant programs that were not
at least partly sponsored by the Federal administering agency,
but we have Included both internally and externally conducted
work. We excluded agtivities of inspectors general. We included
agency management information systems because the capacity to
track awards, services, and participants is critical for other
evaluation activities.

THE EXTENT OF FEDERAL AGENCY BLOCK
GRANT EVALUATION

EvAuation efforts varied widely arming the five block grants.
The two most extensive evaluation programs were for CDBG and CETA.
Evaluation funds appropriated for CDBG have averaged about $2.6

evaluating" CETA and other employment and training programs. Tile
million annually. About $11 million per year was-spent for

XX evaluation was Much more modest, emphasizing support for State
evaluation efforts and, therefore, outside the scope of our in-
quiry. Its evaluation funding dwindled over time from $1.5 mil-
lion in each of the first two years to $0.5 million in fiscal
year 1981, representing a minute percentage of Title XX's $2.9

. billion overall budget.
V 0

A

LEAA hit no evaluation program of the type we examined here
Apexcept for the LEAA management information system and one or two
other studies. LEAA made many awards for evaluations of inter-
vention strategies (such as pretrial release projects) without
regard to funding source, for evaluations at the project or
State level, and for evaluations of discretionary grantiprograms.

s
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We excluded these because they were not specifically evaluations
of the LEAA program, were not nationwide in scope, and were not
evaluations of a block grant program. 1/

The Partnership for Health Act never had an evaluation
program. It supported a health reporting system but PHA funded
only two evaluation studies and there was no PHA evaluation office.
(ACIR, 1977c, p. 31)

MAJOR AGENCY EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

There are three broad categories of Federal evaluation
d'activities for the block grant programs--process or management

V, evaluations, evaluation through management information systems,
and impact or effectiveness evaluations.

Process or management evaluations

Process-or management evaluations have addressed a variety
of block grant issues. At the mbst global level, CETA helped
fund a comprehensive evaluation, although the primary funding
came from the Ford Foundat1on. .The final report explored the
interrelationship of the various obrjectives and titles of CETA
and examined targeting, program outcomes, program choices, and
quality. (Mirengoff and Rindler, 1978) The LEM block grant
program ,study, funded in part by LEAA, was conducted by the
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. Like others
.in the ACIR series, it examined the legislative history, imple-
mentation, and funding of LEAA for 1968-75. The study emphasized
the planning function as organized through mandated State planning
agencies,and regional planning units. ACIR used national surveys,
case studies in ten States, and a review of grant applications
and other data. 2/

The HUD anpual reports on CDBG, while lacking the perspective
of xternal analysis and recommendations, constitute a comprehen-
siv review of a block grant program. Relying heavily on statis-

, the reports'attempt to measure progress toward national and
ogram objectives. The reports also describe implementation and

reaction to regulations and policy issues--neighborhood targeting
of funds, initiation of economic development projects, and the
like. Substantial descriptive information on obligations and dis-
bursements and on program strategies and activities is provided.

In addition to evaluations with global perspectives on a
block grant, there have been other evaluations with more limited,
objectives. A det iled study of the 'allocation formula for block
grant unds Was und rtalsen for CDBG as part of a long-term evalu-
ation fcontract with The Brookings Institution. That analysis
ident'fied specific problems with the CDBG allocation formula .

after examining how the formula worked, prior allocation patterns,
' and c1i,nges in allocations. (Nathan; 1977) Vine alternative
fQrxiu1as were presented, including the ':dual formula"--a ca1culgi-
tion of allocations under two s"eparate formulas with the actual
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allocation for any given community being the larger amount. The
Congress enacted,the dual formula after some modification by HUD.
This provides an excellent example of how block grant evaluation
results can be useful to the Congress. (DeLeon and LeGates, 1978,
p. 25)

CETA's long-term efforts to develop performance standards
represent a unique although still untested form of management
evaluation under the block grant concept. The CETA amendments
of 1978 required DOL to establish performance standards for each
prime sponsor. To.comply, CETA has been developing quantifiable
measures caf performance with which to assess the 476 prime spon-
sors while accountiug for differences in their circumstances--
the characteristics Qf the lieople they serve, kinds of services
they provide, and local unemployment rates. 3/ The intention
is to enable the system, once it has been developed,,to give'
rewards and sanctions, including the ultimate sanction of termin-
ation or nonrenewal of contracts. Employment and training legis-
lation that is now pending provides for the Secretary of DOL
to set performance criteria and for the States to set their own
standards within the'range provided by the Secretary's criteria.
The pending legislation does not specify with any degree of
precision what these criteria should be or how they should be
applied. In a climate Of minimal Federal regulation, the effec-
tiveness of the performance standards would depend largely on
the initiative of the States.

In another study of CDBG under fhe Brookings contract, the
evaluators attempted to determine for the first two program
?oars "What did CDBG funds enable recipient governments to do
that they would not otherwie have done?" They analyzed three
categories of fiscal outcome:

--stimulatcon--new spending for operations or capital
projects;

4

--program maintenance--ongoing programs that without CDBG
funds would have been cut back or ended; and

- -substitution--the substitution of CDBG funds for money
that communities would otherwise have spent on similar
activities, thus enabling communities to reduce or stabil-
ize local taxes, avoid borrowing, or increase fund
balances. (Nathan, 1977, pp. 246-47)

The analysts found that stimulation and f3rogram maintenance were
far more prominent fiscal outcomes than substitution. The fact
that CDBG funds reliresent ."old" money (and hence ongoing projects)
in "new" form made these results plausible.

Tracing block grant expenditures to identify funds, Activi-
ties, and service recipients was not always possible for PHA
partly%because of the small size ofsPHA grants relatille to.total
Federal and State expenditures-and Oartly because of,the lack of



adequate reporting and other accountability provisions. (ACIR,

1977c, pp. 73-75) In a 1975 study of PHA and related programs,
we found in one State that

#
"a substantial amotint of Federal funds . . . [were2

'allocated to specific programs by the accounting
department, for administrative convenience. Some
program managers, however, were not aware that Fed-
eral funds were allocated to their programs."
(GAO, 1975b, p. 12)

Management information systems

-Manigement information systems can address questions on the
amount of.assistance available, the number of recipients served,
and the types of activities funded. LEAA had difficulty in
reporting on the use of its funds. It therefore created a manage-
ment information system to trace its expenditures. HUD has tab-
ulated a sample of local applications to produce an annual report
on the intended uses of CD BI G funds. CETA has emp.loyed both a

,

management information syst m and a more detailed sample survey
system, the Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey, or CLMS. 4/

PHA removed the Federal controls from its minimal data
collection efforts by not requiring common statisitical reporting
across States. The information collected in the Health Program.
Reporting System came from self reports by the States in such a
form that services, recipient categories, and other items were
,uniquely defined by each State. At least initially, ,the data
could Apt be meaningfully summarized nationally to describe the
overall PHA program. It was not possible to give the Congress
accurate information on how PHA funds were used. We discussed
Title XX's management information system, called Social Services
Reporting. Requiremente-,-4n'chapter 3

. .

Impact or.effectiveness evaluations

Effectiveness evaluations of the CDBG and CETA block grant
programs have been undertaken. The Continuous Longitudinal
Manpovier Survey provided the basis for an extensive effort at
measuring the effectiveness of services delivered under CETA's
various titles. We reported on its results in detail in our
report on CETA adult services. (GAO, 1982)

CD1IG is undertaking an extensive evaluation'of community
. development strategies, concentrating on the impact of different
strategies at the neighborhood level.

Block grant programs differ with respect to Vhe technical
and procedural barriers to the successful completion of effec-
tiveness evaluations. The issue of impact or effectiveness is
crucial and LEAA, for examiale, was weakened by its inability
to document either the overall impact"of Fiedera1 funds orlits
successful programs and strategies. (qv, 1978a, p. 74)
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EXPLAINING THE VARIATIONS IN FEDERAL
EVALUATION ACTIVITY

With the possible eXcePtian of the first years of PHA,
Federal agencies were authorkzed to evaluate the early block
grant programs either under the block grant legislation or aS.
part of general authority to evaluate agency programs. For'
ekample, the Title XX legislation provided that "The aecretary
[of '811[S] shall provide for the coneinuing'evaluation of State ,

programs.," (Pub.- L. No. 93-647,, sec. 2006(a)) 'Under CETE not
only the authority but some specific, tesponsibilities for the
Secretary of DOL were delineated:

,

"The Secretary shall provide for the continuing eVal-
Uation df 'all programs and actiyities conducted pur-
suant to this Act, including,their,cOst in relation
to their effectiveness in achieving stated goals,
their impact on communities and 'participants, their'
implication for related programs, the extent to which
they meet the needs of persons of various ages, and
the adequacy of the mechanism fOr the delivery'of
services. In ducting the evaluations called for

12Irby this subs /ti ,.the Secretary shall compare'the
effeCtiveness of ograms conducted by prim, sponsors
of the same class; of different classes, %d shall
,compare the effectiveness of programs conducted by
prime sponsors with similar programs carried out by'
the Secretary under section 110, or under title III.
He shall also arrange for obtaining'the opinions of
participants about the strengths; and weaknesses-of
the programs." (Pub.,L. No. 93-203, sec. 313(a))

While legislative authority for evaluation may be similar
across block grants, there are several factors;that explain the-
reasons foclthe differing levels of Federal evaluation activity.
across the live block grants. First, the historical involvement-
of agencies in,evaluation is a factor that influences the informa-
tion that is available to the dongress. For example, the pres-

,

ence ol an actiVe evaluation unit within the administering agenFy
at the time the block grant was enacted prob'ably explains the'
relatively extensive evaluation work underCDBG and CETA. The
fact that LEAA was a new program and a new agency meant that
it had no existing evaluation capability at its'outset.. The.
`connection tooDOJ gave it few links with established evaluators
since DOJ did not have the history other a4encies had in admin7 oe,

istering Federal grant programs. Congressional disillusionment
with LEAAgs failure to use its evaluation authority actively
led to 1973 and 1976 legislation mandating evaluation activities.

4A,(GAO, 1978a, pp. 64-66).

Second, the availability of funds to support Federal:eval-
uation was soldetimes a limitation..-'The experience oI Title XX
evaluation is particulary instructive In this regaA. The

( expansion of the predecessor programs to Title XX led to the

SO
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enactment in 1972 of a cap on appropriations of $2.5 billion.
In the absence of fundearmarked for evaluation, evaluative
activities had to compete with other functions. Federal Title
XX eyaluation expenditures dropped from $1.5 million to $0.5
million by fiscal year 1981.

A third reason has to do with the agencies' view of account-
ability-under the block grant mechanism. The ACIR study of the
Partnership for Health Act documents how HEW, although experienced
as an agency in program evaluation and accountability, adopted.a
passive mode of administering PHA that created little motivation
for information, oversight, or Federal evaluation activity. .

According to ACIR, HEW's approach to PHA evaluation was sympto-
matic or illustrative of an ultimate lack of interest in the PHA
program. .(ACIR, 1977c, pp. 31-33)

The ability to evaluate a block'grant program is funda-
mentally tied to an ability to identify its grantees, the amount
of assistance,it provides, the recipients it serves, and the,
activities,it funds. An agency's view of its accountability
function is intrinsically related to this capacity to track the
Program and thus, by,its tracking decisions, an agency sets the
limit6-on.its ability to ev_aluateithe program. LEAkilIustrates
how an increased congressional concern about,accoUn-tability and,
specifically, weaknesses in an agency's ability to report on
uses ofFederal funds can lead to the _adoption of a,management
information system. PHA illustrates how a limited accountability
function leads to an inability to track funds and a generally
diminished evaluation capability.

The extent of Federal evaluation activity in block grants
is intertwined with perceptions ot an accountability role (or -

- lack of such a role), the existence of a minimal_data "base to
facilitate evaluation, an existing evaluation capability, the
authority to conduct evaluations, and funding resources. V

Finally, some of the differences amOng Federal agencies in
their evaluation approaches may lie in differendes in the role,
of States. The fact that the States had a relatively limited
role in CDBG and in CETA (except in "balance .of State" areas) -

may have,strengt-hened the agency view that it had a róle
evaluation as well as the accountability function in general. 5/

WHAT EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS
HAVE BEgN IMPOSED BY THE'NEW
BLOCK GRANTS?

With sOme exceptions, the 1981 block grant legislation does
not spell out the role of administering agencies in evaluation and
generally places specific evaluation responsibilities on the
States. Three Firograms have provisions describing the administer-
ing agencies' roles in any detail. 6/ The CDBG small dities
grant provides t4t Ole Secretary is tp cpnduct annual reviews ,to
determine whether(the activities of grantees are in accordance
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with .statutory requirements and whether the grantees have
AntinUing capability,to administer funds. The Elementary and
,SeCondary Education provisions instruct the Secretary to offer
guidance in conducting evaluations but not to issue regulations
for these activities. Under the Social Services block grant pro-
visions, t'he Secretary must develop and report to the Congress on
criteria and mechanisms useful for the States in atsessing the
effectiveness and efficiency of their programs. The provisions
do not state whether these criteria are to be adopted by grantees,
nor does the legdslation contain provisions for Federal agPncy
evaluation that were present in Title XX.

State evaluation provisions appear in the majority of the
new grants, but the language of the evaluation requirements
varies considerably. At one extreme (Community Services and Low
Income Home Energy Assislancatife--States must monitor perform-
ance. .At the other extreme (plementary and Secondary Education),
local agencies must conduct lifectiveness evaluations that employ
objective measures of performance and determine whether improve-
ments in performance can be sustained over time. Many of the
other grants specify that the States should conduct "effectiveness
evaluations."

,zt

, 0

Two of the new health block grants (the Preventive Health
and Health Services grant'and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental
Health grant) are particularly noteworthy in requiring the States
.to use evaluation findings to determine the eligibility of public
health programs and community mental health centers for,funding
in subsequent fiscal years. None of the earlier block grants had
initially proviged for the use of eOlkluation findings and only
CETA began to develop such an arraSgement.

INFgRENCESI
New issues may emerge as the States begin implementing their

evalAiation eesponsibilities under the 1981 Omnibus Budget Recon-
kciliation Act. Evaluation activities afe considered to be admini-
strative.costs under the glementary and Secondary Education and
under thq, Social Services block grants. Whenever ceilings on
State administrative costs include eyapation activities, evalua7
tion must compete for iimited funds with planning, program devel-
opment, and other activities. This competition, in the absence
of funding from State soprces,,is like1i, to peoduce substantial
variation in-the scope and'nature of evaluation activities from
State ,to State.

When evaluations and auditi are regarded as program activi-"
ties, they compete With Other, More established activities for
increasingly limited tunds. The Federal rstory of evaluating
several block grants indicates that the scope and the cos't of

.evaluations are likely to vary with the degree to which there are
permanentievaluation units and sufficient personnel to handle
the increasedlworkloads. This will be the first experiencedf,
the Stlates.in condbcting elialuations of some features of the

,
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community.services, health, and community development programs.
Consequently, State evaluation costs can generally be expected to
increase.

Following-Afrom the emphasis on State responsibility for
evaluation is the likelihood of a diminished ability to assess
the cumulative effects of block grants across the Nation. Two of
the new block grants (Elementary and Secondary Education and
Social Services) permit the Federal Government to'bffer guidelines

ws or criteria for conducting effectiveness evaluations. None of
the new grants requires uniform natidfial standards for evaluation
or data collection., It is reasonable to assume that the 1981'
block grant evaluation requirements will be to direct efforts
toward issues of presSing State concern. The evaluations that
will result may be meanirigful at the State level and may allow
useful conclusions to be drawn about iirograms in individual
States, but where the data collected by States are not comparable,
building a national data,base with which to assess the effective-
ness of program operations will be hindered. No agency provisions
are being made for the collection of comparable data,across the
States. Some States are cooperating in the collection of uniform
data in some topical areas but it is still too early to assess
this effort. Meanwhile, HUD's system for collecting data nation-
wide on the original CDBG program will have to be revised because
of extensive changes in the application process.

Finally, views among the States of their accountability
under block grants will affect evaluation efforts in a way that
is independent of the questions of the comparability of data
across- States. The Administration's policy of devolution of
responsibility to the States may generate significant differences
among the Sates in flow they define their accountability roles
in the future..

SUMMARY

The Federal role in.evaluating programs under the five pre-
1981 block grants varied across time and across grants.. CETA and
CDBG had the most extensive evaluation program while funding for
Title XX evaluation's dwindled. LEAA undertook few studies while
PHA had essentially no national evaluation activities.

CETA and CDBG conducted comprehensive management and effec-
tiveness evaluations. There were efforts in the early block grant

4 programs to establish comprehensive management inforbation systems
that would provide information on the uses of Federal block grant
funds.

'NM

The degree of support for Federal evaluation activities
differed among the five block grants for several reasons:

--the administering agencies had differing histories of
involvement in program evaluation at the time the block
grants were enacted.

4
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--the amount of funds to support evaluation activities
differed from agency to agency, and

--the agencies' views of their accountability under the
block grant mechanism differed.

Indeed, PHA illustrates how a limited.accountability function
can lead to an inability to.track funds and a generally diminished
evaluation capability.

The new block grant are distinguishable from the old ones
by their clear emphasis ci placing responsibility for program
evaluation at the State lèel. This emphasis makes it uncertain
whether there will be an au oritative source of nationwide infor-
mation on (1) the nature of p ogram operations, (2) the levels
and types of services available, (3) the impact of programs on
the problems they are intended to help resolve.

a
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND OBSERVATIONS
,

ACCOUNTABILITY REQUIREMENTS'

Block grant funds are defined partly by the fact that

"administrative, fiscal reporting, planning, and other
federally imposed requirements ar-6 kept to the minimum
amount necessary to ensure that national goals are befng

accomplished." (ACIR, 1977a, p. 6)

However, the accountability requirements differed from grant
to grant among the five block grants established between 1966
and 1975. Moreover,'amendments to their Igiipal legislation
increased the number and complexity of their accountability
requirements. Planning requirements continually increased for
all block grants exCept PHA and Title XX, whose planning require-
mehts remained stable and were reduced, respectively, over the
life of the grant. Reporting and auditing provitions generally
increased for all five block grants.

The new block, grants more consistently impose certain generic-

categories of accountability. A number of comparable planning,
reporting, and auditing requirements appear in the legislative
provisions of all nine. Some of these are requirements that
emerged as the earlier grants changed. This is particularly true
with regard to recordkeepin4 and reporting. Other planning and
expenditure provisions in the older grants were not retained in

the 'new ones. In general, the new grants are more specific in

1qheir reporting and auditing provtaions and have fewer planningeuirements 'and spending restrictions.
- ,e

. ,

The tension in the ear.liegrants between insuring accounta-
--hility and giving grantees flegibiliti7A, persiit'under the new
PlAqRk_grants. _The Omriibus.Budget_Rconalikt19,4Act and the
locf1ity.c7fthe current Administration have sharply curtailed Fed-
eral participation in block grant administratift% Tbe Federal
GOvernment has chosen to rely-more heavily on accountability meoh:7

.

anittrne-14tat give a retroppectSve view of tlrogram accOmpl4shmentW

.

tharik.on other@ that might invo-Werit%]theore direCtly in prograii.
. ekefonmggrng;17-PerEmffi-ng on how these ate implemented, and de7

p ding on the scope and-nature of the Stat'eS' voluntdry efforts
.to establish and maintain common reporting systems, data collected

1 across the Nation may not becomparable. This may affect the
,Federal GovernMent's ability to ascertain progress toward its

\,\national objectives, should-it choose to do so.

itARGETING

CDBG, CETA, and Title XX all have the objective of focusing

services on the economically needy. &review of the data sug-
grts &hat they, in fact targeted services tc: their designated

\
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groups. Three of every four CETA participants were economically
disadvantaged, at least 54-66 percent of CDBG benefits were tar-
geted to low and moderate income people, and abopt 79 percent of
the primary recipients of Title XX Social Services were eligible
because of their low incomes. The failure to reach 100 percent
targeting to the poor may indicate multiple legislative objectives
rather than program deficiencies, and therefore these figures
are difficult to interpret.

Another approadh to studying targeting, possible despite
some methodological problems with the data, was to compare CETA
and CDBG to their predecessor categorical programs. Thus, .

--CETA showed a slight decrease in targeting Vo the poor
under the block grant but, in gRneral, the characteristics
of the people served were similar, and

--CDBG rehabilitation assistance showed better targeting to
low and moderate income groUps under the block grant in
six of sevem cities.

#

0
In short, there were no consistent differences between the block
grants and the categorical grants in the targeting of CDBG and
CETA benefits to lower income persops.

-
The data were examined in order to determine whether,or not

targeting to the poor diminished over time. Data on income tar-
geting for CETA and CDBG suggest no such decline in benefits to
the poor. In short, congressional fears that block grants would
prowide fewer services to the disadvantaged than categorical
programs and that these services would deteriorate over time
have not been realized.

With regard to targeting by race and ethnicity, there were
no consistent differences between the 6lock grants and the cate-

,

gorical grants.
)

It was possible to-utilize some of the same CDBG data to
illustrate the impact of the allocation formula on eventual tar-
geting to low and moderate income groups. Data from 1979 and

,-,719.£1Ushctwtellite cities ahd cities with low distress
) achieved less targeting of CDBG funds than central cities .

and high distress cities. When the law provides for targeting
benefits to people with low and moderate incomes,,the allocation
formula it specifies will be critical in achieving' targeting.

Block grants may be more compatible with the goals of sociaq
targeting than has been assumed. Targeting can provide for who
is to,be served by a gtant,while leaving to the States ox local
authorities the decisions about what services or acti-vities to
offer. The former allows some accountability for national Ob-
jectives4; the latter removes;Xederal influence from decisions in
which loal officials may have greaten.expertise. Articulating

*
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,

and dividing responsibilities in this way may make it possible
'to achieve socia/ targeting with dinimum Federal activity.

'Will the block grants enacted in 1981 produce similar

results? Six of the,nine have the objective of serving people

with loW incomes (among. others), and three of these specify ind,<'/

Some detail the categories of people who are to receive services.
_Some provisions require the continuation of previously supported
projects, which will have the effect of retaining whatever tar-

geting record the categorical programs had achieved.
4

A

A major difference between the old and the new block gr nts
is the move ppminent role of,the States i 982. States ha e

had power in the early bl9ck grantii, but -. -,1sry power was h ld

by the Federal and local governments under CE A (with some excep-

tions) and CDBG. The new emphesis on State.authority could affect

targeting, possibly producing greaterariability between the

States.

The new block grants contaim reporting provisions, but the
ability to ,draw conclusions at a national level about targeting

requires comparable nationwide data collection. Although some
voluntary efforts are under Way, Federal agencies' are not re-

quirihg that uniform.data be coiOeected on the 1981 block grants.,

;n the absence.of uniform data, it may be difficult to deermine
targeting effects on a nationwide basis under these block grants.

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

In this review, we found no conclusive evidence to support
the claidrthat earlier blo'ck grant consolidations reduced admin-
istrative costs, particuWly when cost savings of 10 percent or

mo0 were considered. The cost reductions from consolidating
categorical programs were relatively small; in sote cases, admin-

istrative costs ingreased. When we compared the administrative
costs of,three block grant programs with those of a sample of
categOricargronts, we foRnd that block grant costs stood Within

the range of categorical costa but at the lower 'end.

The data do. not.eliminate the possibility that the earlier

block grants were administratively less,costly or burdensome
tharrcotegoricals, but neither do they support the case perspa-

sively. The problems that exist in the cost data--weaknesses in
aqcounting procedures, in data collection, and in methodology--

, do not'beem to favor one granting mechanism over another. In

other words, none of the data on-the pre-1981 bIock'grants lead

to the conclusion that dollar savings in administering block
grants would/offset a sizable budget cut in program activities,

' even though smaller economies might result.

Six of the nine block gran enacted in 1981 have caps on
administrative costs, but the S ates are not precluded,from
using their own funds or_other Federal Ainds for administering

77
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the blocklfants. 'They merely set limits of 2 to 20 percent an
the amount of administrative activity that can be funded with
Federal block grant dollars. Our findings from the history of
caps under CDBG and CETA are not,instructive. Significant other
changes introduded at fhe same tsime that the caps were implemented
obscure the analysig,ff any effects the caps may have had.

.

The studies We reviewed did show; however, that man'y factors
in the cost of adMinidtering block grants may affect costs sepa-
rately. .For examplet_as the number of requirements increased and
as the number of leiVts of administration increased, the
tion of funds spent for administration also increased. The 1-
ler programs seem to have Cost more to administer. Tile types of
service Also seem to have affected administrative costs,. Many of
these faatdrs are present in the 1981 block grants. Reducing cer-
tain Federal requirements (such as for planning) and,consolidating
small categorical programs may lead to economiis not seen under
the previous grants.

If the reduction of State andlocal administrative costs con-
tinues to be a goal of block gratts, other mechanisms that affect
costs may warrant further exploration. One such mechanism is a
ceiling that differs from graht to grant, the various percentages
,to be determined by a formula that adjusts for differences.in bur-
den imposed by Federal requirements, program size, And number of
administrative units.

Another approach wold be to reduce the number of Federal
requirements. The type of regulation being eliminated would have
to be cotTsidered, since some,types of Federal regulation may.re=
d.uce unnecessary administrative costs while others help'insure
accountability. Imposing more requirements through the block
grant legislation may help attain national objectives and achieve
accountability, but the price may be a reduction in State and'
local flexibility and an increase in administrative cost.

PROGRAM EVALUATION'
. J

The Federal role in evaluating programs under the five pre-
1981 block grants varied across tlide and across grants. CETA
and CDBG had the modt extensive evaluation programs while funding
:for Title XX evaluations dwindled. LEAA undertook fewstudies
'while PHA had essentially no national evaluation activities.

The degree of support for Pederal evaluation activities
differed among the five block grants for several reasogs:

--the administering agencies had differing hIstories 45f
involvement in program evaludtion at the time the block
grants were enacted,

--the amount of funds to supp&t evaluation activitNes
differed from agepcy to agency, and Amp
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--the agencj.es' views of their accountability undenthe
4 block grant mechanism differed.

Indeed, PHA illustrates how a limited accountability unction

can lead to an inability to track funds and a generall diminished

evaluation capability.

'The new 'block grants are'distinguishable from the old ones
by their clear emphasis on placing responsibility for,program 4

evaluation at the State level. If the history-Of the Federal
agencies underthe earlier block grants can be used to predict
the problems that the States will encounter, we wbuld expect'

thei States to differ substantially in the manner and viOr with
whiich they idursue,program evaluaeion. Varieties of dtrerigth in

current evaluation functions.and perceptions about accountability
may also4make for differences among theA.. Funding'problems.
associated with recent cutbacks in.Federal4aid may dharply cur-

' tail State evaluations despiteithe mandate for State evaluation

activitied.

Tracking federally:supported activities, recip ients, and

dollars is a major eva*ation function. Whether Federal funds
.supp*t activities thal advance natioAl objectives is histori-

, cally of central inter st to tlie'Congress. Tracking weaknesses

sin the earlier block ant prOigrams aroused congressional, con-

ceNn and led ft.o the c ation'of menagement infprmation vstems
and other such mechan sms.. However,-the changes in Federal and

State
in the ability to assess natio Ily how
for evaluation under the new block grants

may have opened a ga
well block grant pro ams achieve the national obje ves that

the leglation -wad esigned to.address.

Evaluation sys efis must be applied uniformly across-the
States if comparable' data are te be,collected and analyzed.

At present., thel Federal agencies are not requiring that uniformi
data be colleceed oh the 1981 block grants,-although voluntary

C* efforts are under way-4.n sane areas. The availability of an
authoritative future source of nationa,1 information about (1)
the nature of program operations, (2) the levels and types of
eervice available, and (3) the effect of prpgrams on the prob-
items they are intended to address,remains in doribt.

AGENCY COMMENT$ :
AND OUR RESPONSE\

- :40

Five agengie4--the Oefice of Management
U.S..Dppartments-Of,Education., Health and'Hum
al

I

Ldbor--commented,eon a draft of this report. .A
th U.S. Department of Howling and Urban Developmen
Offer.written reePonse within the period provided fo

. Law 96-226. The,agencies'generally characterized the report as
an informatlive and accurate description of experience under the
five earlly bloqk grants.

Budget and the
\rvices, Justice,

ixth agency--
--did not

in Publlic
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Y.

. OMB and HHS questioned wtether experience under the early
:

block grants could be applied to the 1981 block grants, but
we believe that their position overstates the.devolution of
responsibilities that occurred under the Omnibus Budget Recon-
ciliation Act. of 1981. We discuss this and other comments ,

of the agencies in appendix VI, where we also reprint their
letters. Where appropriate, we made the detailed changes sug-
gested by the agencies.

,
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U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES .0- ' OMNI 147111101, STAF7 MARCTIO

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2051$

SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT

Mr. Milton Socolar
Acting Comptroller General
General Accounting Office
441 G Street, N.W.

=Washington, D.C. 205418

April 2, 1981

Dear Mr. Socolar:

The Subcommittee, on Oversight of the House Ways and Means ,

Committee is currently reviewing the Administration's proposal
to consolidate forty health and social services programS into

four block grants-in-aid. Background information on existing
block grant programs and on issues raised by the propose4 consoli-

'_dation would be valitable to the Subcommittee during its ftview.
,Initial discussions'between my Staff Direcypr, Erwin Hytner, and
Assistant Counsel, Rusty Guritz, and staff-from yourInstitute
for Program Evaluation indlcated that providing the Subcommittee
with such information would be feasible. .

The Subcommittee is particularly interested in-4dentifying.
the issues raised by the condokidation of categorical grants into
block.grants, witia particular emphasis on implications for pro- '

gram evaluation. rt would be mostihelpful if Oe delineation of
these-isstres were based on a thorough review of previous ekperi-

ences with block grants and an analysis of the requirements' for 1

effective evaluation of block grant prdgrams.
,

Ow

,o It would be most helpful if Institute_members could brief
my staff or me on this work pertaining tb Major evaluation csSues
and other issues and questions that hal./ been raised about
existing block grants by May 15, 1981. 'Subsequent Obrk, which
would extend over a longer perioe of time, to address issues and '

questions in more depth wouad also be helpful.

rgv

arlds
Subcommittee igh

,
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APPENDIX'*II . APPENDIX II
;

4

METHO6OLOGICAL DIFFERENCES

IN TilE STUDIES OF

CDBG TARGETING
,

,The University of'Pennsylvania study differs fromthe others
,in 'that it exaMines only housing rehabilitation assisEence.
The Pennsy/vania4 study was the only one of the five studiee that

' examined actual benefits to individuals. The others examined
census tract'data for areas in whic4 activities had been planned
and based decision rules for allocating benefits on th'e ilcome
levels taken from the tracts. The Pennsylvania report examined

A a sample of 4,047 rehabilitated dwellihg units intensively,
' using available data apd newly collected'data.

AMPIJING

Differences in sample size, types f jurisdiction, and
other selection procedures may explain ome of the differences
'among the studies. HUD used the largest sample, a stratified
random sample of 151 entitlement cities. NAHRO used stratified
but not random samples of 86 localities in fiscal year 1975 and
149 localities in,fiscal year 1976; under these nditions, the

's.

small differences between the estimates for the two years should
not te'interpreted. The 4,047 rehabilitated hou ing units in
Pennyislvania' study were located'in nine cities, which in turn
werelbelected by means of complex factor and cluster analyses.
BrOokings' 41 jurisdictions constituted a convenience sample that
cgas dictated in part by their proximity to Brookings data collec-
tors. A full sample for tlie Brookings study would have been'61
jurisdictions, but,censws tract data were not, available for urban
counties and nonmetropolitan jurisdictions; and this forced
Brookings to eliminate them from the targeting analysis.

The sampSe in our 197,6 study of 23 communities was selected
judgmentally to provide a cross-representation of community size
and geographic location in California, Louisianac,New York, and

u Texas. lihree of the 23 communities were urban counties with
eless than the average'55.5 percent of benefits targeted to low
dnd moderate incothe families. Two of the three had no lower-
income census tracts.

'TIME

In table 10, it is clear that the,Brookings and the HUD
studies found modestly higher levels of targeting by fiscal
year, 1978 than in'fiscal 1975. Brookings found thet the tar-
egetin inc,teabed' n satellite cities rather.than central cities
and terpreed tie cause as being the addAtional. empYlasis HUD
glpoeNto soCialv. rgeting starting early i President Carter's
Xaministration." (Dommel, 1980, pp. 164, 167). e

,s4
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ApPENDIX II

OTHER METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

APPENDIX II

-

/One difference the Brookings, HUD, NAHRO, and our studies

do not have is that allf were based on methodologies that assigned
income benefits to planned CDBG activities. To illustrate the
possible weaknesses of this method, we examine the Brookings
research in some detail. Brookings eStimated,the incdme bene-
fits by determining the census tract of alai. approved activities
within a community and imputing income berMfita. ,Decision rules
for estimating income benefits were establis.hed separately for

each4NYWof activity. Hodeing' ac4ivities were,assumed to
enefit/income groups proportionately to the census tract dis-
ribution. If 80 percent of the residents of a-cendus tract

had low and moderate incomes, then it was assumedthat 80 per-
cent of the 6DBG housing benefits went to them. Since social
service activities are intended solely for low and moderate
income families, 100 percent of benefits were apparently allo-
cated to these income groups. The process,had these steps:

1. 'disaggregating the application initially approved by
HUD into individual activities and classifying each
aptivity into one of nine categories (housing, social
services, etc.) with associated census tracts.and dol-
lar amounts;

2. allocating CDBG benefits within each activity or program
category to income groups using the decision rules
applied to census tract data as applicable;

3. B ookings field associates 'revising the allocation
if hey disagreed with the decision rule) but giving

specific reations-based on their knowledge of the city
and its particular CDBG programs. (Dommel, 1978,

. pp. 158-60)

This 'method was creative but open to substantial error:\ The
data were estimates of intended benefits obtained from grant
applications HUD had approved, not from actual programs.
Brookings pointed out Viat this procedure excluded later HUD
adjustments, locally initiated changes, and program execution
problems. (Dommel, 1978, p. 156) There are also numerolis oppor-
tunities for error in associating activities with the cepsus
tracts. In addition, about one-fourth of grant funds were not
allocated. The Brookings analysts assumed, however, that there
was no-bias and that the benefits that could not be allocated
were actually distributedGthe same as tliose that were.

The 'decision rules constitute educVted guesses about
_ allocating that may or may not be valid. Some errors will cancel
one another, but there could be a net underestimate or over-,
estimate of benefits to people' with lqwa.nd moderate incomes.
Another source of error is the reliance on 1970 Bureau of the'(
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Census data in the mid-1970's. Finally, the data for 1975 and
1976 were.rvOrted originally frOM a simpler model and later

4
re-estimated with the current mode/. It is not clear how fre-

.quentry.the necessary data were available for meamj.ngful recal-
culation.

All tbe'other itudies but Penfisylvaniali used similar '

rethodologies. They were strictly quantitati've and did n9t allow
for field interviewers or others to override pe'statistical
alrocation of beriefits. did 'not assign benefits by activity
type as the Brookings study did; instead, thex based decision
rules solely on the Income of census tracts'relatiye to the
standard metropolitan area median income.

0
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APPENDIX'III APPENDIX

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN THE STUDIES

'OF ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

Our review of research on administrative Costs And our
effort:to develop estimates of such costs have prougnit to
light a number of difficulties that weaken tlie calculation of
domprehensive and reliable estimates. These include

- -differing definitions of administrative activities and
other accounting procedures;

- -inadequacies in data-collection procedures;

---weaknesses in sampling.

These difficulties generally distort the estimates rather than
bias them systematicaliy, but the distortion can mask differences
between grant types, especially when those differences are small.

ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES

Constructing estimates of 1,01ock grant costs has been ham-
pered,by

- -the lack of a common definition of administrative cost
for all grants; 0

--problems at 'State and local levels ari,ing from the
commingling of funds from different gra ts and a failure
to report non-Federal funds spent for administration';

-4-the failure to measu systematically the costs to the
Federal Government for grant administration.

Foremost among these is the lack of a common definition of
administrative cost.

The Variatidns in*activities meke it difficult to determine
whether-a difference in costs between programs reflects a true
difference in the lev,e1 of effort required to administer them.
Administrative activities and how they enter into cost estimates
differ considerably alcross the Federal assistance programs. (GAO,

1978d, pp. 10-12, 18-20) For example, some define program evalua-
tion ad an administrative activity; others define it as a program
activity. Not all programs include indirect expenses (sucli as
the general administrative costs of grantees)Ain their reported
expenditures. Allowable expenses may change over time in any
given program.

Ideally, comparisons within and across programs should 1111(
based on compaieble or the same categoriet. The grants we dis-
cuss in this report, however, did not collect data on adminis-
trative expenditbreld by type of activity. In this and in our
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III

past reports, we have thus been prevented from constructing
comparable estimates from available data.

Another difficulty in developing accurate estimates stems
from the fact that some,budgeted charges to administration reflect
an allocation of funds to administration.that his been based on-
something other than the actual burden created by the program.
The data on administrative ex'penses that we ieported in table 14
were obtained from State and local budget.documents and budget
reports submitted-to the administering Federal agencies. These
budgeted expenditures may reflect strategic decisions to allocate
funds to administration beyond the level necessary to meet the
administrative burden created,by the program. .For example,
Greenberg C1981, p. 179)'found in a study'of PHA that Federal
funds were allocated to various activities, including administra-
tion, according tO,the certainty of funding, restrictions on the
use of-funds across grants,'and a number of other criteria. Thus,
a report of budgeted expenditures may be an undeeest4mate or an \
overestimate of the actual,cost of adtinistering a program.

Differences in accounting procedures from grant 'to grant
also make.it'difficult to isolate the uses of specific amounts
of Federal assistance. In some.cases, funds from various pro-
giams were pooled, or-commingled,..at State/and local levels
and the programs were administered jointly: PHA, f= example,
was not administared as a separate program 'in 48 States; its
funds were merged with other revenuessupporting-other State
and.local health programs. (ACIR, 1977&, p. 45) When funds are
commingled, the administrative expenses of any one program, as j
with PHA, must be estimated. 1/ Depending on the procedure used,
estimates may overstate or urider.state the actual administrative
burden created by the program. 2/

Finally, the accounting procedures that grantee(s use and
the reguirements,impoged on them for-teporting do not insure
that all the funds they spend in administeting the programs
are systematically included in their program reports. States
and localities may spend non-Federal revenues and Pederal funds
other than program funds to cover their administrative expenses.
No provision reguiftes them to report'on these expenditures. .As
a result, we cannot be sure that the expenditures that tiave been
reported include all administrative expenses or t'hat they are
accurate estimates of admi.nistrative intensity. The LEAA block
grant illustrates this problem. Analyzing reported fiscal year,

"-1976 administrative expenses, ACIR pointed to an additional
2 percent of Lwi funds and to additiona1., money spent from State
revenues over, and above the 11.5 percent orted by LEAA's pro-
gram office in that year. 3/_ .

The difficulty of estimating administrative expenses at the
State and local levels is compounded .by the difficulties in
.studying Federal administrative costs. Unlike their State and
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local counterparts, few of the Federal offices we contacted had 4

kept records of the administrative costs associated with specifi
programs. When we asked them to estimate suchcosts/they gen- f

. erally calculated an average salary eor administrative personnel
' and multipaied itliby some estimate of staff hours. For legisla- 7

tion containing Oth block grant and categorical components,
these officials were usually uhable to distingUish among the ad- ,

ministrative activities of the different grant mechanisms. Such
procedures lead to varying degrees of overstatement'and under-
statement in addition to making it difficult to compare Federal
costs to costs at other levels of governmeht. 4

The overall effect on our estimates see.ma)to be mixed. Dif-
ferences in definitions of allowable administrative activity
may mean that our data underestimate or overestimate zpecific
items in any given program. The analysts for each study whose
data wa reported in table 13 based their estimates of categorical
costs on some similar categories of!activity, but even so GSA,
the Department of Education, anA we differ with regard to some
large items, including indirect costs. The estimates presented
in table 14 were constructed to be comparable across grants on
large categories of expense (such as for planning) but may cdntain
other biases.

Beyond.the differences in definitionS, the differences in
accounting practices had mixed effectd on our analysis. Com-
mingling PHA block grant funds with funds forLlother programs,
along with vague definitions of expenses, may overstate adminis-
trative costs. The 20 percent caps on administrative costs under
CETA may have led to underestimates of expenses. Inasmuch as
budgeted expenditures reflect grantees' strategic decisions about
resoutce availability, they may understate or inflate costs. In
large samples spch 4s those presented in table 14, however,.these
distortions arb likely to cadcel out.

A form of b4as that appeared throughout the studies we ex-
amined was the tendency not to report all-State and local expendi-
tares for administration, meaning that estimates of costs for all

(grant-in-aid programs may be attifically low.

The problems we have encountered in_constructing reliable
estimates of administrative costs suggest that at a minimum
consistent standards for reporting administrative costs would
benefit all Federal grant-in-aid programs. Estimat2s constructed
after the fact from reported data are subject to val-ietigs.of
error. Without a uniform system for all types of grant in aid,
the Government pacri ices an important accountability,tool.

DATA COLLECTION PROCE URES,

In our review, we found two flaws that are common to data
collection procedures dn research on grants in aid.:
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--they fail to ascertain the 4ctual dministrative burden;

--they fail to validate self-reported d#,ta by examining pro--

gram records or other(sources.
..z

While byodget documents and other expenlOtdre reports may reflect
the allocation of funds to admini4tration,sthy are not necessar-
ily accurate indications of a program's adpinistrative burden.
Most of the estimates in.table 14 were based on data obtained
from the records of grantees and from reports by the adminis-
tering Federal agencies. Virtually all data on the cost of
administering block grants come from grantees' repbrts sub-
mitted through national uniform reporting systems. Grantees'
budget documents and'expenditure reports are also the primary
sources of data on the administration 'of categorical 4ants.

.... ,

Regardless of how thorough reviews of such records may have
been, we can be confiddfit only that they'reflect the allocation
of funds, not the actual burden of administration. Of the studies
in our review, only Hannawaye researching the adMinistrative

burden of education programs, attempted to measure thatl5tirden
independently of the figures repqrted in the budget documents and
other expenditure reports. Hannaway's method involved extensive
behavioral measures (such as the actual time spent in completing e

administrative paperwork) and independent observationskof admini,

strative activities. (Hannaway, 1976, pp. 6-7) Her method would'
probably pl.?ce too great a burden on program officials to be

widely applied, but it does highlight the fact that offici

Xrecords are aa.mtopperfect means of assessing administrative ost.
,

,
The otrier problem that commonly plagues studies of adminis- (

trative costs is the failure to sy4ematically validate self-
reported datA by 'ref,erence to other sources. This is particu-
larly evident in our own 1978 study and also in ffUD's and

,Brookings, estimates of the reductio%of administrative burden
resulting from CDBG's consolidation of catetorical programs.
As with budget documents, elf-reports may'reflect memories of
how funds were allocated tb administration rather than the
actual burde of administration.

s,

A r-

Bias and error in self-reports have many cau e . 0ne is

the strong int uence that expectations have on responses to
queitionnaires. Administrators might be less likely to report
a decrease in bu den for a reduction that failed to live up to
expectations than for one that exceeded their expectations, re-
gardless of what ctually happened. TnT4-converse is also true:
if reductions in b rden actually occuered, administrators who
had felt particular y constrained by Federal requirements might
overestimate the de ree of change. Their familiarity with the
paperwork requirements of the categoriCal programs may also
have influenced their perceptions. The Brookings report on CDBG
cautions that lack of familiarity with requirements for the,HUD
categorical programs may partly accountyfor tMe belief that CDBG

4
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paperwork was burdtnsome. (Dommel, 1978, p. 80) In addition,
the more time that elapsed between consolidation and the interview
with program administrators, the more likely it is that their
comments were colored by more recent expeFience. Thus,,HUD's
findings on CDBG's second year may have been influenced'by memory
as much as by experience.

Using multiple methods to collect data on administrative
actiliities would compensate for some of the biases that are'
inherent in any single data collection lechliique. However, multi-
ple data collection techniques cost moil6 and are therefore.likely [

to restrict the number of sites that can be.studied. There arl
tradeoffs between how representative administrative cOst data can

-be and the 'Overall quality of that data.

SAMPLING

We found two sampling issues that may have consequences .

for constructing estimates.Of administrative costs:

--the programs on which the *timates of categorical costs
were based may not have been'representative;

--the administrative units included in cost calculations
may not have been representative.

How well a sample of programs upon which an. estimate is
based reprdsents'all programs ir)fluences.how confidently one
can generalize from the findings. While the estimates in table
11 are sound in_many respects, the programs the s'tudies examined.
did not represent the subject areas of categorical prbgrams
as a whole. GSA examined only five programs, and four of those
were for health and welfare. 4/ The Department of Education
addressed only the costs of iaministering education programs.
Our studies were solely on health programs. However, of the
categorical grants in aid currently supported by the Federal
Government, more than 40 percent of the outlays are in the areas
represented in these estimates--that is, health, education, and
welfare.

A lack of comparability betweem the sample,of categorical
grants and the,block grant programs in characteristics other than
grant type also raises questions about the real size of the
difference in cost between them. .The More comparable that cater.
gorical programs are to block grant programs in characteristics
such as services', participants, and dollar volume, the more con-
fident we can bd that estimated differences in their costs are a
function of the granting mechanism and not some other aspect'
of the programs. The categorical progffms that were used in
es5imating administrative costs differea 'from block grant pro-
graMs, especially in terms of the areas they assisteq. PHA's
area of assistance'--health and welfare--was the same, but CDBG
and CETA served areas not represented in the sample of categorical
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programs. Ibis.introduces the possibilitvthat the differences

that appear in the administratiye'cost estimates are attributable
' 0 the areas 'lig-assistance, not the grant me hanism.

1- The_other problem of'representativeness emerges in our 1978

study as well as inIXhe GSA dhd the Department of Education

studies. Our estimates Were based on data from Federal, State,

and local administrative units in only one Federal region. Our

ha'ving limittid the sample in this way Means that the data do
not account for differences in Federal adminkstrative practices

! and that other facirs we pia not study may have affected admin-
kstrative costs. oreoverowe exctud6d direct service providers .

because,of difficulties in identifying administratOe costs af'
thp site of project operations. As we Went on to note, excluding
project operators hakes it likely that these data underestimate
the true level of administrative'costs fo± categoricals and for

block grants. However, there maybbe meaningful differences in

administrative burden between block grants and eategoricals at
the site,of project operations. If project operators did spend
proportionally less to adm' ister.block grant programs than I./
categorical programs, th 4reater cost of administering block
grants that we reported in .1978 may inaccurately reflect dif-
ferences that would havt en observed had all administrative
units'been considered.. (G40, 1978d, p. 17)

There are similar sampling problems witti the GSAjand Depart-

ment of Education estimates of categorical grant. cOslb. GSA
derived its estimates from samples rapging in size from 85 to
510 grant recipients, only some of which were selected by statis-

tical sampling proipdures. The estimates in Education's study
were baSed on eVen smaller samples, and much of the data on local
costs came from CalifoVnia.. There is no information on how much

the sample estimates of categbrical costs differed from'the
national average for those programs.
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NOTES

NOTES TO CHAPT1 1

APPENDIX IV

1/Our discussion of the Elementary and Secondary Educjation block
grant ereats chapters 1 and 2 of that grant as block grants.
There is some debate whether chapter 1 should be considered a
block grant. We IRelieve it bears sufficient sitilarity to
other 1981 block grants And to our definition of block grants
to do so.

2/The new consoliqations are in vocational and adult.education,
education for the handicapped, employment and training, re-
habilitation services; child welfare, rental rehabilitation,
and combined welfare administration. The proposed expansions
are in primary care) *services for women, infants, and children;
and energy andyemergency assistance. (OMB, 1982, pp. 7-8)

3/Statement of Dr. Robert J. Rubin, HHS, before the Subcommittee
on Intergovernmental Relations of tics' Senate Committee on Gov-
ernmental Affairs, May 11, 1982.

4/We designed the dajor areas of inquiry in these interviews to
find out what apir'roaches agencies had taken in evaluating
block grants; what organizational: structures, resources, and
mandates existed for conducting evaluations; what major eval-
uation activities had actually occurred; what barriers had been
faced in evaluating the programs; and what uses had been made
of evaluation findings.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 2 .

1/Conceptually, "accou ntability" implies a relationship: one
party is accountable to another for its actions. For this re-,
lationship to be effective, there must be adequate information
from the accounting party, effective oversight from the re-
ceiver of thAt information-, andthe potential for imposing
sanctions on certain aspects of the accounting party's per-

..formance. (Mosher, 1979, pp. 234-35) In this broad sense,
accountability can encompass such issues as fiscal responsibil-
ity, equitable treatment, the correspondence of programmatic
focus and legislative intent, the quality of program manage-
ment and implementation, and the effectiveness of the program.
(Chelimsk', 1981, p. 109)

2/The CETA legislation proVided that 1 percent of block grant
funds could be spent by the States, in their capacity as prime
sponsors, for the salaries of staff assigned to the State
Manpower Planning Councils. Since the bulk of CETA funds was
given to units of government other than the State, the con"
tribution of this provision to redudinq the financial burden
of planning was minimal.
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(Notes to chapter 2)

3/As in our discussion of planning requirements, these categories
summarize indimidual requirements. It should be emphasiked
that, depending on the grant, these,categories can and do dif-
fer in number,and severity with,respect to individual require-
ments.

4/In.addition to recategorizing existing block giantslothe
Congress'began to create new cate§orical grants within a given
functional area outside a block/grant's legislation.

5/Amendments in r975 established a separate program for hyper-
. -

tension prevention,4iagnosis, and treatment.

6/Personal communication from C. Boyle, LEAA, November 5, 1981.

7/This comparison does not make distinctions in categories of
requirement in tdfms of the burden they place on grantees.
For example, the requirepent that drantees establish planning
councils is weighted equally with the requirement_that the
administering Federal agenciekapprove plans. Moreover,
each category summarizes indiviMal requirements that differ
from one another in number and severity. Hence, odr compari-
sons across old and new grants should not necessarily be con-
strued as being statements of the comparative burden imposed
on grantees before and after 1981.

8/The reporting provisions under CDBG small cities and Title
grantd° are,not a ex ive as under the later years of the
CDBG anA Title grants.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 3

1/Another major methodological concern has to do with assumptions
that are required in analzing the targeting data under block
grants. When participants iii.block grants are compared with'
participants in'the early categorEcal programs, it is assumed
that they differ only with respect to the type of grant mecha-
nism, but other factors, such as historical differences, may
obscure the 8omparison. This problem may be partly overcome
by comparing block grant participants with participants in
contemporaneous categorical programs, but there is a disad-
vantage in that the categorical programs may have legislative
objectives that differ from those of the block grant. Slight
differences in objectives may be more significant than differ-
ences in the m4chanism.

2/We were unable to obtain a copy of the National Urban League
repiort on CDBG targeting. We excluded a Southern Regional
Council report on'targeting that did not present quantitative
findings.
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(Notes to chapte1/3)
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4

r ,

3/DOL obtains these datatfrom prime sponsor repdrts following a
detailed manual. We_dld not independently audit the aata, but
program officials stated that analyses indlcate that the des-
criptive statistics are reliable.

4/Data for the CETA blockgrant (title I, later redesignated
,

titles IIB and IIC) are as follows:,

Characteristic. FY'1975 FY 1979 Change
.

AFDC and public assistance. 27% se4 -1%
Economically disadvantaged 77 71', -6 ,

Black ,--_. 39 .33 -6
Unemployed 62 77 +15
Receiving Unemployment 4 5 +1

Insurance' ,

Spanish-speaking - '13 n.a. n.a.

The definition of " conómically disadvantaged" changed in
fiscal 1979; in t s table; we use the earlier definition
for both fiscal years inoorder to make the.' ta comparable.
Our data sourc here is NCEP, 1980, pp. 112 3.

%

5/CMG amendments\k 1977 change "low or moderate income". to
"low and moderate income" to reflect the congrepsional inten-

' tion that not all benefits go to people of mOderate income.
In this report, we halve used the two phrases inierchangeably.

6/These comparisons principally include aid ukder section 312 of
the Housing Act of 1964 and setion 115 of tihe Urban ienewaI
program. Section 312, originally intended for use in urban
reneigal areas, provides loans for rehabilitating residential
properties at a 3 percent interest rate for up to 20 years.
Sectioh 115 provided grants of up to $3,500 to very lOw income
homeowners in urban renewal areas to bring single-family dwel-
lings up to safe and.decefit conditions; section 115 grants were
terminated with the enactment.of CDBG. Section 312 loans con-

, tinued as an active program until the enactment ofIthe Omnibus
Reconciliation Act of 1981. (Gale, 1980, p. 52)

1

7/The University of Pennsylvania researchers assembl ed HUD stat-
e....

.istics on standard metrop4itan statistical areadamily income
for each sample city and for each year. This maa it possible
to aggregate data from different years.

8/This comparison group.also Includes some.programs in which
CDBG funds were used to defray Oministrative costs or to
subsidize interest ratep. Thus, this is not a pure compar-:
ison group and could be more precisely, if awkwardly, called
"partially or non-CDBG funded, post-1975."

4
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APPENDIX IV

9/The findings are reported in-a study tentatively entitled
-."HUD Needs to,Better Determine the Extent of Communfty

Block Grants' LowerlIncome Beneficiaries."

10/See Dommel, 1982, Po 100. The 'HUD data are prOblematic be-_
cause the sample of ities was changed significantly. (HUD,

1981, p. 50) #

11/Gale,,198b, p. iii. The conclusion summarizes targ ting.
on a variety of dimensions but is consistent with the income

data.

12/The Btookings researchers also-examined the allocation of
beneftts to blacks and Hispanie's by analyzing "minority
areas"-2-census tracts in which.30 percent or more of the
residents were black or Histranic In 1970. Thirty of the
41 jurisdictions had one or more minority areas. oata for
these 30 cities in 1975 and 1978 show that

r
"Overall, over the 4 years the minority tracts did better

r;". than the nonminority,traCts Inthe first year, 34
percent Of the tractethat were not heavi,ly minority were
alloCated activities, comPared with 58''.percen- Of the

neavilli' black tracts and 42 percent of the heavily His-

panic tracts. In the fourth year, 40 percent of.the
tracts that w e not heavily minority received activi-
ties, compa4d with 77-percent of the black tracts'

ana 69 percent of the Hispanic tracts." (Dommel,

1980, p. 175)

Although the number of,tracts receiving benefits increasd
between 1975 and 1978,.the number of minority tracts that
were assisted grew faster than other tracts. *The Brookings

data are difficult to interpret because aboutone-dourth of
the jurisdictions were deleted,(for not having any "Minor-
ity areas") and because an area in which whites constituted
uti to 70 percent of the population could still be_designated

"minority area." The Brookings data-are best at ihowing
change, and that change shows a trend towatd more activities

.and more dollars (except for Hispahlds in 1978) minority

tracts over time.

13/An analysis -6k HTJ1 data show at 55 percent of the CDBG
funds in cities that,.had rpTe of the categorical prograMs

that preceded CDBG benef ed,low and moderate income groups
compared with 63 percent In cities that had had categorical

programs. This suggests that bad CDBG been limited to fund-

ing only cities thatjlad participated in categorical programs,

CDBG would show better targeting toward low and moderate

incomes. The mettiod of analysis tay have.exaggerated the

differences. See H1JD-1'1980! pp 111-7f 111-8.
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(Notes to chapter 3)

14/It is also a weakness of.the Social Services Reporting Require-
ments that it cannot measurt either the s.uccess or the effect
of:Tit;e XX service's. Not surprisingly, One America found data
onclient outcomes to be theleast quantifiable and least used.
Its' repOrt was apparently a factor in the decision not to im-
plement data collection on goal status. (One America,;1980,
pp. 35-36, 44) ,

NOTES-TO CHAPTER 4

1/As a generic term, "adminiStrative cost" is defined as expense
incurred in the general direction of an enterprise as a whole
rather than within the context of specific program activities.
No uniformdefinitlion pertains to block grants. Costs that are
commonly but not necessarily charged to administration under
block,grants include salaries and benefits for program managers
and general'overhead (rent, office'suppliesetelephones, and
so on). They:also sometimeb include,activities related to
planning, processing opplications or plans, program monitoring,
evaluation, coordinating administrative udits, and giving tech-
nical ASsistarice but not consistently adross grants. Throughout
this chapter, we use the percentage of Federal funds charged 'to
administratibn as reported by,program officials as our measure
of administrative cost. Difference's in r;ecordkeeping and defi-
nitions of allowable administrative'expense make it impossible ,
to compare costs acrosegrants item by item.

2/We did not review the effect of fixed-percentage caps on the ad-
ministrative costs of categorical programs.

3-/Problems we encountered with existing data include the lack of
a common definition of administrative cost across programs, dif-
ferences in the number and type of administrative units on which
cost estimates are based, failure to,oconsider Federal Government
costs, failure to obtain representative national samples of pro-
grams, and failure to independently verify program officials'
estimates of administrative costs. We discuss these issues in
appendix III.

4/No fiscil year,1971 data were available for this State.

5/Tht Advisory Commission On Intergovernmental Relatiofis (ACIR,
1977c) also conducted case studies in sii States in the mid-

41970's add found that pre- and post-consolidation data on
administrative costs frequently were not'aVailable. Dataa
on,mental health costs in Texas showed a sizable decline in,
administrative costs af;er consoliidation.

6/Discrepancies between these data and daA reported in table 14_
are the result of'slight diffprences in the expenditure cate-
gorjes included in the esiimates.
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(Notes to chapter 4) t

7/In contrast, a Beookings study reported that,slightly less
than 50 percent 6f.44 .jurisdictions that had experience with
HUD categorical grants reported a decrease in administrative,
requirements and paperwork in the first,year of the program.
(See Dommel; 197/, pp. 7081.) -

8/See GAO, 1976d. Our report included Federal agency costs but
excluded project level costs. Including these would have af-
fected the study's conclusion if local administration was lesg
burdensome than for oUier levels of government under block
graants...

9/It is-not clear what specific grantee administrative costs
are included:in the data and whether sub4rantees' coste were

,.included.'

10/Administrative cost data were aftilable for all block grants
except LEAA and Title XX. For Title xx, grantees were not
required to report.admi4istrative costs in their'egpenditure
reports. Foe LEAA, gradtee adthinistrative expenditure data
were not avaiable by fiscal year. Part B outlays to State
planning agenciO.were available but theee funds covered some
types of expense not includid'in coMmon definitions of admin-
istrative overhead, suCh as training And coordinationof crim-v

)

administration ofrother,programslbeyond the block grants, and

k grant through other sources. A national data 6.ase does

inal justice agencies. In addition., these funds covered the

it was not 'possible to isolate the costs of adminigtering the
4Dloc

, exist for PHA.costs, but the nature of the PHA grant makes it
difficurt to pomgare these data to CDBG and CETA data.

.

11/By fisca). year, these were 9.8 percent (1975), 9.-2 percent
(1976), 10.0 percent (1977), 13.1 percent (1978), 10.9 percent
(1979), and 6.1 percent (1980) a-nd are reported in the Na-

, tional Public,Health Program Reporting System's 1975-20 an-
nual reports.

4

NOrES 'TO' CHAPTER 5

1/Irhe study of intervention strategies under the national
,evaluation program was concerned withlotspecific approaches and
classes of programs already operating Athin the criminal jus-
,tice system, including but not limited to those supported under
the block,grant program." (DOJ, 1976, p. A-1)- Because this
strategy emphasized evaluating treatments rather than the pro-
grams, it is classified as A research function.. hate and local
projects were evaluated with support by the National Institute
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice,,the eValuation and re-
search unit of LEAAA this produced a variety of LgAA-supported
.studies ranging from a report on the effects of a newly enacted
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gun law in Massachusetts to a report on the efficiency of an
automatic vehicle monitoring systtm in.St.\Louis, Missouri.
A major priority of LEAA extended'outside the block grant
program to evaluation pf the discretionary programs.

2/pther management evaluations were funded by LEAA to* study the
, agency's research function and information systems.and'stat-

istics function. The National Academy, of Sciences, assessing
the research:function under LEAA, concluded that the primary

Ar:2

goal for the agency "should be develop' g knowledge that is
useful in reducing xrime" while main ing a "concern with the
fairness-and effectiveness pf the a inistratidh of criminal
justice." (NAS, 1977, p. 7) The Research Triangle Instqute
assessed the information systems and statistics activities of
LEAA's National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics_" a

Service. (McMullen and Ries; 1976)

3/The standards are intended to take into account local labor ,

market conditions, local economic bases, and the needs of the
eligible populations. Using data supplied by the current re-
porting system, the plan is to establish regression predic-

u tion equations. predicted Performance levels could then be
used to negotiate a perfordance standard with each prime spon-
sor. The method has been tested with fiscal year 1980 data ,

for 399 prime sponsors. (CETA, 1981)

42CLMS surveys a national sample of each year's new enrollees
in the major CETA programs to gattier detailed information
on their characteristics and employment experience before
and after entering CETA. Tracking people over several years
is especially critical in ,trying.to assess the effectiveness
of CETA programs, (DOL, 1980, pp. 1, 41) CETA's management
information system is more timely than CLMS but provides only
aggregate data on the characteristics of the enrollees of
each prime sponsor and does not have individual or long-term
effects..

5/States act as "balance of State" prime sponsors, covering all
a'reas not covered by other prime sPonsors.

6/HHS is required under'the four health grants to report to'the
Congress on grantee6' actIvitie and to recommend changes in
the legislation as needed. Howevers the legislation does not
specify what type of data are tp be reportbd, The Low Income
Home Energy Assistande grant also requires annual reports.
The majority of the programs enacted in1981 provide that
Federal agencies should investigate grantees' .use of funds and
their complrance with statutory provisions. The investigators
are constrained by a prohibition on requiring grantees to pro-
vide data that are not already being collected.

k
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NOTES TO APpENDIX III

.1/See ACIR, 1977c, p. 45. Other influences'on resourc allocA-
tion to administrative costs are_discussed in Hannawa 1977,

pp. 12-24.

APP4i DIX IV

. 4
4

27Administrative costs for the LEAA block grant were not reported
sepaately from the costs of administOring other LEAA ormula
grants. All funds appropriatedphder part B of the grant went
to support planning and administrative activities at State and

:1oca1 levels. Part B funds were usA to Administer Wth the
block,grant aAd related programs authorized qnder the Sae
Street6 Act and its amAdments. LEAA's reports failed to dif-
ferentiate between bloCk grant-related expenses and the,ed-

,-ministrative costs of the'formula grants. Since the LEAA
block grant and other programs are adMinistered jointly, it is
unclear whether grantees can even distinguish among the ad-<

ministrative charges for the variou§ programs.

3/The ACIR report contends that administrative costs based on
part B appropriations underestimatevgrantees' costs in ad-

ministering the program. According to ACIR, the 2 percent
of program funds spent in categories batside part B to admin-
ister the block grant in fiscal 1976 is conservative'and excludes N-4,

additional expenditures for administration that were paid
through various categories of LEAA grant &Inds and State rev-
enues. Estimates of administrative costs obtained from LEAA's
appropriations documents, therefore, may underestimate the
actual costs of administration. (ACIR, 1977d, pp. 446-47)

4/The GSA study covered a total of five programs. Only four of
the five, howevecr, reported data on State.and local adminis-
trative costs. ,

2 '-
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APPENDIX VI

AGENCY COMkENTS AND OUR R?SPONgE.

APPENDIX

Five .Nencies responded to our-request for comments on.a draft
ef this report: the Office o4 Management and Budget (OMB) and the
U.S. Departments of Education, Health and Human Services (HHS),
Justice 00J), and Labor (DOL). The Department of 'Housing and Urban
Develppment (HUD) did not reply within the time specified in Public
Law 91§-226. In outr response to their comments, we first address
the major comments common to the four agencies, comparing their
perspectives when possible., We then deal with the comments unique
to each agency. The letters are reprinted following our response,
beginning on page 110.

MAJOR COMMENTS 4.

The agenck6s generally characterized the report as- an infor-
mative and accurate description of the experience áf the five
original block grant programs. There are three major areas in
which they disagree.

In the first, OMB maintains that our findings and conclusions
as based upon past block grants are in many respects not relevant
to the block grants enacted in 1981. The new block grants, OMB
arques, shift program accountability to the States, making the
States "accountable to their own citizeps, rather than to Federal
officials"'(page 111). Because the States are closer to the people
who pay taxes and are as competentand concerned As the Federal

' Government regarding the use of public funding& it is appropriate
to yest respoRsibility and accountability, for fuRds with the States.
RHS raises a similar argument, noting;that the 1981 legislation is

unique, partly bdtause it transfers "progremmatic and financial
decision-making authority to the States" (page 11E). In cOntrast,
DOJ believes "that the LEAA block grant experience providesa data
base for obtaining some valuable information and offering dome
worthwhile leqdons" (page 118).

Our re sponse. We note the assumptions involved in drawing
upon past experience on page 13 of the report and elsewhere within
it. If one accepts OKS's model'of accountability, it follows
that there yould be, to quote OMB, "far less need for extensive
Federaldata collection, monitoring and evaluation systems" (page
112). Similarly, the historic tension between insuring accounta- -

bility to the Fedepl Government and maximizing grantees' flexi-
bility, discussed-in chapter 2, is not a concern under,OWs
accountability model.

1

We are not endorsing any one accountability model, but the
Congress clearly established a Federal oversight role in the
1981 block grants. As we have noeed in chapter 2, the new block
grants tend to impose the same generic categories of accountability
requirements as were imposed under the-earlier block grants. In

fact, we found that some of the accountability requirements that
emerged over time in tile earlier grants have been imposed at the
outset for the new. We further conclude, in chapter 2, that the

1Q5
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new grants are characterized by glreater specificity in feportimg
. and auditing provisions and by fewer planning and spending require-
ments than the earlier grants. In 'short, the model of accountabil-
ity implicit in the Cmnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 pro-
vides Federal oversight rather than virtually abolishing that role
in the way that OMB suggests.

We believe that the fundamental issue of block grants remains i

the relative power of the States and the Federal GoveraMent and the,
associated conflict between maximizing State (or local) flexibility
and achieving national objectives. We agree that-transferring more
power to the States increases accountability for expenditure
decisions by State governments. However, monitoring the expendi-
ture of block grant funds tç achieve stated national objectiveS--a
theme that underlies our analysis in chaptOrs 2, 3, and 5--has been
and is a central,Federal oversight reSponsibility under past and
current block grant legislation: The'arguirient that OMB has made
may be more appropriate im thp context of.general revenue sharing,
where many uses of Federal funds are'authorized and only a small
Federal role in insurin9 the appropriateneSs of eipenditures has
been provided for.

In the second, OMB diiputes'our analysis of evaluation data
needs, stating that, with thd shift of accountability to the
States, "the Administratidn'believes there is far'less need for ex-
tensive Federal data collection, monitoring an'd ev,aluation systeme
(page 112).t In contrast, DOL favors a "less explicit role in pro=
gram evaluation for Federal agencies" (page 123) bpt states that
"there must be basic overall standards established eo evaluaTce out-,
comes" (page 122). -DOL goes on to sug est that feaerally eseab-
lished performance standards will provi e a, basis for ev.aluating

.employment and training services in the future. Similarly, DOJ
observes that the "LEAA experience poirrt out the critical need
for the collection of basic, national da a that show how public
funds have been spent, for what activities, and with what result"
(page 118). DOJ suggests that the "success'of LEAA in develop-
ing a relatively simple management information system with the
voluntary cooperation of the States might be a useful model for
the new blook grant programs" (DOJ's emphasis, page 119):

Our response. We have not argued that there should be more--
or even as much--Federal evaluatidn now than,there was under the
earlier block grants. Rather, we point out that certain
information--such)ps what activities were funded, whether target-
ing of aid to the poor occurred, and what effect the services
had--is not likely to be available on a nationwide basis withoui
Federal leadership. Nationwide data provide the Congress with
fundamental information that it needs for assessing block grant
performance.

Although cooperation by the States in the LEAA management
information system was voluntary, the system itself was developed
anii managed by the Federal Government. This approach differs
markedly from some current proposals that relpon the States
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Vorking together l_i maintainsir avelop reporting systemi for'
,scOle'f the new b ock grant programs.

..
N

the third, OMB asserts that our discussion in chapter 4

of adlTiinistrative cost savings for the early block grants is mis-
leading because we conclude that negligible savings occurred. The

agency contends that the data alloO nO'conclusion to be-drawn.
OMB also argues that the past has re.tatively little bearing on the .

Irewtlock grants. While OMB ithplied,that administrative costs
wil .Le lower, HHS cautions that it is the States' responsibility

V
to achieve these cost savings and that this will take time.

Our response. In the report, we have in fact saeil that
some cost savings may have emerged under the earlier grants but
that there Was no evidence of a sizabl decline in costs--that is, 4'

. a reduction of greater than 10 percent. (See pages 58 and 59.)
To coriclude either that no cost savings occurred or'that laity
savinqs were achieved would be indefens le inglight of the ata
we,hayeepresented,- for reasons we have noted in the chapter. We

burdensome requirements a d the levels of administration,
also rtotke A the chapter that wh qthe new block'grants aually
reduce
they offer States the opportunity to reduce administrative costst
How the States will exerCise this opportunity remains to be seen.

FURTHER COMMENTS
t

The Department of Educatioh

. The Depar6nent of gducati questions whether chapter 1 of
the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981 should be
incorporated into our discussion of the 1981 block grants. We have
treated chapter 1 as a block grant for several reasons. First,
the Omnibus Budget RecOnciliation"Act uses the label lplock grant'u

for bath chapters 1 and 2. Second,tchapter l'has structural simi-
larifies to some of the other 1981 6lock grants. Third, it con-
forN to the definitionbf block grants we present on page 2 of
our report: it funds a wide range bf activities within a broad
functional r a, gives grantees flexibility'in progrtm design, con-
tains a miniñk1m of accountabfility requirements, and statutorily
limits,the administering agency's didcretion in distributing funds.
In resppnse to the Department of Education's comments,ye have

-;

added ze note to this effect at the appropriate point rh the text.''
..

,

The Department of Education also questions the specificity
of .the entries in table 6. As we noted)in the draft,,the-'table
summarizes provisions.that dater' inAnumber and severity. In
some cases, certain provisions are implicit in or logically, follow

from other provisiond. Table 6 is intended as.a qui,de to the
presence or ahsence ofolleneral accountability provisions in the

-legislation. 'As in any'summary, it is not possible to note all
the qualifications that apply to each program being discussed.
Ve believe that the table accurately summarizes a,11 the account-
ability prpvisions relevqpnt to the Elementary and, Secondiry
Education block grant.
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We have made changes eithp-r-in the text or in notes to
address the agency's other-cciffiments, with,one exception. The'
Department of Education indicates that the cost of evaluating
the ElementAry and Seponda Education block grant would be lower
than the cost of evaluati g the categorical grants consolidated
in the block grant. In t e,paragraph to which the Department
refers, we did not discuss--and.the paragraph doed nat apply
to--education.programs.

1.

The Department of Health t

and Human Services

HHS questions whether our discussion of the sidbility of
block;grants on page 9 is applicable to the current situation
and whether our conclusion is correct for the original block
grants. HHS also points out that changes in block grants over
time are to a large extent congressionallycontrolled. We have
already discussed the issue of the applicabality of the early
block grant in this appendix. We believe the short. histories we
have'preseqed in chapter 1 and our descriptions of changes in
accountability in chapter 2 demonstrate the instability of block
grants. We agree that the Congress has a major e ect.on the
molding of changes in block grahts,

,HHS also suggests that Title XX was similar to a block grant
butjhot strictly speaking a block grant program. We have classi-
fied Title. XX as a block grant following the practice of ACIR
and Other researchers. As we have noted on pages 1 and 2, the
dividingsline between block grants and categorical grants can be
clearer in the abstract than in the implementation.

HHS notes that we do not incorporate the State perspectives
on evaluation; to have done-so Would have been beyond the scope of'
our study, as we indicate in chaptei. 1.

HHS.also suggests that in our ctiapter on accountability #

we shouldhave discussed the criminal prosecution provisions of
the 1981,block grants. The accountability mechanisms we discuss,
in the chapter apply to grantees, not to individuals, and including
the provisions HHS mentions would therefore have been somewhat
misleading. We agree, however, that the provisions are an important
step in pldnning for the control of fraud and abuse in'these new
block grants.

The Department of Justice

DOJ suggests other issues for related to block grants,
additional detai,ls on LEAA's dif ulty reporting to the Con-
gress, and additional factors that contributed to LEAA's vulner-
ability. All these were beyond the scope of our inqUiry.

We made all the specific changes to chapter 2 that D6J recom-
mends with one exception. ye believe that our statement conderning
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the 1979"Justice Improjitnt A E Was accurate and did not needc°
elaboration.

r

The Department of Labor
4:

We have no-additional points to make.1

The Office of Mana ement and Budqet 4."

We received additional oral comments after the specified
comment period and have responded to the more technical of theo.

We have not responded to the remainder of them here, however,
because to have done so would haVe delayed publication of this

repbrt without iZroving its acduracy in any significant way.

In the pages that f011ow, we reprint the letters from the
agencies that we have discussed above. The righthand margins
contain translations of chapter, page, and table numbers from

the draft the agencies read to their equivalents in this final

version.

>
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EXECUTIVE CFRCE OFF114E PRESIDENT
. oFFICE OF MANAGEMENT, AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20103

Mr. William J. Anderson
Director, General Government Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Anderson:

APPENDIX VI

AUG 4 1942

his responds to your July 2, 1982 latter to Director David A.
Stockman, requesting comments on the proposed report to the Con-
gress entitled, "Lessons Learned From Past Block Grants: Impli-
cations for Congressional Oversight."

In general, while the report is informative, ftsuiefulnc4s is
affected by tht marked differences in objeative, strUcture nd
operations between the block grants studied for this report and
the bloek grants enacted by the Ommibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1981. As a result, many of the findings arc dated andas the
report states, largely inconclusive.

More specifically, it is not clear whether the study took into
account such factors as:

o The block grapts enacted in 1981 vest primary responsibility
with ;the itates and, as a result, the extent of discretion
and responsibility the states arc given is far greater than
was given grantees under the programediscussed in the
report:a

-

o 'The shifting of discretion and responsibility to the states,
has been accompanied by a shifting of the program accounta-
bility.to the states, primarily because:

-- re ponsibility and accountability for funds should be
vcjsted in the same governmental unit (in this case, the
s atcs);

sitates arc as competent and concerned as the Federal
GOvernment regarding the use of public funds, which means
maintaining extensive accountability to the Federal Gov--

, ernment tic unnecessary; and'

.

-- states arc closer to the people who pay taxes for and
receive benefits from,-the block grants and, therefore,
are mere easily held accountable than the Federal Govern-
ment.

110
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o The administrative and managerial competence of state gov-
ernments has improved markedly since the earlier programs
which the report discusses, and thus the states are able to

accept the increased responsibility.

The following are specific areas where vorfound that basing
findings and conclusions upon past block grants is not entirely
relevant to the new block grants.

o Chapter II suggests that the Federal Government will have to ch. 2
find a substitute for direct involvement in program deci-
sionmaking and administration in order to maintain accounta-
bility. This ignores that the new block grants have been
developed.on the already-stated promise that accountability
decreases the further the goVernment gets from the Veople.

o Chapter II also discusses the changing pattern ia accounta-
_billty provisions over time for the barlicr block grants,
and implications Of those experiences with the current
accountability'fcatures of the 1981 block grants. The
report.suggests on p. 11-28 that "the tension between ensur- P. 33
Ing accountability to the Federal Government and maximkzing
grantee flexibility reflected in the earlier grants mdy

persist under the new."

e"..!

Tife discussion surrounding this point does not adequately
reflect two essential points. First, the new bjock grants,
have been designed'to shift accountability for thc adminis-
tration of programs frOIFTEc.Federal Government to the
states, and the requiroments.imposid upon the states are
designed to assure that states are accountable to their own
citizens, rather than to Federal officials, for the proper
and effective use of the block grant funds. Second, because'
the administrative capability o( states.has improved in
recent years, the ability of states to'effectively assume
these responsibilities is enhanced, ahd Ahus concern over
stUtes' accountability ib lessened commensurately.

o The discussion in Chapter IV regarding poteniial administra- ch. 4

tive cost savings is somewhat misleading. First, the report
correctly notes that thb data available for the carrier
block grants do not show any administrative cost savings, .

but then proceeds to conclude that the administrative cost
savings probably were negligible. I believe that thisjs an
indefensible conclusion, and,that the only realistic conclu-
sion is that no conclusion can be drawn bascd on the previ-
ous block grants.

, .

More significantfibt report dob's not make clear that the
etperienees of the earlier, blociegrants have reldtively
little bearing on likely experieneei under the new ploek
grants, due to the hitt that (1) the number and soOpe of
Federal requiromenAs and the number of administrative
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levelstwo factors eitcd-in thc report as affecting admin-
istrative cost savings -- are considerably loss, and (2) thc
Fedora! ovcrsight will bc grcatly reduced.

o In Chaptcr V, thc rcport discusses thc experience with curl- ch. 5
icr blocks in tcrms of thc possiblc need for more cxtcnsivc
Federal evaluative information on thc ncw blockgrants.

--Sincc primary respohlibility and accountability have bccn
shifted to the-statcs,,the AdMihistration believes there is
far loss need for extensive Fedora! data collection, moni-
toring and evaluation iystoms. Thcsc functions arc best
left to thc states which art primaOly responsible for the
ncw proerams.

We havc identified a number of specif and. detailed factual
issues and qucstions. These havc bcch nunicuted to your stuff

40'4

I appreciate thc opportunity to rcvicw and comment on thc rcport.

ce

Harold I. Stcinbcrg
Associate Director

for Management
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UNITED sTATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY -

FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

Mt. Gregory J. Ahart
Director
Human Resources Division
United States General
Amounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mk. Ahart:

23 JUL 1981

The Secretary asked that / respond to your request for our comments on your

draft report entitled, "Lessons Learned from Past Block Grants." F011owing

are my comments according to the sequence of the report:

Table 1-2 Structurafand Fiscal Characteristics of 1981 Block Grants table 2

The authorization in millions for the Elementary and Secondary Education Block

Grant is $589.4 for fiscal years 1982-84. The appropriation for FY 1982 is

$470.4

Table 11-4 Grantee Planning, Fregrammatic, Reporting, and Audit Requirements

in the Omnibus Reconciliation Act for Nine Block Grants

We question the accuracy of the entries relating to the Elementary and

Secondary Education Block Grant. There is a requirement for a comprehensive

plan, needs assessment, and performance standards for Subchapter A activities,

but this does not 4pp1y to all funded activities. The activities supportable

under Chipter 2 are so broad we cannot understand why there is an indication

that there is a limit. Also, while target populations are identified, there

is no requirement tbat the funds be used for those populations.. The ceiling

on expenditures is limited to the funds reserved for State use. With respect

to the reporting requirements, there is not the specificity which is indicated

by the entries.

table 6

Page 111-24. /here is a reference to Chapter 1. While included as a part of P. 48
Subtitle D - Elementary and Secondary,Education Block Grant, Chapter 1 does
not appear to fall within the scope of the definition of block grants used in

this study. Also, the authorization lVele thown in Table 1-2 did not include table 2
Chapter 1.

Page 111-25. Chapter 2 o Education Consolidation and Improvement Aft p. 49

requires the State to dis _bute at least 80% of ule funds it receives to

ocal educational agencies based on relative enrollments in elementary and

secondary public and private schools, adjusted to provide additional aiounts

for.dhildren whose education imposes a higher than average cost. However,

theie,is no requirement that the additional funds a local educational agency
receives be used for the children which generated the additional amounts. The

statute specifically provides that local educational agencies have complete

discretion as to how the funds will be used.

400 MARYLAND AYR., S.W. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20202
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Page IV-2. The 20 per cent pf the Education Block Grant which Btates may

reserve for their own uses is not intended solely for administrative costs,
although a State could use the entire amount for that purpose. (Page IV-15

same comment).

Page V-11. Under the Education Block Grant, the Secretary is authorized to
'provide guidance in conducting evaluation only when requested to do so, and is
expressly prohibited from issuing regulations regarding the evaluation.

page V-12. There again are references to Chapter 1 (footnote 24). Chapter 2
does not require evaluations that employ objective measures of performance and
a determination whether improvements can be sustained cmer time.

page V-13. In the first paragraph, the report indicates that State evaluation
costs can be expected to increase as a result of the 1981 block grants. With
respect to the Education Block Grant, this may not be true. The evaluation
requirements of some of the antecedent categorical programs were ouch more
extensive than those in the block. Also, because the per pupil amounts
received under the block grant are relatively small, States may decide to
restrict evaluation activities to preserve the funds for educational programs.

Page V-13. In the second paragraph, it should be noted that Chapter 2 does
not "require" the Secretary to provide guidelines or criteria to be used in
conducting effectiveness evaluations. The language is permissive.

We found the report very helpful and will take the findings into consideration
as we work with colleagues in the field of education to move toward a
suocessful implementation ofthe block grant concept. Thank you for giving me
this opportunity to comment. / hope my comments are helpful to you.

Cf
4

Sincerely,

buAlt.ao

D. Jean Benibh
Acting Assistant Secretary for
Elementary and Secondary Education

114
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Office of Inspector Gam&

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director, Human Resources
Division

United*Staten General
Accounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

Washington, D.C. 20201

a

The Secretary asked that I respond to irour request for our
comments on your draft of a proposed report "Lessons Learned
from Past Block Grants: Implications for Congressional

Oversight." The enclosed comments represent the tentative
position of the Department and are subject to reevaluation
when the final version of this report is received.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft report
before its publication.

Enclosure

Sincerely yours,

Richard P. Kusserow.
Inspector Genetal

$
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Desulnnent of Health and Hbman Services Connects on
Draft of a.Proposed GAD Report, "Lessons Learned from

Past Blodk Grants: Inplicaticns for Congressional Oversight"

General C4ntacts

o The report presents a good historical sunnary of Past baock grants, and

we agree with sane of the observations and conclusions. We suggest that

the usefulness of the report is limited, however, primarily to hisborical
description. It is inapproiiiate to draw conclUsions, as GNO does, about

the current block grants based on findings about the previous baock grant
Et-ogress, since the two sets of baock grants are fundamentally different.
Ihe past baock grants did not do much mkre than ocnsolidate categorical
programs. lbe current baock grants,kccreated undee the Cmnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act of 1981, go well beyond that in transferring program-
matic and financial decision-naking authority to the States. lbey also
decrease budgets for the programs (not increase budgets as insist baocks)
partly on the asstuptice that a reduced Federal role cuts State adminis-
trative costs. FUrtherrrore,-current economic and political circumstances

are substantiallydifferent fran those at the time the past taock grants
were implemented.

o Since the initiaticn of the programs that ware the focus of the GAO study,

public and Congressional perceptions of apprcpriate funding media:Aims
have changed. It is questionalAsubether the report's assessment, of
the limitations of the stability of block grantinechanisms are applicable
to the current situation. This qualifying point is stated in the report,*
tut should be cne of the first things said. ./

We disagree with the report's inference, raised cn page ii, that the P.
blocks are not stable funding mechanism because they have been merged
with other blocks or reocnstituted as blbcks. ally LEM has been atol-
ishedthe rest remain essentially id block form. Citing the mance- Ttion of Title )0C to the Social Services block grant as an indication
of the lack of stability of the block grant mechanism is inappropriate:
the 1981 changes enhanced the flexibility and baock grant characteristics
of Title XX. GND also fails to make the point that funding for same of
these baocks did not grow.

The report,should make clearer that the changes to the baocks over time
(in terms of flexibility) are, to a large extent, in the'hands of Con-
gress. Continued COngressional support for the baock grantimmluilisn'
is the key to its viability.

1
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! co We suggedt that some qualifying language be added to the discussion of
Title XX in the Introductialsection-to the effect that the Title XX
program, although not striciily specking a blodkgrant program, is
included in this report because it is Similar toIrearlier block grant

.programs and Shares some of the same characteristics.

o An inportant%-6is lost in the discdssion of administrative costs:

the redudtion in Federal resdrenients and the
allowed States in designing program and administrative tams provide
States with the opportunity to raduce alninistrative ts. Taking

.advantage of this opportuni is* to the State arlirwill take time
for States to make benefi ustments. However, GA0 points out,
there are, anorwill con - subs -.1 .1 ems ip measuring
these iavings.

4
OrWhile the report draws on a variety o evaluaticn reports and inte

, visiws with Federal officials, it does not inoorporate State persped-
tives. State experiences and viewpoints are particularly relevant
to any discussion of the issues of.belancing flexibility and account-

ability, and miming acininistrative costs.

o Chapter II of the report, dealing with accountability fOr Federal funds,

fails to mention the criminal pmxmoution sanction provisions that were
written into legislaticca for CETh, LEAh, and the four a951 health care
blocks/grants. (SartiAs lere included in the original CSA legisla-
tion, but not-the l91 block grant.) These provisions facilitate
investigationlof criminal milOuse Of.Faderal funds (e.g.. embezzlement)
by not requiring that the Federal'"character" of fundi involved first
be esiablisbed--a difficult task when funds are comminqled. We suggest
that Gh0 discuss the impact of eadh of these provisions,on law enforce-
mont efforts.

1
tb*

1
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U.S. Department ofJustke

JUL'2 7 1912

Mr. William J. Anderson
Director
General Government Division
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Anderson: 111,

hiukington,D.0 20530

0

This letter is in response to your request to the Attorney General for the
omments of the Department of Justice (Department) on your draft report

entitled "Lessons Learned from Past Block Grants: Implications for

/Congressional Oversight.?

The two-week turnaround time for response to this draft report precluded a

thorough review and comment by the Department. Nevertheless, we are taking

this opportunity to offer some general,observations insofar as the report
pertains to the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) block grant

program.

First, we believe that the LEAA block grant experience provides a data'base
for obtaining.some valuable information and offering some rorthwhile lessons.

However, t rogr would have to be examined more closely and extensively

than.is-allo wit n the framework of this particular General Accounting

Office (GAO) repo . Among the issues the LEAA experience illustrates,'which
are alio tssues that are likely to surface in future block grants as well,

include (1) the utility of block grant mechanisms in meeting objectives of
reform and innovation, (2) the encroachment of "red tape" at both the Federal

and State levels, (3) the signiffcance ofintergovernmental roles in decision-
making and fund allocations, (4) the varying administrative capabilities at
State and local levels, (5) the balance between recipient flexibility and/the
need for accountability, (6) the pressures for recategorization, and (7)/the

need to measure progress in meeting statutory objectives. -

GAO observes, that the new block grants have refrained from establishing uniform
performance reporting systeis and suggests that, as result, the tYpes of data

regularly available may not 'be sufficient to,make nationwide assessments. The

LEAA experience points opt the critical need for the collection of basic,
national data that show hoiCpublic funds hive been spent, for what activities,
and with what result....LEAA's difficulty in reporting to the Congress and the
general public on the uses of, its funds played a significant role in its

eventual demise. With the cooperation of the States, LEAA wis able to install

a reporting system, but it loas both too late and too short on performance

information to respond to growing Congressional criticise. The 1979 reauthori-

zation of LEAA (the Justice System Improvement Act) ref)ected-Congressional
concern that there be timely and complete repocting on performance and impact

by requiring, in addition to an annual rePort,* report every three years

-4-
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describing tn detail progress tOwards meeting certain statutorily-specified
objectives. Although the GAO report refers to this aspect of the LEAA
experience on pages V-6 and V=10, the point is so pertinent thAt it merits r). 69
more complete treatment. Furthenmore, the success of LEAA in developing a
relatively simple management information system with the.voluntary coopera-
tion of the States might be a useful model for the new bl-EriFiFE programs.

Page 1-9 of.the draft report attributes LEAA vulnerability to lack of a united E). 6
constituency, intergovernmental rivalries, and high crime rates. ,HoWever,
other factors also played a major part including: the inability to document
results, unwise and frivolous uses of block monies, growing'administrative
compexity and red tape, changing and unclear statutory purposes, and lack,of
targeting of funds on effective improvement programs. With specific regard to A
the latter point, the Attorney peneral's Task Force on Violent Crime concluded
that the LEAA program had scattered funds thinly over a wide variety of prog-
rams, some of which were of dubious merit. The Task Force went on to recommend
that future financial assistance be foAlsed on priority programs of demonstra-
ted worth. In essence, it found that one of the major lessons of LEM. was that
grantee discretion had to be balanced with the need to target increasingly
limited funds on effective improvement programs. The GAO draft report seems to
overlook this issue.

p . 71

The following minor points are brought to your attention:

--Page 11-4 contains a confusing and perhaps misleading paragraph on LEAA 1). 18
planning funds. LEAA legislation did indeed eate the financial burden on
recipients of planning and administrative costs by providing for Part B
planning grants. Most of the planning funds were for State administra-
tive costs, although at least 40 perCent was to be passed throdgh to local
units or combinations.

--Page 11-12 states that recategorization of the LEAA block grant culminated r). 23
with the Justice Syttem Improvement Act (JSIA). This is an oversimplifi- Au
cation. The JpA, in fact, eliminated separate block grants foe planning ir
and correctional purposes and folded them into a general block grant for
criminal justice improvements. '

Page 11-13 (first paragraph) gives an impression that there was a cause and
effect relationship between program restrictions and the addition of deleted
coerections and juvenile justice block, grants, to a decline in LEAA
appropriations. There is lio reference source cited for thi9 statement
and, in our judgment, it is unsubstantiated. As noted earlier in the

.

reeort, LEAA's problems were much more numerous and complex than is
suggested here. In fact,, the agency's budget continued on an upward

A' cycle after-the Part 'E amendments of-1971 and the enactment of the
juvenile justiceprogram An 1974. ,

--Page 11-17 cites 1975 LEAA guidelines requiring recipients to report on
program activities semi-annually. We hall been unable to verify from deleted
our-records the existence of any such req4rement. Furthermore, the
1975 guidelines cited were clearly not, as he report states, the
initial LEAA regulations. By 1975 the peogram had been operating six
years.

Irpt;
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The Department appreciates the opportunity to comment on the draft report.

Should you desire aoy additional information, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

Kevin D. Rooney
Assistant Attorney General

for Administration

Or

12 0
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U.S. DeparImmt of Labor

AU6 j7 INe ,

II-

Asslitint Socretary for
-Employmint uki Training ,

Washington, D.C. 20210

40'

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director
Human.Resources Division
U.S. General Accoun ng Office
Washington, D.C. 24548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

I.

APPENDIX VI

This is in.reply to your letter to Secretary Donovan
requesiing comments on the draft ;GAO report entitled,
"Lessons-Learned from Past Block Grants: implications for
Congressional Oversight." The Department's response is
enclosed.

a

The Department appreciates the opportunity to comment on this
report.

Sincerely,

ILIP-at I
: 1 G-V

Assistant Secret 4t,

or

Enclosure

sC.

.
of Labor

Idr
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U. S. Department of Labdt's.Response to Draft General Accounting '
Office Report Entitled -- "Lessons Learned from Past Block
Grants: Iffiplication for Congressional Oversight"

The Department has reviewed the draft report entitled, "Lessons
Learned from Past BlOck Grants: Implications for Congressional
Oversight" and offers the following comments on the issues
discussed in the report.

How Has Block Grant Levislaition Balanced Competing Goals of
Flexibility and Accountability?

The Department feels that the findings pertaining to this
issue are consistent with the purposes of a block,grant.
Block grants were created to reduce restrictions on local

. program-operators and GAO finds that this has in fact
occurred, in particular in the planning and spending areas.

With respect to the accountability issue, in particular,
performance standards,dt is the Department's position
that there must be basic overall standards established
to evaluate outcomes. These standards would focus on
program reSults and-not on procesi and would provide a
sufficient base for assessment of overall results.

'Have There Been Savings in Administrative Costs Undet
Block Grants?

'The Department feels that the finding that there was no
consistent change in administrative costs is primarily the
result of the multitude of administrptive requirements
contained n the Department's block grant. We note that
GAO indicates that reductions in Federalirequirements 'may
result in administrative economies not previously seen.

'The Department feels that the-block grant approach for
employment and training which is autrently being
cOnsidered will, in fact, provide for significant reduc-
tiond in Federal requirements and that these reductions
in requirements along with the actual limitation on
administrative expenditures established by legislation
will produce significant administrative savings.

Have the.Poor and Other Disadvantaged Groups Been Served
Equally Undpr Block GrantSoand Categorical Programs?

The finding that there were no consistent differences
between categorical programs aneg block grants in targeting
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benefits to lower income individuals or to minority groups
again supports the Department's position W.th respect to
block grants.

The Department feels that any other,results with respect to
this issue in the employment and training area would mean
that programs were not being operated in accordance with the
intent of the legislation. ;

-
What Has Been'the Nature and Extent,of Evaluative Information
Available to the Congress Under Block Grants?

The Department feels that the findings on this are consistent
with the intent of the block grant approach. In particular,
the less explicit role in program evaluation for Federal
agencies.

The Department does not feeL that this approach will result
in leis effective service to eligible clkientele. The
performance standards, which will be Federally established,
will provide a basis for evaluating the system.

In addition, the Oepartment will be carrying out.S ecific
evaluations of the cost-effectiveness of the prorain
achieving the purposes of the Act, the impact of the programs
on communities and participants, the extent to which the*
programs meet the needs of the individuals by age, race, sex,
and national origin and the adeqUacy of the overall delivery
system. 'All of the information obtained through such evalu-
ations will be provided to Congress.

*U.S. GOVIRMSEST ?XINING OITICS: 19112-361-43:21

(973553)
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